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1. Introduction

Due to its inherent robustness and finite time convergence, sliding mode control
(SMC) is extensively used for the control of nonlinear uncertain systems. Apart from
robustness against parametric variations and external disturbances, it also provides model
order reduction. It has been employed in a large range of dynamic systems, including but
not limited to; electric drives, power converters, power systems, aircrafts, autonomous
vehicles, a wide range of mechanical systems, and industrial processes. The discontinuous
control law in SMC is the reason behind its robustness. However, it also suffers from for
the so-called chattering problem. Much of the research in SMC is carried out to address
the chattering phenomenon, which gives rise to higher order SMC, adaptive SMC and
chattering free SMC. Another important research topic pertaining to SMC is the finite-time
convergence of the error dynamics, which leads to the advent of finite time convergent
SMC (FTSMC). Contrary to conventional SMC, the sliding variable in FTSMC is nonlinear
which results in finite time convergence of the sliding mode.

The objective of this special issue is to bring together an articulate set of papers that
advance understanding of the theory and practice behind SMC and its variants. The special
issue is timely since recent years have witnessed the notable experimental realisation of
SMC-based control laws in applications of immense importance. It is anticipated that the
wider dissemination of recent research trends in SMC and its variants will stimulate more
exchanges and collaborations among the control community and contribute to further
advancements from an applied perspective.

The topics of interest are as follows:

• Sliding mode control-Theory and practice
• Sliding mode observers
• Higher-order sliding mode controllers
• Fast integral terminal sliding mode controller
• Fixed-time nonlinear homogeneous sliding mode controller
• Adaptive or Neuro-adaptive global sliding mode controller
• Role of SMC in Industry 4.0 cyber physical systems

2. Review of Published Papers

Asif et al. in [1] propose a two-stage maximum power point tracking (MPPT) approach
for photovoltaic (PV) systems with partial shading conditions. The proposed method com-
bines machine learning (ML) and terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) to improve MPPT
algorithm accuracy. The first stage generates the reference voltage for MPPT by employing
a neuro fuzzy network (NFN), whereas, the second stage tracks the maximum power point
(MPP) voltage by employing a TSMC. The proposed method is validated through simu-
lations as well as experiments. The results indicate that it outperforms traditional MPPT
algorithms in generating higher power and ensuring finite time convergence of the MPP
voltage tracking. Moreover, it effectively handles shading-induced multiple peaks and
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performs well under irradiance, temperature and load variations. The proposed two-stage
approach offers a promising and robust solution for enhancing PV system performance
in PSCs.

In [2], Yao, G. et al. have designed a sliding mode based observer to reconstruct the
q-axis current of the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), provided that the
d-axis current is measurable. The authors have employed the 2-phase model of the PMSM
in a static reference frame for observer synthesis. Apart from robustness, the proposed
technique also eliminates the blind area of current reconstruction. The estimated current is
used to control the speed of the PMSM using a cascaded control system. The inner loop
controls the currents of d and q axes of synchronously rotating reference frame, whereas
the outer loop is responsible for maintaining a desired speed. The performance of the
control system is tested for nominal and perturbed systems, which shows that the proposed
method is robust.

In [3], Vennemann, J. et al. have developed a cascaded control system for active mag-
netic bearings (AMBs) with large air gaps. The aim of the control strategy is to regulate the
positions of x and y axes AMBs, which is attained by two independent position controllers
in the outer loop. The inner current control loop employs the super-twisting algorithm
(STA) for maintaining the desired trajectories of currents produced by the outer loop con-
trollers. The use of STA is motivated due to the fact that it only requires the measurement
of the output signal, yields reduced chattering and improved tracking performance. Fur-
thermore, the proposed methodology is implemented on a physical system. The results
show that the designed methodology with STA is superior as compared to conventional
control techniques.

The authors in [4] have designed a model-based, chattering free sliding mode controller
(CFSMC) to track the desired trajectory of the calorific value of the exit gas mixture for
an underground coal gasification process. The design of the CFSMC employs a nonlinear
mathematical model of the UCG process. In order to estimate the unmeasurable states of
the system involved in the controller synthesis, a state dependent Kalman Filter (SDKF)
is also designed. The structure and algorithm of the SDKF is similar to a discrete time
Kalman Filter, however, it utilizes the quasi-linear model of the UCG process to estimate
the states on the entire operating range. The advantage of using a quasi-linear model is that
it decomposes the system in the form of state space representation, with state dependent
matrices, retaining the original nonlinear dynamics of the process. The simulation results
of the designed technique are compared with dynamic integral sliding mode control and
a conventional sliding mode control, which show that the tracking performance of the
CFSMC is superior as compared to its counterparts.

Riaz S. et al. in [5] propose a robust predefined time convergent sliding mode con-
troller (PreDSMC) algorithm for precise position control of permanent magnet linear motor
(PMLM) systems for industrial applications. The proposed algorithm eliminates the po-
sition tracking error within a predefined time. Moreover, PreDSMC effectively handles
external disturbances and model parameter variations with bounded convergence error
and constrained control input. Numerical simulations demonstrate current research work’s
effectiveness in reducing the impacts of friction and external disturbances compared to tra-
ditional control methods (i.e., PID and linear SMC). The proposed algorithm has potential
applications in trajectory tracking control of a wide range of industrial nonlinear systems.

In [6], the authors have proposed a hybrid backstepping based super-twisting algo-
rithm for speed control of a 3-phase induction machine (IM) with squirrel cage rotor. The
discontinuities in the input are minimized using exact differentiator. The simulations are
performed in MATLAB and the IM is operated in three different modes: start and stop
mode, normal operation mode and disturbance rejection mode. A comprehensive simula-
tion study is carried out in which the proposed technique is compared with conventional
sliding mode control, super-twisting control and backstepping control. The quantitative
comparison in terms of integral squared error, integral absolute error and integral time
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absolute error shows that the proposed methodology has superior disturbance rejection
and tracking performances.

Alvaro J. P. et al. in [7] address the windup phenomenon by proposing and experi-
mentally realizing two SMC-based control algorithms to improve the response of integral
controllers, which are common in industrial setups. The algorithms, named as ‘windup con-
ditional reset’ and ‘windup instantaneous reset’, rely on resetting the integral control action
while maintaining the disturbance rejection capability of the system. An anti-saturation
function is used for anticipating and steering the error in trajectory tracking onto the
manifold origin. This is complemented by an action to compensate for robustness. The
algorithmic efficiency of the anti-windup techniques is characterized by applying them to
two chemical processes; a stirred tank reactor and a mixing tank, which respectively feature
the systems with variable longtime delay and with variable height. Different reference
signals are applied considering various disturbances and relevant error benchmarks like
integral time square error (ITSE) and integral square error (ISE) are observed. Experimental
results evidence that the proposed algorithms circumvent actuators’ saturation and offer
adequate tracking accuracy despite application of disturbances as demonstrated by the
reduced overshoot and settling time achieved in the response. It is shown that robustness
is achieved without deteriorating stability of the system. Also, the original schemes of
controllers do not need to be changed for realizing the proposed algorithms.

R. Hu et al. in [8] investigate coupling effects and nonlinearity in manipulators by
realizing multi-joints coordination in the robot. The main objective here is to exploit
the benefits offered by dynamically combining two control techniques namely; super-
twisting SMC and fractional-order non-singular terminal SMC. The former control offers
fast system response with suppressed chattering while the latter exhibits superior steady-
state tracking accuracy. The proposed controller named ‘Dynamic Fractional-Order Non-
singular Terminal Super-Twisting SMC’ gets benefit from these remarkable features and
allows the position of the sliding surface to dynamically change. The controller design is
based on the derived model of a four degree of freedom low-cost humanoid manipulator.
Kinematics is derived using Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) parameters while the derivation
of manipulator dynamics considers friction effects. Lyapunov theory is used to prove
stability of the manipulator. The higher order term hiding the sign function suppresses
chattering phenomenon in SMC. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed control law permits accurate tracking accuracy, chattering mitigation and
improved error convergence.

In [9], Jnayah, S. et al. have designed a robust direct torque control (DTC) strategy of an
induction machine (IM) with a three-level inverter. The speed, flux and torque controllers
employ sliding mode control theory, which proves to be more robust as compared to
conventional hysteresis and PI based control algorithms. The simulation results show that
the proposed control strategy is robust against sudden changes in load torque. Furthermore,
the proposed SMC based DTC approach is implemented on a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) using the Xilinx system generator. The parallel processing of the FPGA has
been demonstrated through hardware co-simulation results.

Liang, Y. et al. in [10] propose a novel sliding mode controller for trajectory tracking
in systems with unknown uncertainties. The proposed controller combines a PID type
sliding surface with a variable gain hyperbolic reaching law, resulting in improved con-
trol performance. This choice of reaching law combines the benefits of integral sliding
mode (ISM) and terminal sliding mode (TSM) control algorithms, and provides global
finite-time convergence. Utilizing a variable gain hyperbolic term instead of conventional
switching term eliminates chattering and ensures variable approaching velocities to the
sliding surface for different initial positions. Simulation studies using a two-link robot
validate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, demonstrating fast response, and high
tracking accuracy even in the presence of time-varying uncertain external disturbances and
load variations.

3
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The authors in [11] have designed a dynamic integral sliding mode control (DISMC)
strategy to boost and regulate the output voltage of proton exchange membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC) system operating under varying loads. The voltage control problem is
solved using a 2-loop control strategy, with a PI controller in the outer loop for voltage
regulation and the inner current control loop employs the DISMC algorithm. The DISMC
offers increased robustness due to the elimination of the reaching phase and it also yields
a continuous control effort. The efficacy of the designed technique is validated on a
hardware setup in which a portable PEMFC is connected to a boost power converter. The
results of voltage regulation are compared for the DISMC and PI controllers in simulation
and hardware settings, which show that the proposed scheme exhibits a better transient
response and demonstrates superior robustness against sudden changes in load.

Li, Z. et al. in [12] present a sensorless control algorithm for permanent magnet
linear synchronous motors (PMLSMs) that enhances tracking capability and estimation
accuracy. The system combines a continuous terminal sliding mode controller (CTSMC)
with a fuzzy super twisting sliding mode observer (FSTSMO). The CTSMC enables fast
and continuous control, achieving rapid tracking of desired speed, while the FSTSMO
algorithm improves sensorless estimation accuracy by using adaptive gains instead of
fixed gains (as used in conventional SMO). Simulation as well as experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system, with reduced position tracking
errors and improved dynamic performance. This research offers a promising solution
for high-precision operation in sensorless PMLSM systems, with potential applications in
various industries.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The article proposes a new approach to maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for
photovoltaic (PV) systems operating under partial shading conditions (PSCs) that improves upon
the limitations of traditional methods in identifying the global maximum power (GMP), resulting
in reduced system efficiency. The proposed approach uses a two-stage MPPT method that employs
machine learning (ML) and terminal sliding mode control (TSMC). In the first stage, a neuro fuzzy
network (NFN) is used to improve the accuracy of the reference voltage generation for MPPT, while in
the second stage, a TSMC is used to track the MPP voltage using a non-inverting DC—DC buck-boost
converter. The proposed method has been validated through numerical simulations and experiments,
demonstrating significant enhancements in MPPT performance even under challenging scenarios. A
comprehensive comparison study was conducted with two traditional MPPT algorithms, PID and
P&O, which demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method in generating higher power and
less control time. The proposed method generates the least power loss in both steady and dynamic
states and exhibits an 8.2% higher average power and 60% less control time compared to traditional
methods, indicating its superior performance. The proposed method was also found to perform well
under real-world conditions and load variations, resulting in 56.1% less variability and only 2–3 W
standard deviation at the GMPP.

Keywords: maximum power point tracking; machine learning; partial shading; terminal sliding
mode control

1. Introduction

The continuous increase in global warming and the decrease in fossil energy sources
has led to a sharp inclination towards renewable sources as a substitute source of energy.
Among these renewable sources, the solar system has been extensively used for power
generation in a variety of applications due to its multiple benefits, such as uninterrupted
power, no noise, no pollution, and easy maintenance. This increasing demand for power
generation using photovoltaic (PV) systems for both residential and industrial areas re-
quires an appropriate and efficient optimization of energy production systems. To draw
maximum PV energy, many methods have been developed in the past, such as incremental
conductance, perturb and observe, constant voltage, parasitic capacitance, and constant
current. This allows the controller to harvest the maximum available power from the PV
system under varying solar irradiance and temperature scenarios; these controllers are
usually known as maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controllers. However, most
MPPT methods suffer from a lack of strict convergence analysis and are not capable of
handling partial shading conditions (PSCs) [1,2].

Electronics 2023, 12, 1720. https://doi.org/10.3390/electronics12071720 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics
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1.1. Literature Review

This research aims to find a more effective solution for PV systems that are partially
shaded by analyzing and modeling their performance. By simulating the relationship
between environmental conditions and the PV array’s output characteristics, we can gain a
deeper understanding of the special effects of PS. This knowledge is crucial for developing
an MPPT algorithm. Power generation in solar systems is influenced by the intermittence
of both temperature and irradiance. The output power can also fluctuate because of the
non-linear relationship between current and voltage in conventional PV cells. Therefore,
incorporating an MPPT algorithm can help to maximize power output under varying
meteorological conditions. However, when PV systems are partially shaded, they exhibit
distinct characteristics, and multiple peaks may appear on the P-V characteristic curve.
The impact of shading depends on the pattern and placement of the PV arrays, which can
decrease the efficiency of the tracking algorithm as the PV array tends to operate at a local
MPP [3–5].

MPPT calculations are an essential part of the operation of PV systems. These calcula-
tions are designed to optimize the output power of PV panels by determining the point
on the P-V curve where maximum power can be obtained. Under ideal conditions where
all PV cells receive the same amount of sunlight, the MPPT algorithm can quickly and
easily locate a single peak on the P-V curve and adjust the system accordingly. However,
there are scenarios where the P-V curve of the panel has multiple local peaks. One of the
prevalent reasons is PS, which happens when the cells in a panel are exposed to varying
levels of sunlight. This can occur when the panel is partially blocked by an object such as a
tree or building, or when the panel is installed in a location with uneven sunlight. In such
scenarios, the standard MPPT calculations may only identify the local maximum power
point (LMPP) in the previous working point region, as the global maximum power point
(GMPP) could be located much farther away on the P-V curve [6]. Therefore, it is crucial to
utilize sophisticated MPPT methods and techniques to trace the global peak power point
during PS scenarios and augment the general effectiveness and operation of the PV system.
This will immensely reduce the competitiveness of the PV panel, in particular during PS.
To solve PS, numerous approaches have been proposed to alleviate the effect of PSCs in
such PV panels and a lot of research has been carried out, focusing on finding the GMPP
by reducing the search area.

Hu et.al presented an idea that states the current of faulted cells or modules increases
under the PSC, causing the temperature rise of a few faulted modules or cells [7]. Therefore,
there are a lot of LMPPs. The usage of a thermal camera to identify PSCs is also proposed.
The proposed approach can detect the cell or module faults and can make use of the thermo-
graphical data gathered from panels to split the PV array into healthy and unhealthy
segments and also efficiently determine PS. However, this method consumes a lot of
computational time for global maximum power point tracking (GMPPT) [8].

Tamir Shaqarin suggested an approach that works well for tracking precision and
steady-state error to track the GMPP under any climate condition. The proposed approach is
using “particle swarm optimization (PSO) through targeted position-mutated elitism” (PSO-
TPME) with a reinitialization mechanism on a PV system under partial shading conditions.
The fast-converging and global exploration capabilities of PSO-TPME make it appealing
for online optimization. But a significant implementation complexity is associated with
PSO-TPME based MPPT [9].

A MPPT approach with minimal complexity is suggested by A. Safari which is founded
on an adjustable step size incremental conductance method and a straightforward linear
equation [10,11]. The aim of this approach is to relocate the operating point near the
GMPP. This technique is based on a variable step size incremental conductance, which
automatically adjusts the step size to track the GMPP and minimize energy loss. However,
this method has a significant drawback, as the linear function may not be effective when
the PV array has multiple LMPPs. Furthermore, this approach may struggle to adapt to
system parameters that change over time.
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Different “perturb & observe” (P&O) and incremental conductance (InC) MPP tech-
niques have been used in the PV system by the researcher for detecting the GM using P-V
& I-V curves. The techniques used in [12] are evaluated based on speed, accuracy, and
complexity. Fractional short circuit current (FSCC), P&O, fractional open circuit voltage
(FOCV), and InC techniques are conventional and the most commonly employed tech-
niques in PV energy systems. However, the major drawback of these techniques is lack of
robustness and frequent oscillations around local optima [13].

An adaptive neuro-fuzzy (NF) interference system strategy is proposed in [14,15]
which is applied to extract MMPT for the PV system under intermittent environmental
circumstances; however, this technique based on machine learning requires a huge database.
Additionally, this technique suffers from the chattering effect, steady-state error, and
oscillations in the desired output.

Other researchers have also employed population-based global optimization methods
which have been combined with deep neural networks to enhance their global exploration
capabilities and reduce their computational complexity [16–18] such as the firefly algorithm
(FA) [19], the artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [20], and the genetic algorithm (GA) [21]
to achieve maximum power, but these algorithms suffer from convergence speed, require
lot of tuning parameters (population size, crossover probability, and mutation rate), and are
sentinel to noise. Moreover, all these PSO, GA, FA, and ABC population-based algorithms
are not efficient when it comes to the control problem, because of their inability to handle
uncertainty and nonlinear systems efficiently and are less flexible to changing environment
conditions.

In conclusion, it is obvious that there are multiple MPPT techniques available with
distinct features, including the type of sensing material, rate of convergence, level of
intricacy, efficiency, expense, and suitability, all targeting to locate the GMPP under PSCs.
Each method is associated with its advantages and disadvantages but a general drawback
that is being observed in all traditional techniques is the challenge of chattering and slow
convergence. Focusing on this research problem, a hybrid MPPT technique is proposed that
can perform under varying climate conditions and shading patterns with slight chattering,
and can assure fast and finite convergence to GMMP.

1.2. Original Contribution

The following are in-depth descriptions of the key innovations and significant contri-
butions made through this research.

1. This research presents a strong and sophisticated controller known as the nonlinear
terminal sliding mode controller (TSMC) that is specifically designed to track the
MPPT of PV arrays’ PSCs by utilizing a non-inverting buck-boost converter.

2. To achieve this, the proposed controller utilizes a neuro-fuzzy network (NFN) for
reference generation, which is trained using over 22,000 distinct PS scenarios.

3. The proposed controller is designed to ensure fast and finite-time convergence, pro-
viding a reliable and efficient solution for MPPT under PSCs.

4. The robustness and chattering minimization around the GMPP are tested by introduc-
ing uncertainties in the system, demonstrating the success of the proposed controller
in challenging operating conditions.

5. To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed controller, an experimental setup is estab-
lished, which allows for a comprehensive evaluation of the controller’s performance.

6. To evaluate its performance, a comparison of the proposed controller with other
algorithms is already available. The results are presented in Table 1, which illustrates
the superiority of the proposed controller in terms of its performance characteristics.
The comparison highlights the effectiveness of the proposed controller and its ability
to perform better than other existing algorithms.
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Table 1. Comparison of proposed work with existing techniques.

References Methodology Merits Demerits

Punitha et. al. [22] Incremental
conductance

Fast response and
good tracking

Offline and large
computational time

Patel et. al. [23] Neural networks High tracking speed Oscillations at MPPT

Koad et. al. [24] Particle swarm
optimization

Reduce steady
state error

Large
computational time

El-Helw et. al. [25] Perturb and observe Easy implementation
Slow tracking and

oscillation
around MPTT

Proposed work Neuro-fuzzy
and TSMC

Robust, fast
convergence and

minimum chattering

Offline technique,
requires large dataset

The present study is organized in a systematic manner to comprehensively address
the proposed PV system with a MPPT controller. The following sections outline the
methodology and results of the study.

Section 2 delves into the statistical and mathematical modeling of the given PV sys-
tem, providing a thorough understanding of the system’s behavior. The shading effect, a
crucial aspect of PV systems, is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the use of a machine
learning-based neuro-fuzzy network (MLNFN) is presented for the generation and training
of reference voltage. This methodology is applied to improve the performance of the
MPPT controller. The average state-space model of the DC—DC buck-boost convertor is
explained in Section 5, while Section 6 presents the robust nonlinear TSMC. To evaluate the
proposed controller’s performance under varying environmental conditions, simulation
results are analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink in Sections 7 and 8. The hardware valida-
tion of the proposed system and a comprehensive performance analysis are presented in
Sections 9 and 10, respectively. Finally, the study concludes in Section 10, summarizing the
key findings and highlighting the contributions made to the field of PV systems and MPPT
controllers.

2. PV System Mathematical Modeling

The PV cell has a p-n junction and produces electric power due to the photons. It
consists of a current source Iph, a series resistance Rs, a shunt resistance Rp, and a diode, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. PV array equivalent model.

To evaluate the parameters of the photovoltaic (PV) system it is necessary to have
knowledge of the PV power-voltage or current-voltage curve under standard conditions
of measurement (SCM). This information can be obtained through the testing and char-
acterization of the PV module under SCM, which typically includes a specific irradiance
level and cell temperature. This information can then be used to model the PV system
and determine the performance and efficiency of the system under different operating
conditions.
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As Rp and Rs have low values, they can be neglected in some cases. This means that
the total current is mainly determined by the photocurrent and the resistance losses are
considered to be negligible. However, this will depend on the specific PV system and the
operating conditions, and it is always important to consider the actual values of Rp and Rs
to make sure they can be neglected. The current of a PV array arranged in a combination of
series and/or parallel can be described by [26,27].

I = IPV NP − IONP

⎡⎣exp

⎛⎝V + RS

(
NS
NP

)
I

VTaNs

⎞⎠− 1

⎤⎦− V + RS

(
NS
NP

)
I

RP

(
NS
NP

) , (1)

where

IPV : PV array current
IO: Diode saturation current
a: Ideal factor
RS: Resistance in series
RP: Resistance in parallel
NS: Number of series cell
NP: Number of parallel cell
VT : Thermal voltage

PV array thermal voltage is given by,

VT =
NSKT

q
(2)

where

q: Electron charge
K: Boltzmann’s constant
T: Temperature of p-n junction

The PV current IPV is given by,

IPV = (IPVN + KiΔT)
G

GN
(3)

where

IPVN : Nominal condition PV current
G: Irradiance at the surface of panel
GN : Nominal condition irradiance
Ki: Temperature coefficient of short circuit current
ΔT: Difference of nominal and actual temperature

Saturation current of the diode is represented by,

IO =
ISCN + KiΔT

exp
(Vocn+KiΔT

aVt

)
− 1

(4)

where

ISCN : Nominal condition short circuit current
VOCN : Nominal condition open circuit voltage

MATLAB/Simulink is used to model and simulate the above-mentioned equations
and corresponding results are presented in Figures 2, 3, 9 and 10.
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Figure 2. PV curve at different irradiances.

Figure 3. PV curve at different temperatures.

These figures illustrate the I-V and P-V attributes of the PV system, which are used in
the current work and subject to different levels of irradiances and temperatures. Four PV
arrays are linked in a series such that each array comprises of fifteen series modules and a
total output of 24 KW power of the other two parallel strings.

The P-V curve of the system is presented in Figure 2 with a constant temperature that
is directly proportional to power. While Figure 3 shows the P-V curve of the system at
different temperatures by keeping irradiance constant, which is inversely proportional to
power.

3. Influence of Shading Effect on PV Array

It is a common practice to connect multiple solar panels in a series or parallel con-
figuration to meet power requirements. However, when certain panels are blocked from
sunlight by passing clouds, nearby trees or buildings, the shaded cells absorb some of the
power generated by unshaded cells, resulting in the generation of heat which can cause
damage to the shaded cells [28].

To prevent this, bypass diodes can be employed as depicted in Figure 4, which help to
prevent a negative voltage across the shaded cells. From Figure 4, the bypass diode begins
to conduct when the condition Vi − ∑n

i=1 Vi ≥ VD is satisfied where i �= 2 and VD is the
forward voltage drop of the diode [29,30].
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Figure 4. Bypass diode parallel with PV cells.

However, activating diodes at different voltage levels alters the characteristics of the
PV system and results in multiple peaks, as shown in Figure 5. This trait can cause the
system to operate at a local peak instead of the optimal global peak, resulting in a decrease
in PV efficiency.

Figure 5. Global and local peaks due to the shading effect.

4. Machine Learning Based Proposed System Framework

Figure 6 illustrates the MLNF technique used in this research, which is based on the
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy inference system. TS and Mamdani are two popular types of
fuzzy inference systems used in the field of fuzzy logic. The main difference between the
two is the way they handle fuzzy rules and fuzzy outputs. In Mamdani-type systems,
the output of each rule is a fuzzy set, which is then combined to form the final output
using fuzzy logic operations such as union or centroid defuzzification. In contrast, TS-
type systems use a linear combination of the inputs to generate a crisp output. There are
several advantages of using TS-type systems as they are computationally efficient, accurate,
provide better interpolation, and are easy to tune compared to Mamdani-type systems [31].

The proposed framework has five inputs, including four different irradiance values
(G1, G2, G3, and G4) and one temperature (T) parameter. The fuzzification layer, which is
the input layer, consists of three triangular membership functions for each parameter. The
output layer comprises a linear equation for each rule. The MLNFN generates a reference
voltage for the peak power from the PV arrays under PS and varying environmental
conditions.
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Figure 6. Proposed MLNF control scheme.

Large datasets are essential for training the MLNFN. These datasets are generated
by modeling the PV array system in MATLAB/Simulink under different (PSCs). To train
the NFN, around 22,000 scenarios of PSCs are randomly generated for MPP voltages to be
used as reference voltages for the controller.

Figure 7 illustrates the reference voltages generated using the MLNFN against three
different membership functions at shading pattern SP1, which lasts from 0 to 0.5 s, and
SP2, which lasts from 0.5 to 1 s. The voltage changes abruptly from 1645 V to 1265 V
when irradiances change from SP1 to SP2 in the case of triangular membership functions.
Table 2 provides a comparative analysis of reference voltages generated using different NF
techniques. The table helps in understanding the effectiveness of the proposed technique
over the existing ones.

Figure 7. Reference voltage generation using various NF techniques.

Table 2. Comparison of reference voltage prediction for various NF techniques.

FIS Membership
Functions

Shading Pattern
(SP)

Reference
Voltage (V)

Actual Voltage
Generated (V)

Error (V)

TRIMF SP1 1262 1262.1 0.1
TRAPMF SP1 1262 1235 27

GUASSMF SP1 1262 1258 4
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5. Non-Inverting Average State-Space Model of Buck-Boost Converter

The DC—DC buck-boost converter in non-inverting configuration moves up or down
the voltages to force the PV array to operate at the MPP, from input (PV array) to output
(load). With the help of the switching period T, the converter is periodically controlled
where: T = Ton + Toff, Ton is the ON time and Toff is the OFF time. The converter’s duty ratio
is defined by u = Ton/T.

To reduce the waves in the converter, input voltage capacitor C1 is used; while for
limiting the output voltage capacitor, C2 is used. In this work, it is assumed that the
converter is operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM).

Figure 8 shows the approximate circuit of the non-inverting buck-boost converter with
two switching intervals. The first switching interval has both switches, S1 and S2 active
while the diodes D1 and D2 are inactive. In the second switching interval, both the diodes
D1 and D2 are active while the switches; S1 and S2 are inactive [32,33]. In the first interval,
according to Kirchhoff’s current and voltage law, we have:

IPV = IPV − IL (5)

VL = VC1 (6)

IC2 = −VC2

R
(7)

Figure 8. Non−inverting configuration of DC-DC buck-boost converter.

Whereas in the second interval S1 and S2 are inactive and D1 and D2 are forward-
biased. Using Kirchhoff’s current and voltage law, we have:

IC1 = IPV (8)

VL = −VC2 (9)

IC2 = IL − VC2

R
(10)

In light of the volt second balance of the inductor and charge balance of the capacitor,
we can express:

dvc1

dt
=

IPV
C1

− IL
C1

u (11)

diL
dt

=
VC1

L
u − VC2

L
(1 − u) (12)

dvc2

dt
=

IL
C2

(1 − u)− VC2

RC2
(13)
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Averaging the model for one switching duration and considering x1, x2 and x3 to be
the average value of VC1, IL and VC2, we can write, x1 =< vc1 >, x2 =< iL >, x3 =<
vC2 > and u =< u >.

Hence Equations (11)–(13) can be rearranged as,

.
x1 =

ipv

c1
− x2

c1
u (14)

.
x2 =

x1

L
u − x3

L 1
(1 − u) (15)

.
x3 =

x2

c2
(1 − u)− x3

RC2
(16)

The final Equations (14)–(16) are utilized in the designing of PV system control law.

6. Design of Terminal Sliding Model Control

A controller design based on the nonlinear robust terminal sliding mode (TSM) is
proposed for tracking the MPPT of PV arrays under PSCs using a non-inverting buck-boost
converter. In this controller, the error, e1, is defined as the discrepancy between the desired
output voltage of the PV array and the actual one and is given in Equation (17). The
controller uses this error to adjust the reference voltage generated by the MLNFN algorithm
and to extract the maximum power from the PV array,

e1 = x1 − x1d (17)

where x1 is Vpv and x1d refers to Vre f . The derivative of Equation (17) with its dynamics
reported in (15) becomes,

.
e1 =

ipv

c1
− x2

c1
u − x1d (18)

The first stage is to design a sliding surface and the next stage is the selection of a
control law for holding the system trajectory on the sliding surface making the tracking
error zero. The equation of TSMC is given by,

s =
[

d
dt
+ ∝
]n−1

e1 (19)

s = er
2+ ∝ e1 (20)

where e2 =
.

e1, n represents the relative system degree, e1 is the error among the ∝, desired
reference voltage, a positive parameter chosen randomly or by some approach whichever
is more suitable choice and the output voltage, r is rational power equal to p/q.

By taking the derivative of sliding surface we have,

.
s = rer−1

2
.
e2+ ∝

.
e1 (21)

Control law is given by Equation (22),

u(t) = ueq + udis (22)

udis = −k1(s)− k2sign(s) (23)

where ueq is the equivalent control vector while udis is the discontinuous control (the
correction factor) vector which is given by udis = ksign(s), where k is a controlled gain.
To obtain ueq, Equation (22) will be simplified, the parameters used in the equation are
given as,

e1 = x1 − x1d (24)
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.
e1 =

ipv

c1
− x2

c1
u − x1d (25)

e2 =∝
1
r e1

1
r (26)

Taking derivative of e2 yields,

.
e2 =

1
r

∝
1
r e1

1
r −1 .

e1 (27)

By substituting the parameters in Equation (22) we obtain,

.
s = r

[
∝

1
r e1

1
r

]r−1[
∝

1
r e1

1
r

(
ipv
c1

− ux2
c1

− .
x1d

)]
+

∝
(

ipv
c1

− ux2
c1

− .
x1d

) (28)

By taking
.
s = 0 we obtain, ueq as,

ueq =
ipv(r − 1) +

.
x1dc1(1 − r)

x2(r − 1)
(29)

Finally, by adding Equations (23) and (29) we obtain the control law u(t),

u(t) =
ipv(r − 1) +

.
x1dc1(1 − r)

x2(r − 1)
− k1k2sign(s) (30)

7. Proposed Control System Performance Validation

This section explains the validation of the proposed system for MPPT under various
PSCs using MATLAB/Simulink.

7.1. Simulation Setttings

MATLAB 2017Ra is used to perform the simulations where powergui and a constant
time solvent are opted for to run the simulation. The information about the PV array being
used in this research is given in Table 3. The parameter values used in converter and
controller designing are given in Table 4. Three distinct shading patterns (SPs) namely SP1,
SP2, and SP3 are subjected to varying irradiance, while SP4 exhibits uniform irradiance, as
mentioned in Table 5. For the SP4 case with regular irradiance, only a single PV curve is
produced, which in turn keeps a simpler detection for the MPP through any traditional
methods. However, in the remaining three cases of PS, it is difficult to identify the global
peak, as the PV characteristic curve now exhibits multiple local maxima points instead of
just one GMPP. These local maxima points appear due to the shading of certain portions of
the PV array, which can cause the power output of the shaded portions to decrease, creating
multiple peaks in the PV curve, making it challenging to pinpoint the GMPP accurately.

Table 3. Parameters of PV system.

Parameters Symbols Values

Maximum power PMAX 200 W
Open circuit voltage VOC 32.90 V

Optimum voltage VMP 26.30 V
Short circuit current ISC 8.210 A

Optimum current IMP 7.610 A
Temperature coefficient of ISC TSC 0.00318 A/◦C

Temperature coefficient of VOC TOC −0.123 V/◦C
Parallel resistance RP 601.33 Ohms
Series resistance RS 0.23 Ohms
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Table 4. Parameters of converter and controller.

Parameters Symbols Values

Capacitor at input C1 1 mF
Capacitor at output C2 48 μF

Inductor L 20 mH
Switching frequency FS 5000 Hz

Constant K1 10
Constant K2 100

Rational power R 0.501

Table 5. SP for P-V and I-V curves.

SP G1 (w/m2) G2 (w/m2) G3 (w/m2) G4 (w/m2)

SP1 200 400 600 1000
SP2 400 500 800 800
SP3 600 600 1000 1000
SP4 1000 1000 1000 1000

The proposed MLNFN TSMC strategy is evaluated from three distinct characteristics
i.e., (1) robustness to environmental changes (2) PSCs, and (3) controller uncertainties.

Initially, the simulations were carried out to achieve the P-V and I-V attribute curves
of the four SPs mentioned above in Table 5. Figure 9 shows the P-V curve attributes under
SP1 to SP4 while Figure 10 shows I-V curve under SP1 to SP4.

Figure 9. P-V curves at different SPs.

Figure 10. I-V curves at different SPs.
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It can be noted from the results that irradiances are directly proportional to the cur-
rent/voltage; however, when SPs are different then various local peaks have happened.

7.2. Test Case Senarios

Two different sets of SPs with different temperatures taken for the comparative perfor-
mance analysis of the proposed technique are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. SP for test case scenarios.

SP G1 (w/m2) G2 (w/m2) G3 (w/m2) G4 (w/m2) T (◦C)

SP1 200 400 600 1000 30
SP2 400 500 800 800 25

It was observed in the case of the SP1 scenario that the GMPP was situated at 1645 V
and the associated output power was 15,000 W, as shown in Figure 11. While for the case of
SP2, Figure 12 shows that MPP was at 1250 V and the associated output power was 8000 W.
These results clearly show that the proposed MLNFN TSMC efficiently tracks the GMPP in
the existence of local peaks.

Figure 11. Voltage and power at SP1.

Figure 12. Voltage and power at SP2.
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8. Comparative Analysis of Proposed Technique

For detailed analysis regarding the performance improvement achieved with the
proposed strategy, a comparative study with existing conventional techniques was carried
out and can be found in the subsequent sections.

8.1. Performance Analysis without Uncertainities

Initially, the proposed MPPT technique’s efficiency was evaluated under both steady-
state and dynamic conditions. The dynamic response of the technique is depicted in
Figure 13, which shows the tracking of voltage when there was a sudden change in the set
point from SP1 to SP2. The PV terminal voltage at 1645 V was regulated by the proposed
MPPT technique, and at SP1, the output power reached 15,000 W, which was the MPP.
In the proposed MPPT technique, at t = 0.5 s, the SP suddenly changed from SP1 to SP2.
This resulted in locating the new MPP at 1265 V, where the array power output changed
to 8000 W, as shown in Figure 13 successfully. Furthermore, the planned MPPT technique
instantly controlled the duty ratio of the buck-boost converter.

Figure 13. Voltage tracking without uncertainties.

Moreover, at the same time for the same system, the simulations run for conventional
techniques (P&O and PID). As shown in Figure 13, the conventional techniques failed to
track instantly the voltage at the time of dynamic change in the shading pattern; that was at
0.5 s when SP changed from SP1 to SP2. It can be noted that in this scenario the simulations
were carried out without adding uncertainties in the system and it is clear from the results
that the proposed method obtained success in tracking the MPP with a rapid response
under different shading patterns.

8.2. Performance Analysis with Uncertainities

The Simulink model which is described already is used by adding some uncertainties
into the system to check the robustness and to make a comparison of it with other existing
techniques shown in Figure 14. Uncertainties in the shape of capacitance and inductance
were added to the parameters of the buck-boost converter. A capacitance of 58 uF was
added in parallel with C2 and an inductance of 30 mH was added in series with an inductor
which was conducted for 0.7 to 0.8 s by mean of signal builder and switches.
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Figure 14. Power analysis without uncertainties.

The voltage tracking and the changing shading pattern from SP1 to SP2 for the pro-
posed technique and other existing methods (P&O and PID) are displayed in
Figures 15 and 16. Initially, SP1 was applied where the MPP was located at 1645 V and its
subsequent output power was 15,000 W. This proposed methodology successfully operated
at this point. The P&O worked at 1630 V and the calculated value of the output was
14,500 W. The proposed technique was able to accurately locate the new MPP at 1265 V
and 8000 W despite the uncertainties caused by changes in the shading patterns from SP1
to SP2. However, it is important to note that traditional methods failed to perform well
under these conditions, often oscillating around local peaks and experiencing significant
chattering, as seen in Figure 16. The proposed technique, however, was able to precisely
identify the optimal operating voltage, resulting in a significant enhancement in system
efficiency. Both the proposed and traditional methods are illustrated in Figures 15 and 16,
respectively, showing the variations in PV terminal voltage, output power, and the duty
cycle during the transition from SP1 to SP2.

Figure 15. Voltage tracking with uncertainties.
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Figure 16. Power analysis with uncertainties.

The results indicate clearly that the proposed technique showed minimum chattering
as compared to P&O and PID for 0.7 to 0.8 s when uncertainties were added; it could bear
abrupt changes which demonstrated control robustness.

8.3. Duty Cycle and Fault Analysis

Figure 17 demonstrates that the proposed technique was successful in the instanta-
neous control of the duty cycle. When the shading pattern changes from SP1 to SP2 at 0.5 s
then the duty cycle changes from 0.21 to 0.35. On the other hand, the error convergence was
tested when the shading patterns changed from SP1 to SP2, which is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. Duty cycle at SP1 and SP2.
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Figure 18. Error in SP1 and SP2.

9. Comparative Analysis of Proposed Technique

The proposed system has been validated through a practical experimental setup. The
PV emulator used in this study is based on the single diode model, where the PV system
acts as a current source with an antiparallel diode and intrinsic resistances. Literature
shows that a PV cell is essentially a voltage source dependent on current, and its output
current and open-circuit voltage (VOC) vary with changes in irradiance and temperature.
Therefore, a DC power source with high current and low sensitivity can emulate the
electrical characteristics of a PV system. The superposition of constant current, constant
voltage, and diode activation effectively mimics the electrical behavior of a PV cell. The
load was changed using a 500 W variable resistor, which in practical terms alters the
maximum power delivery to the load and forces the algorithm to maximize the power at a
changing load following the maximum power delivery theorem. The impact of irradiance
was evaluated by suddenly changing the voltage of the DC current source. Figure 19
illustrates the physical connections among the PV system components such as the DC—DC
buck-boost converter, sensors, microcontrollers for MPPT control, data acquisition, and
load. The performance of the proposed MLNFN TSMC was compared to that of a ZN-tuned
PID controller. The emulation function was limited by the variable current generation for
the PV module. Table 7 lists the values of the components used for the practical application
of control. Figure 20 shows the layout of the experimental setup.

Figure 19. An experimental setup with a low-cost PV emulator.
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Table 7. Specifications of hardware components.

Parameters Symbols

Load, (RL) 5,10 Ω, 300 W
DC source 1 PS305
DC source 2 MS305-D dual channel

Switching frequency, ( f ) 61 kHz
Inductor (L) 1 mH

Output capacitor (Cin) 1000 μF
Input capacitor (Cout) 100 μF

Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS-3052B
Power diode PHY 10SQ04

Voltage sensor B25 voltage sensor
Current sensor module ACS172

Micro-controller ATmega 2560/328
MOSFET IRF730

Figure 20. Experimental setup for MPPT.

Figure 21 shows tracked power with dynamic load conditions by MLNFN TSMC and
PID controllers. PID takes up to 250 ms for final GMPP settling as shown in Figure 21B.
Oscillations which were unavoidable were noticed after 250 ms represented in magnification
window, in addition to this less maximum power was achieved with PID. It added to power
loss and decreased inefficiency. MLNFN TSMC tracks GM faster as compared to PID and
settles at GMPP in 100–120 ms as shown in Figure 21A. MLNFN TSMC showed minimum
oscillations after GMPP detection and consequently generated the least power loss in steady
and dynamic states showing an 8.2% higher average power and 60% less control time. The
performance in transition and final steady states was observed in the experiment, similar
to the anticipated behavior in the mathematical model. Negligible fluctuations and the
least settling time in experimental results reiterated better performance of MLNFN TSMC.
Figure 22A,B, shows the reference voltages computed by the MLNFN TSMC and PID
controller, respectively.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 21. Experimental power transient of PV System (A) MLNFN TSMC (B) PID.

(A)

Figure 22. Cont.
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(B)

Figure 22. Experiment voltage transient of PV System (A) MLNFN TSMC (B) PID.

10. Common Performance Analysis and Discussions

This study delves into the shortcomings of conventional PID control-based methods
for tracking the MPP in PV systems during PSCs. These techniques are unable to circumvent
local maxima (LM) traps and often lead to voltage fluctuations that impede the integration
of large-scale PV systems into power grids. To address these challenges, in recent years
the researchers have proposed a new technique called the intelligent modified shuffled
frog leaping algorithm (IMSFLA) which has been found to be more effective in tracking the
GMPP with an efficiency of 99%. IMSFLA also demonstrates minimal oscillations at the
GMPP resulting in increased power output to the load. The IMSLFA algorithm operates
by dividing the problem into several sub-problems, which are then optimized in parallel.
The algorithm uses a combination of local and global search strategies to explore the search
space efficiently. The local search strategy helps the algorithm to converge quickly, while
the global search strategy helps it to avoid local optima and find the global MPP. Compared
with conventional techniques, the reported IMSFLA provides improved accuracy, faster
tracking speed, and robustness to noise.

Our proposed method of MLNFN TSMC has been verified as robust in dynamic as
well as static operating conditions through hardware experiments. These experiments
show that the proposed technique performs well under real-world conditions and load
variations, resulting in 56.1% less variability and only a 2–3 W standard deviation at the
MPP and found to mimic the IMSFLA performance.

The purposed technique combines the advantages of fuzzy logic control, neural
network-based control, and terminal sliding mode control to achieve optimal performance.
In real-world partial shading conditions and load variation, the performance of the neuro-
fuzzy terminal sliding mode MPPT technique depends on several factors, such as the
complexity of the system, the quality of the sensors, and the accuracy of the modeling of the
PV system. However, the technique has been shown to be effective in improving the perfor-
mance of PV systems under partial shading conditions and load variation. The purposed
technique improves the efficiency of the PV system under partial shading conditions and
load variation, compared to other MPPT techniques. The technique was able to adjust the
duty cycle of the DC—DC converter to ensure that the PV system operated at the MPP, even
under partial shading conditions. The results also showed that the proposed technique
was able to maintain a stable output voltage and current under partial shading conditions
and load variation. The neuro-fuzzy logic was able to adjust the controller parameters in
real-time based on the input signals, which ensured the stability of the system. Furthermore,
the terminal sliding mode control was able to provide fast and accurate tracking of the
MPP, even under dynamic partial shading conditions.
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11. Conclusions

This study proposes a two-stage MPPT approach for PV systems operating under PSCs.
A NFN is employed to enhance the reference voltage generation for MPPT. The proposed
strategy guarantees finite-time convergence of MPP voltage tracking and resolves the issue
of multiple peaks caused by shading conditions, in contrast to traditional TSMC methods.
The method is tested through real-time experiments and numerical simulations and was
found to significantly improve MPPT performance, even under rapidly changing irradiance
and temperature conditions. The proposed robust TSMC approach is also more resilient, as
demonstrated by simulations under varying weather conditions and uncertainties. The
results show that the proposed method can quickly and accurately track the MPP, even in
the presence of uncertainties, when compared to P&O, PID and incremental conductance
conventional controllers.
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Abstract: The traditional single current sensor control strategy of a permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) often adopts the DC bus method, which makes it difficult to eliminate the blind
area of current reconstruction. Therefore, a current reconstruction method based on a sliding mode
observer is proposed. Based on the current equation of the motor, the method takes the α-axis and
β-axis currents as the observation objects and shares the same synovial surface, so that the α-axis
current observation value and the β-axis current observation value converge to the actual current
value at the same time and the unknown β-axis current information is obtained. The control system
first tests the performance of the motor under different working conditions when the parameters are
matched, and then tests the current reconstruction ability of the parameter mismatch. The results
show that the current observer with a matched parameter can accurately and quickly reconstruct the
β-axis current under various operating conditions, and the maximum current error does not exceed
4 mA. When the parameters are mismatched, high-performance control of the motor can still be
achieved. The proposed method has excellent robustness.

Keywords: PMSM; single current sensor; current reconstruction; sliding mode control; robustness

1. Introduction

A permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) has the advantages of high power
density and fast dynamic response. It is widely used in industrial production, new energy
vehicles, ship propulsion, and other fields [1–4].

The control of the motor usually uses constant volts per hertz (V/f), direct torque
control (DTC), field-oriented control (FOC), and other methods. V/f control has matured
for a long time [5]. It can generate the required torque by coordinating the amplitude and
frequency of the stator voltage, which is the simplest motor control strategy. However, the
performance of V/f control under low frequency and high load conditions is far less than
that of other control methods [6], which leads to the limitation of V/f control applications
in situations where transient performance is high [7], and high-performance motor control
often uses other methods. Compared with FOC, DTC is less dependent on rotor position [8],
but has larger torque and flux fluctuations [9–11]. The research on sensorless FOC has a
history spanning more than 30 years [12–14]. The dependence on the rotor position cannot
limit the development of FOC. FOC control has become the mainstream control method for
the motor. Current feedback is an indispensable part of FOC. The traditional FOC control
strategy often uses two or three current sensors to obtain current information. The single
current sensor motor has received extensive attention due to its small system size and low
production cost [15–18].

The traditional PMSM single current control strategy generally adopts two methods:
the DC bus method and the current observer method. As early as 1989, the DC bus
method was proposed [19]; its essence is to use the instantaneous current of the inverter
fixed point, which contains multi-phase current information, to reconstruct the current.
However, it takes time to collect current information, and the effective voltage vector
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has a short action time, which leads to the existence of the current reconstruction blind
area. In recent decades, many improvement strategies have been proposed to overcome
the current blind spot. Reference [20] proposed a three-state pulse width modulation
technology that divides the space vector into two regions. In the low modulation ratio
region, two basic voltages with a difference of 120◦ are used to synthesize the reference
voltage. This technology reduces the blind area of current reconstruction and suppresses
the common mode voltage, but its performance is not as good as the traditional seven-
segment space vector pulse width modulation control method. In reference [21], it is
proposed to use an isolated current sensor instead of a DC bus current sensor to sample
twice in each PWM cycle. However, this method requires additional leads, which will
introduce parasitic parameters and lead to system performance degradation. At the same
time, the current reconstruction blind area in the overmodulation region is too large, which
is also an important factor limiting the method. The PWM phase shift method proposed
in reference [22] can increase the observable area of the current by moving the PWM
waveform when the non-zero voltage vector action time is too short, but this method still
has a voltage vector action time after phase shift that is less than the minimum sampling
time. Reference [23] proposed a new phase current reconstruction technique in which
a single current sensor is installed on a branch rather than a DC bus. The blind area of
the current reconstruction in the sector boundary region and the low modulation region
can be reduced without introducing any additional algorithm compensation strategy, but
there is a blind area in the high modulation ratio region. Reference [24] proposed a new
phase current reconstruction scheme without using a zero-switching state. The current
reconstruction dead zone is divided into six sectors. Each sector is divided into three
parts by the corresponding vector synthesis method to obtain enough effective switching
states, thereby reducing the current reconstruction dead zone, but it will increase the
current ripple and switching loss and reduce the service life of the system. Reference [25]
proposed the idea of “substitution.” When the reference voltage vector is located in the
blind area of overmodulation reconstruction, it is replaced by the adjacent reconfigurable
maximum voltage vector to broaden the operating range of the phase current reconstruction
technology, but this does not solve the blind area problem in other areas.

The core idea of the above improvement measures is to be able to collect the required
current information in time by changing the space voltage vector or switching states within
a limited time. However, due to factors such as the high dynamic response of motor control,
the requirements of space voltage vectors and switching are very high. Once these measures
are adopted, it is not only difficult to completely eliminate the blind area of the current
reconstruction, but it also has a negative impact on the control performance of the motor.
Therefore, the current observer becomes another direction in the current reconstruction.
The current observer method without a low modulation ratio region and a sector transition
region has certain advantages.

In [26], an adaptive observer is proposed to realize the single current control of the
motor. The observer equation and adaptive law are not complicated, but their robustness
depends on parameter identification. Incorrect parameter estimation will bring errors to
current reconstruction. The ESO observer designed in reference [27] can realize the accurate
control of a single current sensor, but the parameter design of ESO is very difficult. It is
usually obtained by the trial-and-error method, which not only increases the workload of
the algorithm but also makes it difficult to obtain the optimal parameters. Verma et al. [28]
reconstructed the β-axis current based on the mathematical model of the motor and the PI
loop, but the anti-interference ability of the PI loop needs to be improved. Reference [29] de-
signed a single current sensor control algorithm based on Kalman filter, but the calculation
of the correction current is not accurate enough, the control performance is poor, the motor
torque accuracy is low, and there is a non-periodic pulse spike. Reference [30] can realize
single current sensor control without a position sensor, but the robustness of the system to
the stator resistance is not very good. Reference [31] combines the DC bus method and the
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observer method and uses the Luenberger observer to compensate for the limitation of the
sector boundary region, but there is still a blind area in the low modulation region.

The above current observers all introduce complex structures, which increase the
computational burden and have a certain impact on the real-time performance of motor
control. In addition, the error of current reconstruction and external interference can-
not achieve the ideal current reconstruction effect. Table 1 briefly analyzes the current
reconstruction strategy.

Table 1. Brief comparisons of single current control strategies.

Method References Advantages Disadvantages

DC bus method

Reference [19] The DC bus method is proposed. The current blind area.
Reference [20] Reduces the blind area and the common-mode voltage. Not as good as the traditional 7-segment SVPWM.
Reference [21] Needs an isolated current sensor. Additional lead wire.
Reference [22] PWM Phase Shift. Cannot eliminate all blind area.
Reference [23] One Branch. A new blind area.
Reference [24] Switching state phase shift method. Current ripple and switch damage.
Reference [25] Substitution method. Ignore the sector boundary.

Current observer method

Reference [26] Observer equations and adaptive laws are not complicated. Robustness depends on parameter identification.
Reference [27] Accurate. ESO parameters.
Reference [28] Based on the PI loop. PI ring is not robust.
Reference [29] EKF. Low accuracy.

Reference [30] The estimation technique is independent of machine
parameters.

The robustness of stator resistance is not very
good.

Reference [31] The DC bus method and observer method are combined. A blind area in the low modulation region.

At present, regarding the PMSM single current sensor control system, there is no
system that can completely eliminate the blind area of current reconstruction and has the
characteristics of a simple structure and strong robustness. The elimination of the blind area
in the current reconstruction will inevitably make the motor run more smoothly. Without in-
troducing complex structure, the anti-interference ability is greatly enhanced, the real-time
control effect is better, and the motor can adapt to a more complex working environment.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to first realize the current reconstruction with no
blind area, high precision, and good robustness by a very simple method, and then realize
the high performance control of PMSM by a single current sensor.

2. Mathematical Model of PMSM

The control strategy is based on the α-β two-phase stationary coordinate system. The
voltage equation of PMSM can be expressed [32] as follows:[

uα

uβ

]
=

[
RS + pLd ωe(Ld − Lq)

−ωe(Ld − Lq) RS + pLq

][
iα

iβ

]
+

[
Eα

Eβ

]
(1)

Among them, uα and uβ represent the voltage component of the α-β two-phase
stationary coordinate system, where RS is the stator resistance and ωe is the angular velocity
of the motor. Ld and Lq are the inductance components on the two-phase rotating coordinate
axis. iα and iβ are the current components on the α axis and the β axis, respectively, and Eα

and Eβ represent the extended back electromotive force.
The voltage equation of Equation (1) can be written as the current equation:

d
dt

[
iα
iβ

]
=

1
Ld

[ −RS −ωe(Ld − Lq)
ωe(Ld − Lq) −RS

][
iα

iβ

]
+

[
uα

uβ

]
− 1

Ld

[
Eα

Eβ

]
(2)

ψ f is the stator flux, and the extended back electromotive force calculation equation
can be expressed as follows: [

Eα

Eβ

]
=

[−ψ f ωesinθ

ψ f ωecosθ

]
(3)
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3. Current Reconstruction

3.1. Current Sliding Mode Observer Design

Chakraborty [33] proposed that in the dual current sensor control system, if the a-
phase current is measured in error, the α-axis and β-axis currents will be wrong; if only the
b-phase current is measured incorrectly, the β-axis current will be wrong, while the α-axis
current is still correct.

Equation (4) is obtained by the Clark transformation, and Kirchhoff’s current law
fully shows that the α-axis current is only related to the a-phase current, while the β-axis
current is related to the a and b two-phase currents. Obviously, if the single current sensor
measures the b-phase current, the current of the α-axis and β-axis cannot be obtained; if the
single current sensor measures the a-phase current, the α-axis current will be measurable,
and the current that needs to be reconstructed is only the β-axis current. The three-phase
reconstruction current can be obtained by a further inverse Clark transformation.[

iα
iβ

]
=

[
1 0√

3
3

2
√

3
3

][
iA
iB

]
(4)

The traditional sliding mode observer knows the current and voltage information in
the stationary two-phase coordinate system. The purpose is to obtain the extended back
electromotive force information, that is, so that Equation (3) can further analyze the rotor
position and speed information. The traditional sliding mode observer can be expressed by
(2) as follows:

d
dt

[
îα
îβ

]
=

1
Ld

[ −RS −ωe(Ld − Lq)
ωe(Ld − Lq) −RS

][
îα
îβ

]
+

1
Ld

[
uα − ksgn(îα − iα)
uβ − ksgn(îβ − iβ)

]
(5)

In Equation (5), considering that the α-axis current is obtained indirectly by the a-
phase current sensor, while the β-axis actual current is unknown, and the β-axis actual
current is only applied in the sliding mode surface (îβ − iβ), if it is replaced by other known
information and the sliding mode observer can still operate normally, then the β-axis
current will be reconstructed, that is as follows:[ −RS −ωe(Ld − Lq)

ωe(Ld − Lq) −RS

][
îα
îβ

]
+

1
Ld

[
uα − ksgn(îα − iα)
uβ − ksgn(îα − iα)

]
(6)

However, if according to this design, the α-axis observation current of the sliding
mode observer still converges normally to the current value measured by the sensor, but
the β-axis current is completely out of control. Considering that the β-axis current does
not converge to the actual measurement value due to the lack of β-axis current error
information (îβ − iβ), in the traditional sliding mode observer, in order to obtain the back
electromotive force Eβ, ksgn(îα − iα) is used instead of Eβ in the sliding mode observer.
When the sliding mode observer converges, the two are equal. In fact, Eβ also contains
the β-axis current error information (îβ − iβ). Therefore, on the basis of Equation (5), the
following observer can be designed by introducing the back electromotive force information
into the current equation of the motor as follows:

Ld

·
îs =
[ −RS −ωe(Ld − Lq)

ωe(Ld − Lq) −RS

]
îs +

[
uα − Eα − q · sigmoid(ĩ)
uβ − Eβ − t · sigmoid(ĩ)

]
(7)

where q and t are constants, ĩ = îα − iα, îs =

[
îα
îβ

]
The current observer mainly has the following characteristics:

(1) α-axis and β-axis share the same sliding surface, namely sigmoid(ĩ). This is due to the
lack of important information on the traditional β-axis sliding mode surface, namely
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the actual value of the β-axis current. After introducing the back-EMF containing
the β-axis information, the α-axis current observation value and the β-axis current
observation value will converge to the actual value at the same time, so the same
sliding mode surface can be used for observation.

(2) This design reconstructs the β-axis current instead of obtaining the back electromotive
force. The reconstruction of the current requires the back electromotive force. If the
acquisition method of the electromotive force is non-inductive, then it will be a single
current sensing PMSM control strategy without a position sensor.

(3) The quasi-sliding function sigmoid(ĩ) is used to replace the traditional symbol function
sgn(ĩ). The smooth, continuous characteristic is more stable than the step characteris-
tic, which can improve the performance of the sliding mode observer.

3.2. Sliding Mode Convergence Verification

Whether the sliding mode observer meets the expectation depends on whether it can
converge to the sliding mode surface. The sliding mode convergence is proved below, the
sliding mode surface s = îα − iα is defined, and Equation (8) is selected as the candidate
function according to Lyapunov theory [34].

F(s) =
s2

2
(8)

The sliding mode observer is proved to be stable by satisfying the following conditions.

F(s) =
s2

2
> 0 (9)

·
F(s) = s · ·s < 0, (s �= 0) (10)

The α-axis current observer value is infinitely close to the actual value, fluctuating
around the actual value, but it will not be equal to the actual value, so s will not be equal to
0. The condition (9) is obviously established, and then whether the synovial membrane
converges or not can be judged by whether the condition (10) is true.

By taking (4) minus (1), we can obtain the following:

·
s =

1
Ld

[
RS + pLd ωe(Ld − Lq)

−ωe(Ld − Lq) RS + pLq

]
ĩ − 1

Ld
sigmoid(ĩ) (11)

If s > 0, then
·
s < 0 satisfies the condition that follows:

−RS|s| − ωe(Ld − Lq)ĩβ − qsigmoid(s) < 0 (12)

In the surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor, if the d-axis and q-axis
inductance components are equal, and the constant q is designed to be positive, then the
Equation (12) holds.

If s < 0, then
·
s > 0 satisfies the condition that:

RS|s| − ωe(Ld − Lq)ĩβ − qsigmoid(s) > 0 (13)

Similarly, if the constant q is designed to be positive, then Equation (13) holds.
In summary, when q and t are positive, the sliding mode will converge, but the specific

parameters need to be adjusted according to the different motors to reduce the error. Two
different parameters are set to adjust the current error, and the two parameters can be equal.

4. Experimental Verification

Through the above analysis, the control system shown in Figure 1 is built to verify
the effect of the β-axis current reconstruction. The motor parameters are shown in Table 2.
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Based on the control system of the current observer, the a-phase current is collected to
reconstruct the three-phase current for current feedback, and the high-performance motor
control of a single current sensor is realized.

Figure 1. Control block diagram.

Table 2. System Parameters.

Parameters Value Unit

Polar logarithm 4 –
Stator resistance 2.875 Ω

Stator inductance 8.5 mH
Flux linkage 0.175 Wb

Moment of inertia 0.001 Kg·m2

PWM frequency 10 kHz

4.1. Analysis of Steady-State and Dynamic Reconstructed Current under Matched Parameter

The working condition W is no-load at a speed of 1000 rpm. According to the a-
phase current and rotor position information, the sliding mode current observer is used to
reconstruct the β-axis current, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, which show the error between
the reconstructed β-axis current and the actual β-axis current. The reconstructed β-axis
current is almost consistent with the measured current of the sensor. After the start-up
phase, the β-axis current error is periodic. Most of the errors are concentrated within
±2 mA, and a few errors exceed the fluctuation range of ±2 mA. The maximum current
error is only 4 mA in the start-up phase. After entering the stable phase, the maximum
current error is reduced to 3 mA, and the maximum current error is only 0.85% of the
steady-state current amplitude.

Figure 2. Reconstructed β-axis current.
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Figure 3. Reconstructed β-axis current error.

The motor control system shown in Figure 1 aims to replace two or three current
sensors with a single current sensor, so it is necessary to analyze the error of reconstructing
three-phase current. The a-phase current is collected by the sensor, and the reconstruction
of the b- and c-phase currents requires the participation of the β-axis current. The β-axis
current must have a reconstruction error, so that the reconstructed b- and c-phase currents
must also have errors, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Because the error of b and c two-phase
currents comes from the β-axis current, it can be found that the distribution of b and c
two-phase current error is almost the same as that of β-axis current error, but the two-phase
current error is smaller than the β-axis current error as a whole. The current error is 3.6 mA
before entering the stable stage, and the current error is only 2.6 mA after stabilization.
This is because the β-axis current coefficient in the Clark transform is less than 1.

Figure 4. Reconstructed B-phase current error.

Figure 5. Reconstructed C-phase current error.
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After applying the reconstructed current to the motor operation, the motor speed and
torque shown in Figure 6 can be obtained. The motor speed overshoot of the control system
in Figure 1 is only 50 rpm, and the speed tends to be stable at 16 ms. When it is stable, the
difference from the set speed is within 1 rpm, and the maximum starting torque is 22 N·m.
After the speed is stabilized at 16 ms, the torque is also stabilized and finally fluctuates
around 0 N·m positive and negative 0.5 N·m.

Figure 6. The steady-state operating conditions of the reconstructed current.

Based on the above simulation results, it can be confirmed that the current reconstruc-
tion system in Figure 1 can achieve fast, accurate, and stable control of the motor under
1000 rpm in a no-load environment. In order to further measure the operation status of the
system under the dynamic condition of the motor, the dynamic condition analysis is carried
out below. Now assume a complex working condition M: The load at 0 s is 2 N·m, and
the speed is set to 600 rpm. The load increases to 5 N·m in 0.02 s, and the speed increases
to 1000 rpm. In 0.07 s, the load is reduced to 2 N·m and the speed is reduced to 800 rpm.
The speed curve under dynamic working condition m is shown in Figure 7, in the three
different set speed changes, the system overshoot is below 50 rpm, and the response time is
not prolonged compared with the steady-state condition, but the steady speed becomes
larger due to the existence of the load and the deviation of the set speed. In the case of
1000 rpm and 5 N·m, the speed is always 5 rpm different from the set speed. Although the
load will increase the deviation between the motor speed and the set speed, it can achieve
high performance control of the motor.

Figure 7. The speed of dynamic condition M.
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Figure 8 is the torque diagram under operating condition M. In order to verify the
current reconstruction ability of the reconstructed current under extremely complex condi-
tions, the speed is changed while the load is changed, this is already a complicated working
condition, and the designed system can control the torque from a large fluctuation state
to a stable working state in an instant, which fully shows the real-time performance of
the system.

Figure 8. Torque of dynamic condition M.

The reconstructed β-axis current under the M condition is shown in Figure 9. Due
to the simultaneous jump of speed and load, the current changes at the three time nodes
of 0, 0.02, and 0.07 are more severe, but the reconstructed β-axis current can still quickly
track the actual β-axis current. The error between the reconstructed β-axis current and the
actual β-axis current under dynamic conditions is shown in Figure 10. The maximum error
of the reconstructed current is still less than 4 mA, and the position where the maximum
current error occurs is the position where the set speed changes. When the motor runs at
1000 rpm and 5 N·m, the current error of 4 mA only accounts for 0.08% of the steady-state
current amplitude. Compared with the steady-state, no-load environment, the current error
is further reduced.

Figure 9. Reconstructed β-axis current of dynamic condition M.
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Figure 10. The β-axis reconstructed the current error under dynamic condition M.

According to the above analysis, the position of the maximum error of 4 mA of the
β-axis reconstruction current appears in two cases: one is the stage where the motor load
remains unchanged and the speed rises, as shown in Figure 2; the second is the stage of
motor load change and speed change, as shown in Figure 10. According to the above
phenomena, it can be judged that the change in motor speed will lead to a sudden change
in the reconstructed current error, and then the maximum current error will occur, but
whether the load change will lead to the maximum error has not been determined. To this
end, increase the working condition N: set the speed at 1000 rpm unchanged, 5 N·m load
start, 0.05 s into 15 N·m load.

Figure 11 is the β current reconstruction error under the operating condition N. Under
this operating condition, the load of 15 N·m causes the speed to fluctuate at 15 rad at the set
speed. The maximum error of the β-axis current is still 4 mA and only occurs once, which
proves that the maximum error in the above analysis only appears in the speed adjustment
stage. The increase in load will affect the error in the stable stage, such as the spike error in
Figure 10. As the load increases, the spike error accumulates into a sharp angle error, but it
still does not exceed 4 mA. After further verification, in the normal operating range of the
motor, the adjustment of the speed leads to an increase in the local current error, and the
introduction of the load leads to an increase in the current error in the stable phase, but the
reconstructed current error under the parameter adaptation will not exceed 4 mA.

Figure 11. The β-axis current error of condition N.
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In order to better demonstrate the ability of current reconstruction, the maximum
current error in each stage of each working condition accounts for the amplitude of the
stable current in this stage, as shown in Table 3. Under various working conditions,
the maximum proportion of current error is less than 1%. When the load is added, the
proportion of current error is even smaller due to the increase in stable current amplitude,
and the lowest proportion is only 0.073%. The proportion of maximum current error reflects
local error, which shows that the average error of current will be smaller, and the smaller
the current error, the more feasible it is to replace the sensor current value. Table 3 shows
the strong current reconstruction ability under steady and dynamic conditions, and the
single current sensor FOC control is completely feasible.

Table 3. Brief Comparison of Reconstructed Current Error.

Working Condition Process
Percentage of Maximum

Current Error
Purpose of Working Condition

W 1000 rpm without load 0.85% Steady-state condition verification

M
0 s: 600 rpm with 2 N·m 0.32%

Dynamic condition verification0.02 s: 1000 rpm with 5 N·m 0.073%
0.07 s: 800 rpm with 2 N·m 0.17%

N
0 s: 1000 rpm with 5 N·m 0.076% Locate the position where the

maximum error of the current occurs.0.05 s: 1000 rpm with 2 N·m 0.13%

4.2. Robustness Verification of Reconstructed Current

In the actual operation of PMSM, due to factors such as temperature and magnetic
saturation, parameters such as resistance and inductance will be perturbed, and the per-
formance of the motor control system with poor robustness will be affected. Under the
complex working condition M, in order to verify the robustness of the current observer
to the resistance, inductance, and flux linkage, the parameter perturbation is introduced
for analysis.

Figure 12 is the β-axis current reconstruction error of R̂S = 1.3RS, M and M without
load. The speed changes at three moments of 0, 0.02, and 0.07, resulting in a large current
error, but it quickly converges to ±1 A, and the no-load current error only fluctuates within
5 mA. Although the current error will increase to 1 A when the load is 5 N·m in 0.02 s,
the average current error is 0, and the motor can still operate at high performance, which
indicates that the current observer has good robustness to the stator resistance.

Figure 12. Mismatched β-axis current error.

The mismatch of Ld will also affect the operating performance of the motor. The
β-axis current reconstruction error under M condition and M condition without load is
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shown in Figure 13. Compared with the current reconstruction performance when the
stator resistance RS is mismatched, the mismatch of Ld causes the current error to fluctuate
violently when the speed is adjusted, but the current error can still be stabilized quickly.
Even at 1000 rpm and a 5 N·m load, the stable current error peak does not exceed 1 A.
Obviously, the current observer has good robustness for the stator inductance.

Figure 13. Mismatched β-axis current error.

Figure 14 still shows the β-axis current reconstruction error of M condition and
M condition without load at this time ψ̂f = 1.05 ψf. Different from the inductance and
resistance mismatch, the applied load has little effect on the reconstructed current error, and
the peak current error is below 0.9 A. However, the degree of flux mismatch is much smaller
than the resistance and inductance in Figures 12 and 13. Obviously, the flux mismatch
has a greater impact on the current error. When ψ̂f = 1.5ψf, the no-load double current
sensor speed of M condition, the double current sensor speed of M condition, and the single
current sensor speed of M condition are shown in Figure 15. When controlled by double
current sensors, the fluctuation of no-load speed is equivalent to that of loaded speed
controlled by a single current sensor. However, when controlled by double current sensors
with load, speed fluctuation is much higher than when controlled by a single current sensor
with load. At 1000 rpm, the speed fluctuation of a dual-current sensor with load control is
up to 40 rpm, and the fluctuation of a dual-sensor no-load and a single-sensor load control
is only 10 rpm. Even in the case of parameter mismatch, the reconstructed current can
achieve the actual current control effect. So far, the current observer has shown excellent
robustness to motor parameters.

Figure 14. Mismatched β-axis current error.
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Figure 15. Mismatched speed.

4.3. Comparison of Control Effect between Reconstructed Current and Actual Current

This design is designed to replace PMSM multi-current sensor control. In order to
verify that the reconstructed current can replace the actual current, the effects of FOC
dual-current sensor control, V/f control, and improved direct torque control (IDTC) are
compared. The control effects are shown in Figure 16, in which Figure 16a shows the speed
curve and Figure 16b shows the torque curve. The dynamic performance of V/f control
alone is far worse than that of other control methods, and the response time is relatively
long, so it can be considered to be combined with other algorithms in special circumstances.
IDTC has a fast dynamic response and a good control effect, but the speed and torque
overshoot are large. The control effect of the FOC single current sensor reaches the control
effect of the actual current even better because the error of the current observer is small,
which is not obvious compared with the control effect of the FOC with position sensor. The
FOC double current sensor used here has no position sensor. Generally speaking, the more
mature control method of reducing sensors is not to use the position sensor, and this control
effect comparison diagram shows that in the FOC control method, the single current sensor
is better than the double current sensor without the position sensor to some extent. When
the effect of position-free control using a single current sensor is not ideal, a single current
sensor with a position sensor can be selected for control, which can reduce the number of
sensors while still achieving high performance control.

Figure 16. The performance of PMSM under four control methods. (a) Speed; (b) Torque.
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5. Conclusions

After analyzing the current acquisition scheme and the current equation of the motor, a
sliding mode current observer is proposed to realize the single current sensor control of the
PMSM. Under steady-state conditions, the maximum error of the reconstructed current is
less than 4 mA, accounting for only 0.85% of the steady-state current amplitude. Under the
dynamic condition, the speed and load change suddenly at the same time, and the current
tracking ability is still very strong. Due to the addition of the load, the stable current rises,
accounting for only 0.17% of the steady-state current amplitude. In the robustness test, the
mismatch of inductance, resistance, and flux linkage leads to an increase in the local error
of the reconstructed current, which can reach 3 A, but the average error fluctuates around
0 A, and the motor can still maintain high performance control. Compared with V/f, DTC,
and FOC, the single current FOC algorithm has low overshoot, a fast dynamic response,
and stable operation. Through a series of tests and analyses, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

(1) There is no connection between the designed current observer and the DC bus method.
There is no blind area in the current reconstruction. There is no need to obtain other
current information except the a-phase current, and no additional hardware measures
are required.

(2) The current observer does not introduce complex structure. It has simple calculation,
low dependence on parameters, high robustness, and high precision in the current
reconstruction. It can achieve high-performance control of the motor.

(3) The disadvantage of this design is that a position sensor is needed. Further research
considers the current reconstruction without a position sensor, but the position ac-
quisition does not consider the use of observers. Multiple observers will increase the
complexity of the system. This design can replace position sensorless FOC control.
FOC without a position sensor generally adopts double current sensors and reduces
one position sensor at the same time, but the current observer designed in this paper
can reduce one current sensor. The current sensor can achieve better control in the
case of reducing one current sensor, as shown in Figure 16.

In addition, in the error analysis, we found that the maximum local error occurs in
the speed adjustment stage, which is independent of the load; however, what is related
to the load is the stab error in the stable stage. As the load increases, the spike error will
accumulate into a sharp angle error. Due to the small current error, the local maximum
error is not much different from the spike error, but this finding may be of great significance
in trying to further apply the current observer.
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Abstract: Due to their unique properties, like no mechanical contact and therefore no wear and
no lubrication needed, Active Magnetic Bearings (AMBs) have been a dynamic field of research
in the past decades. The high non-linearities of AMBs generate many challenges for the control
of the otherwise unstable system, thus they need to be addressed to deliver the performance that
modern applications require. Integrating the current controller dynamics into the model of a position
controller in a cascading control loop helps to improve the performance of the control loop compared
to a plain current controlled schema. Further, this nested control loop guarantees the predefined
current dynamics of the current controller, tuned according to an industrial criterion. The systems
dynamics are modelled and the proposed controller is validated experimentally on a physical test
bench. The experimental results show a performant position control with a nested and explicit current
controller on an AMB, even with a large air gap and star-connected coils. The trajectory range of the
rotor was reduced by 87% to ±20 μm, compared to a plain current-controlled model. The proposed
control strategy lays the foundation for further research, especially concerning sensorless position
estimation techniques since these usually have limited bandwidth and benefit from a predefined
current dynamic.

Keywords: active magnetic bearing; AMB; second order sliding mode control; SOSMC; current
control; super twisting; large air gap

1. Introduction

Compared to classical mechanical bearings, active magnetic bearings (AMBs) offer
unique properties due to lack of mechanical contact and have, therefore, attracted immense
interest in research and industry. They offer advantages like drastically reduced friction
on the rotor, no mechanical wear, reduced noise, low maintenance cost, and no lubrication
required as well as increased efficiency and higher rotational speed when applied to
electrical machines [1]. Thus, the economic and ecological impact of those machines can
be improved significantly. The here-considered AMBs are based on magnetic reluctance
forces, and according to Earnshwas theorem, a purely passive suspension is therefore not
feasible [2]. Hence, reluctant-force-based AMBs require control algorithms with position
feedback in order to stabilise the rotor at the centre position [1]. The position feedback is
realised conventionally by additional sensors such as laser- or hall-effect sensors. However,
sensors often are costly and require installation space and maintenance effort of the overall
system, therefore weakening the economic merits of AMBs. In the past decades, sensorless
control has been widely applied to AMBs to retrieve position information from electrical
quantities already being measured in the system. Such a self-sensing approach can replace
position sensors in cost-critical applications or provide further redundancy with existing
position sensors in cases where high functional safety is required.

In the field of electrical machines, sensorless algorithms developed over the past
decades are either based on the induced back-EMF or machine anisotropies. The review
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works [3–5] provide a good overview of existing techniques. In particular, there is a
technique, which successfully exploits the star-point voltage and modified pulse width
modulation (PWM). In some literature this technique is called Direct Flux Control [6–11].

These works demonstrate the robustness, accuracy and increased signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of this approach. More in detail, there is another circuitry based on a re-settable
integrator circuit that allows to amplify the star-point voltage with increased SNR. This
approach seems interesting for future research works. Nevertheless, the technique requires
not only an accessible star-point but also the modification of the PWM pattern, used to
introduce zero voltage vectors and explicit, active voltage vectors for measurement. This
puts several requirements on the switching power amplifier used. In a previous publication,
such a power amplifier was introduced and validated [12]. The experimental validation of
this driving approach showed satisfactory results. A detailed report can be found in [12].

The aim of this work is to provide an elaborate position control strategy for the star-
connected AMB. Since the test bench utilised in this application will also be used for
teaching and demonstrating porpuses, a relatively large air gap has been chosen. This
allows to observe the motion of the rotor with bare eyes and makes the technology easier
accessible for students. In addition, the production of mechanical parts with higher tol-
erances is cost-effective and even enables the use of rapid prototyping. Thus, the control
algorithm must be robust enough to compensate for the strong non-linearities of the AMB
system. The most employed position controller in industrial applications is a Propor-
tional Integral Derivative (PID) controller [1]. This type of controller is generally widely
spread, well-documented and well-known by many engineers, making it easy to apply
and tune. The PID controller delivers suitable and sufficient control performance for many
fundamental applications. However, a review of active magnetic bearing control strate-
gies finds that the PID controller cannot keep up with the demands of the most recent
applications [13]. That is especially true for high-speed applications. This issue calls for
novel control strategies for active magnetic bearings, which can stabilise the rotor at high
speeds and reduce vibrations in the system. One way to achieve a better performance of
the PID controller is the latter’s extension. The PID controller can be extended using fuzzy
logic [14]. A comparison between PID and fuzzy-PID finds a better performance and lower
energy consumption in the case of the fuzzy-PID controller [15]. Another way of improving
the PID controller’s performance is using a neural network to update the controller’s gain
during operation. A study finds good control performance and robustness to uncertainties
compared to a plain PID controller [16]. A third method to extend the PID controller is
fractional order control [17]. A study investigated the performance of a fractional order
PID controller and found a distinct reduction of vibration compared to the plain PID con-
troller [18]. A different control strategy is Flatness-Based control [19]. Experiments show
a good performance considering trajectory tracking problems where the rotor is not held
at a constant reference position but follows a given reference trajectory [20,21]. A further
control strategy that gained attention is sliding mode control [22]. Experiments show a
good disturbance rejection ability and good robustness to model uncertainties [23,24].

Comparing the different possibilities, the sliding mode control strategy seems most
interesting for further research, because of its good robustness to model and parameter
uncertainties, which is especially important with regard to the large air gap, since it induces
strong non-linearities. Further, its lower computational and tuning effort, compared to
strategies like fractional order PID control, makes it more easily applicable. Sliding mode
control in all its varieties has been widely deployed to active magnetic bearings. Recent
developments in sliding mode control focus on the theoretical and practical development of
higher order sliding mode control algorithms, the discrete time implementation of sliding
mode control and the application of sliding mode control to multi agent systems [25,26].
Similar to the PID controller, there are techniques that extend the sliding mode controller
by adjusting its gains in order to ensure robustness and a finite time convergence on
AMBs [26–28].
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Many state of the art control strategies for AMBs rely on voltage control, where the
cascading control loop, consisting of a position and a current controller, is integrated
into one controller. This strategy is known to be beneficial for the overall performance
of the AMB system [1]. On the other hand, integrating the current controller into the
position controller makes it impossible to influence the current reference directly. However,
the exertion of influence on the current reference can be beneficial for safety reasons,
as the maximum current can easily be restricted. Further, the current controller can be
tuned using a well-known industrial design criterion, which guarantees a specific and
predefined current behaviour. An additional current limiting controller could also provide
additional safety in the case of voltage control, but the current dynamics will still not
feature a predefined behaviour.

To not leave behind the potential performance benefits, the aim is to integrate the
dynamics of the current controller into the position controller model. This forms a cascading
control loop consisting of a current controller with predefined behaviour, according to
an industrial criterion and a position controller, that is aware of the current controller’s
dynamics. A further potential benefit of the explicit current controller is the smoothing of
the current reference from the sliding mode controller. Since sliding mode is known for its
high-frequency switching nature, it seems beneficial to have a predefined bandwidth for
the current dynamics. Especially since this control pattern will be used in further research
regarding bandwidth-limited sensorless techniques. Tables A1 and A2 provide a list of the
used symbols and indices.

2. Mathematical Modeling

2.1. Modelling of AMBs

The here-considered active magnetic bearings utilise reluctance forces. Reluctance
forces are generated at the boundaries between materials with differing permeabilities μ.
Figure 1 shows schematically the structure of a simple single-phase AMB and the magnetic
flux Φ along the iron with the length l f e.

Figure 1. Force and geometry of a radial magnet, adopted from [12].

The calculation of reluctance forces is based on the field energy Wa. In a homogeneous
field, the energy stored in an air gap with size s, a cross-sectional area A and a volume
Va = 2sAa can be written as [1,29]:

Wa =
1
2

BaHaVa =
1
2

BaVa Aa2s = BaVa Aas. (1)
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Here, Ba denotes the magnetic flux density in the air gap and Ha denotes the magnetic
field in the air gap, respectively. The force f equals the partial derivative of Wa with respect
to the air gap (displacement) s [1,29,30]:

f = −∂Wa

∂s
= BaHa Aa. (2)

Inserting the constitutive law B = μ0μr H yields:

f =
Ba

2 Aa

μ0
. (3)

According to [1,29,30], the magnetic circuit in Figure 1 can be described using the
number of the coil windings n and the current i flowing through the coils:

B = μ0
ni
2s

. (4)

Assuming the flux density remains constant along the iron with length l f e and the air
gap s, the force of an AMB can be obtained by inserting Equation (4) into Equation (3):

f = μ0 Aa

(
ni
2s

)2
=

1
4

μ0n2 Aa
i2

s2 . (5)

A new variable k is introduced to simplify the equation:

f = k
i2

s2 , (6)

with

k =
1
4

μ0n2 Aa. (7)

As the poles of the electromagnet affect the rotor with an angle α, the force f of the
AMB in Figure 1 can be obtained by [1,29]:

f = k
i2

s2 cosα. (8)

Equation (8) indicates, that the force depends quadratically on the current and inverse
quadratically on the air gap. Since the force depends quadratically on the current, the force
is independent of the sign of the current and always acts in the same direction, namely
towards the electro magnet. However, in control theory, linear relations are preferred.
Often, non-linear relationships are approximated in the operating point. For an active
magnetic bearing, the operating point is defined by a bias current i0 and the nominal air
gap s0.

Further, there are often two electromagnets opposite to each other, as shown in Figure 2.
In order to generate counteracting forces, the upper magnet is driven with the sum of the
bias current i0 and the control current ix. Instead, the lower magnet is driven by the
difference between the bias current i0 and the control current ix. This configuration is called
differential driving mode [1,29,30].
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Figure 2. Differential driving mode of an axial bearing.

The force fx can now be represented as the difference between the forces of the two
magnets f+ and f−, respectively [1,29]:

fx = f+ − f− = k
(
(i0 + ix)2

(s0 − x)2 − (i0 − ix)2

(s0 + x)2

)
cosα. (9)

Equation (9) can be simplified and linearised with respect to x � s0 [1]:

fx =
4ki0
s2

0
(cosα)ix +

4ki20
s3

0
(cosα)x, (10)

fx = kiix − ksx, (11)

with

ki =
4ki0
s2

0
cosα, (12)

and

ks = −4ki20
s3

0
cosα. (13)

Equations (12) and (13) show that the force/current and the force/displacement
factors depend quadratically and cubic, respectively, on the air gap. As mentioned, a linear
relationship is preferred for the control. Hence, both factors are linearised in the operating
point as illustrated in Figure 3. Due to this linearisation, large parameter deviations can be
expected when leaving the operating point.

Figure 3. Linearised force-current factor ki and force-displacement factor ks; adopted from [1].
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While deriving this model, approximations have been made to simplify the physical
correlations. The surface of the ferromagnetic material A f e and the projected surface of the
air gap Aa will not be equal in an actual application. Further, flux leakage along the air
gap must be expected. Moreover, material properties, such as hysteresis, saturation and
losses in copper and iron, such as eddy current and hysteresis losses, have been neglected.
Mechanical losses due to friction between the rotor and the medium surrounding it have
not been modelled. The considered rotor is rigid, symmetric and gyroscopic effects are
neglected. With these approximations, the error calculating the force lies within the range
from 5 to 10% [1].

However, in order to design a sliding mode controller, the description must be avail-
able in the state space and ideally, in the controllability form [31]. The controllability form
allows to easily read the relationship between the eigenvalues of the system and the model
parameters. Further, the existence of the controllability form shows that the system is
indeed controllable. The previously derived differential equations can be transformed into
a state space description by introducing the displacement x of the rotor and its velocity
v = ẋ as the two states of the system:

x =

[
x
v

]
. (14)

For a system in the state space:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + bu(t), (15)

y(t) = cx(t) + du(t), (16)

this yields the following system in matrix notation:

A =

[
0 1

− ks
m 0

]
, b =

[
0
ki
m

]
, (17)

cᵀ =
[
1 0
]
, (18)

d = 0, (19)

x(0) = x0. (20)

This system is not yet in the desired controllability form, but can be transferred into
the following system [31,32]:

AR =

[
0 1

− ks
m 0

]
, bR =

[
0
1

]
, (21)

cᵀR =
[

ki
m 0

]
, (22)

d = 0, (23)

xR(0) = xR0, (24)

which represents the controllability form.

2.2. Integrating the Current Controller Dynamics

Figure 4 shows the current control loop and its components. The PI controller, voltage
amplifier and coils are in the forward path and the current sensor is in the backwards path,
all with their corresponding transfer functions:

• PI Controller: Kpi
1+τii s

τii s
with the controller gain Kpi and the time constant τii tuned

according to the modulus optimum criterion.
• H-bridge Voltage Amplifier: 1

1+τAs with the time constant τA = 1
2 fA

where fA is the
PWM frequency of the H-bride.
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• Current Sensor: 1
1+τss with its time constant τs =

1
fs

, where fs is the sensors sampling
frequency.

• Coil: 1
R(1+τas) with is resistance R, inductance L, gain 1

R and its electric time constant

τa =
L
R .

Figure 4. Current controller for AMB with feedback loop.

As mentioned, the PI current controller is tuned according to the industrial modulus
optimum criterion, in order to achieve a predefined behaviour [12,33]. The PI controller’s
time constant τii can be set as τii = τa, which then cancels the slowest time constant. The PI
controllers gain Kpi is tuned according to the modulus optimum criterion:

Kpi =
Raτa

2τΣ
. (25)

The current control loop can be simplified with respect to the modulus optimum
criterion, so the feedback loop can be expressed as [33]

GPI(s) =
1

2τ2
Σs2 + 2τΣs + 1

. (26)

Here, τΣ is the sum of the time constants of the current sensor τs and the time constant
of the voltage amplifier τA. This transfer function now features a maximum overshoot of
4%, a rise time of 4.5τΣ, a settling time of 8.4τΣ and a control error of ±2% [33].

The transformation of Equation (26) yields the following state space description [31,32]:

Api =

[
0 1

− 1
2τ2

Σ
− 1

τΣ

]
, bpi =

[
0
1

]
, (27)

cᵀpi =
[

1
2τ2

Σ
0
]
,

d = 0.

The states are choosen as:

x =

[
i
di
dt

]
. (28)

Now, both cascading subsystems have been derived and need to be integrated. This
yields the following controllable system in the state space:

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

− ks
2mτ2

Σ
− ks

mτΣ

2ksτ2
Σ+m

2mτ2
Σ

− 1
τΣ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦, b =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
0
0
1

⎤⎥⎥⎦, (29)

cᵀ =
[

ki
2mτΣ

0 0 0
]
,

d = 0.
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With the state vector:

x = TR
−1

⎡⎢⎢⎣
i
di
dt
x
v

⎤⎥⎥⎦, xR0 = TR
−1x0 = 0, (30)

and

TR =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ks
m 0 1 0
0 ks

m 0 1
ki

2mτ2
Σ

0 0 0

0 ki
2mτ2

Σ
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (31)

Here, TR denotes the transformation matrix into the controllability from.

3. Controller Design

The goal is now, to design a controller that drives the rotor to the referenced position
and stabilises it. As mentioned in the previous section, the AMB model is fraught with
uncertainties. Further, the AMB has a highly nonlinear behaviour that has been linearised
in the operating point. However, since the operating point is left in phases such as the
startup, large parameter deviations must be taken into account. For these reasons, sliding
mode control has been chosen for its robustness against model and parameter uncertainties.

After the desired dynamics were derived previously, the sliding variable can be intro-
duced:

σ = σ(x). (32)

Sliding mode control aims to drive σ to zero in finite time by employing a control
law u = u(x). In the case of the AMB, the controller output is equivalent to the current
reference u = u(x) = i∗. Thus, sliding mode control can be considered a two-part controller
design, consisting of a switching function σ(x) and a control law u(x).

For a system described in the state space

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + bu(t), (33)

a switching function can be defined as

σ(x) = Sx(t), (34)

with

S ∈ R
n. (35)

S is a free parameter. Literature states that it is not entirely transparent, how to select
a value for S in order to ensure a specific design criterion [34]. However, there are well-
studied systematic and traceable methods that provide a range of values for the design of
S, one of which is the pole-placement method [34,35]. If a system is given in the previously
mentioned controllability form, a suitable switching function is given by [34]:

σ(x) = s1x1 + s2x2 + ... + sn−1xn−1 + xn. (36)
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However, to counteract the widely differing magnitudes of the states, the switching
function for the AMB is now chosen in a more general form as

σ(x) = s1i + s2
di
dt

+ s3x + s4v. (37)

This switching function results in a high-frequency switching motion in the control
action, causing the so-called chattering phenomenon. On the other hand, the switching
function is also the root of the robustness against parameter and model uncertainties.
Having the current and its derivative integrated into the switching function, allows the
sliding mode controller to counteract the otherwise unknown disturbances induced by the
current control loop.

For the part of the control law, the conventional sliding mode is especially known
for the chattering phenomenon. Chattering can be a severe issue in cascade control sys-
tems, such as a magnetic bearing with an explicit current controller [35]. For this reason,
the conventional sliding mode is considered unsuitable and second-order sliding mode is
employed. Figure 5 shows that, in contrast to the conventional sliding mode, second order
sliding mode drives not only σ to zero but also its derivative σ̇. In theory, second-order
sliding mode is free of chattering. In reality, however, discretisation and disturbances add
residual chattering. Several algorithms induce a second-order sliding motion in the system.
Since σ̇ needs to be driven to zero as well, additional measurements are often necessary.
In reality, however, this is often not feasible because additional sensors would be needed.
This narrows down the choice for a second-order sliding mode control algorithm. The only
algorithm that does not require a measurement of σ̇ is the so-called super-twisting control
algorithm. The algorithm is given by [34,35]:

u = c
√
|σ| sign(σ) + w, c = 1.5

√
C; b = 1.1C,

ẇ = b sign(σ).
(38)
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Figure 5. Trajectory of σ over σ̇ with super twisting controller from Equation (38) applied.

The parameters c and b are positive scalar controller gains. The scalar C symbolises the
Lipschitz constant for unknown but bounded disturbances. Other than the conventional
sliding mode, super twisting control is a continuous control algorithm. The high-frequency
switching function is now hidden under the integral

w = b
∫

sign(σ)dt. (39)
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The proposed controller design introduces the dynamics of the current control loop
into the sliding mode controller without having to abandon the explicit current controller.
This way, the proposed design tries to combine the advantages of the a current controlled
schema, like easy exertion of influence on the current, with the performance boost of a
voltage control schema.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Test Bench Design

In order to validate the derived control approach, a test bench consisting of two
individual two-degree of freedom (DOF) bearings is engineered. Both bearings work inde-
pendently of each other and shift in axial direction is neglected in this prototype application.
Thus, no additional thrust bearing is provided and the rotor is only supported in x- and
y-direction. However, due to the reluctant forces, the rotor is still supported passively
in z-direction. Figure 6 shows the control loop for one single bearing. The control loop
consists of two independent position controllers for x- and y-axis. The current references
i∗x and i∗y respectively, are fed into the current controller. The current controller supplies
the demanded current across the star connected coils of the AMB utilizing a PWM pattern.
The bearing consists of 4 coil pairs in differential driving mode, two per axis, as displayed
in Figure 2. The current control loop, as described earlier, and the corresponding hardware
are explained in detail in the previous publication [12].

Figure 6. Block diagram of the overall control loop for one bearing, adopted from [12].

Figure 7 shows a 3D model of the test bench. Each bearing consists of an 8-pole stator
with a heteropolar coil arrangement (blue). The 8 coils (red) have 96 windings each and are
interconnected to pairs. The position of the rotor is measured by a total of four position
sensors (orange), that operate at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. The rotor is composed of an
aluminium hull (light grey) and 2 ferromagnetic cores (darker grey), which are embedded
in the hull at each end. This construction prevents magnetic “sticking” in the event of a
touchdown or in the startup phase. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate this design with a 3D Model
of the used rotor and a cross-section. This design leads to a nominal mechanical air gap of
1 mm and a nominal magnetic air gap of 2 mm, meaning the outer aluminium hull has a
thickness of 1mm. Figure 10 shows the front view on the bearing, with clearly visible coils,
stator and rotor.
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Figure 7. Assembly of the test bench with stator (blue), coils (red), position sensors (orange) and
rotor (grey) [12].

Figure 8. 3D model of the rotor used in the test bench.

Figure 9. Cross section of the rotor, revealing the outer aluminium hull and the inner ferromag-
netic cores.

The current reference from the derived sliding mode controller is fed into the modulus
optimum tuned PI current controller. Utilizing PWM, the current controller supplies the
requested current across the star-connected coils. The current controller and the star con-
nection are investigated and explained in [12]. Parameters of the test bench and controller
gains can be found in Appendix B.

The build test bench and the model from Section 2 were validated against each other
with respect to the force current relation ship. The force current relationship from Equation
(11) can be easily validated by comparing the actual current necessary to levitate the rotors
weight to the theoretical current according to Equation (11). For a rotor weighting 406 g
and an average current of 0.77 A this yields an error of 5.97% for the force current factor.
This is within the 5–10% error expectation due to the unmodelled losses in the system,
explained in Section 2 [1].
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Figure 10. Front view of the inactive AMB with clearly visible coils, rotor and stator and the nominal
air gap of 2 mm.

4.2. Experiment Current Controlled

In the first experiment, only one bearing is active and the current controlled system
from Equations (22)–(24) is considered. Thus, there is no compensation for the current con-
troller dynamics. The second bearing is turned off and remains idle. The experiment starts
from the rest position, where the rotor is in contact with the lower part of the stator, and a
constant reference displacement xre f = 0. Figure 11 shows the error in the displacement
and the current reference during the experiment. During this experiment, the rotor can
lift off without any external help. After the rotor position is stable, an increasing manual
force in the negative y-direction (downwards) followed by force in the positive y-direction
(upwards) is applied from seconds two to six and seven to ten. The current reference
returns to the unloaded level and sinks according to the force. During the changes in the
load, the controller manages to keep the rotor in a stable position. At second 11.5, the rotor
contacts the lower stator, enforced by a large external force. At second 14.5, the external
force is applied in the opposite direction, forcing the rotor to contact the upper stator.
Just as at the beginning of the experiment, the rotor can recover from rest-position and
forced touch-down without external help or a specific startup or touchdown sequence.
The controller remains stable, despite the relatively large air gap and the associated leaving
of the operating point. This recovery underlines the robust controller design. The rotor
moves within ±0.15 mm range, except for the forced touchdowns. Table 1 shows the error
metric for this experiment. The defined error metrics are the mean error in % of the nominal
mechanical air gap (1 mm) after initial rotor lift-off, the absolute maximum error in % of the
nominal mechanical air gap (1 mm) after the initial rotor lift-off, the maximal error in mm,
and the approximate settling time of the rotor at the beginning of the experiment in seconds.
All metrics are provided for the x- and y-axis and measured without external disturbance
forces. The maximum error in x direction is higher compared to the error in y direction
because mechanical vibrations are influencing the measurement in this particular case.
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Figure 11. Displacement error and current reference i∗ without current controller dynamics for one
single AMB with constant reference positions.

Table 1. Error metrics of the experiment neglecting current controller dynamics, with one bearing,
constant reference positions and external disturbance forces.

Axis
Mean Error in

%
Max Error in %

Max Error in
mm

Settling Time in
s

x 0.9 21.18 0.21 0.7
y 0.44 15.42 0.15 0.7

The next experiment considers the system from Equation (30). The additional states,
current and current derivative, were added to the sliding surface to improve the position
controllers performance. This experiment is conducted with only one bearing operating.
Again, the error in the displacement and the current reference are displayed in Figure 12.
The rotor can lift off without external help and starts vibrating in the range of ±20 μm
after stabilising. This is already a notable improvement compared to the controller without
current controller dynamics. Table 2 provides the error metrics for this experiment.

On the other hand, chattering in the current reference increased considerably. The dy-
namic of the current is much faster than the one of the position. Thus the sliding motion
attained a high-frequency component. The chattering frequency rose from 40 Hz to 300 Hz,
and the amplitude gained approximately ±0.2 A.

Table 2. Error metrics of the experiment with current controller dynamics and constant reference po-
sitions.

Axis
Mean Error in

%
Max Error in %

Max Error in
mm

Settling Time in
s

x 0.007 1.86 0.018 0.6
y 0.03 1.86 0.018 0.6
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Figure 12. Displacement error and current reference i∗ with current controller dynamics for one
single AMB with constant reference positions.

The experiment is conducted again, now with both bearings operating. The displace-
ment error oscillates around the reference position in the range of ±0.1 mm as Figure 13
shows. Again the addition of the high-frequency dynamic of the current results in more
chattering in the current reference. It is clearly visible, that the unmodelled rotor dynamics
add further disturbances. However, the rotor remains stable around the reference position
in the presence of the mentioned, unmodelled dynamics, which speaks in favour of a robust
controller. The rotor can still lift off from the initial rest position without external help.
Table 3 provides the error metrics for this experiment as defined earlier.
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Figure 13. Displacement error and current reference i∗ with current controller dynamics for both
bearings operating at constant reference positions.
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Table 3. Error metrics of experiment with current controller dynamics and both bearings operating.

Axis
Mean Error in

%
Max Error in %

Max Error in
mm

Settling Time in
s

x 0.14 12.32 0.12 0.6
y 0.11 14.48 0.14 0.6

5. Conclusions

This work proposes a position control strategy for a four-phase star-connected AMB,
that integrates the dynamics of the nested, explicit current controller into the position
controller. In the experiments, the controller is able to lift from an initial rest position
and to levitate the rotor around the reference position which proves to be robust against
external disturbance forces. Further, the controller is robust enough to withstand the strong
non-linearities and the left of the operating point during the touchdown and startup phases.
This is particularly noteworthy because of the large air gap, which introduces large model
parameter variations. Integrating the current controller dynamics improves the controller
accuracy by about 87% letting the rotor oscillate around the reference position within
the range of ±20 μm or 1% of the magnetic air gap size, considering only one bearing is
operating. At the same time, the other is in rest position. On the other hand, the chattering
frequency increased distinctly, rising up by 650% to 300 Hz. The amplitude of the chattering
motion in the control reference i∗ also gained approximately 40%. Considering both bear-
ings operating, the rotor oscillates within ±1 mm or 5% of the total air gap. The controller
is able to recover from touchdown and rest position without external help. A study carried
out with a similar model and similar model parameters for sliding mode control for AMBs
gave consistent results for the system without current controller dynamics [23]. Compared
to this study the integration of the current controller dynamics reduces the trajectory range
of the rotor in a stable position by about 83%.

The proposed controller provides increased performance for active magnetic bearing
systems with star-connected coils and therefore allows the exploitation of the star point volt-
age for sensorless position estimation for AMBs. Latter will be the focus of further research.
Further, the advancement of the position control strategy, for example by considering the
now unmodelled dynamics of the rotor, will be studied.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of Symbols.

x∗ reference displacement in x-direction
x displacement in x-direction
x0 initial rotor displacement in x-direction
y∗ reference displacement in y-direction
y displacement in y-direction
y0 initial rotor displacement in y-direction
ε control error
u controller output
i current
i0 bias current
f force

μ0 permeability of vacuum
μr permeability of iron
n number of windings in a coil

Aa cross-section area
α angle between the legs of the AMB

l f e length of the iron
s magnetic air gap
s0 nominal magnetic air gap
Φ magnetic flux

Wa field energy
Va volume in the air gap
Ba magnetic flux density in the air gap
Ha magnetic field in the air gap
k machine constant
ki force/current factor
ks force/displacement factor
v velocity
m mass of the rotor
L inductance
R resistance
τ time constant
x state vector
σ sliding variable
S controller gain
c controller gain
b controller gain

Table A2. List of Indices.

∗ control reference
x in x direction
y in x direction
+ in positive direction
− in negative direction
R state space description in controllability form
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Appendix B

Table A3. Test bench and controller parameter.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

number of poles Nb 8 -
angle between pole

and axis α 0.39 rad

coil windings n 96 -
maximum voltage Vmax 24 V
maximum current Imax 5 A

bias current i0 2.5 A
sampling frequency

position sensor fpos 2 kHz

sampling frequency
current sensor fcur 10 kHz

PWM frequency fpwm 20 kHz
controller gain C 1.8 -

sliding surface gains S [0.1 0.0001 700 1.5] -
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Abstract: The fluctuations in the heating value of an underground coal gasification (UCG) process
limit its application in electricity generation, where a desired composition of the combustible gases
is required to operate gas turbines efficiently. This shortcoming can be addressed by designing a
robust control scheme for the process. In the current research work, a model-based, chattering-free
sliding mode control (CFSMC) algorithm is developed to maintain a desired heating value trajectory
of the syngas mixture. Besides robustness, CFSMC yields reduced chattering due to continuous
control law, and the tracking error also converges in finite time. To estimate the unmeasurable states
required for the controller synthesis, a state-dependent Kalman filter (SDKF) based on the quasi-linear
decomposition of the nonlinear model is employed. The simulation results demonstrate that despite
the external disturbance and measurement noise, the control methodology yields good tracking
performance. A comparative analysis is also made between CFSMC, a conventional SMC, and an
already designed dynamic integral SMC (DISMC), which shows that CFSMC yields 71.2% and 69.9%
improvement in the root mean squared tracking error with respect to SMC and DISMC, respectively.
Moreover, CFSMC consumes 97% and 23.2% less control energy as compared to SMC and DISMC,
respectively.

Keywords: underground coal gasification (UCG); state-dependent Kalman filter (SDKF); chattering-
free sliding mode control (CFSMC); energy conversion systems

1. Introduction

Coal plays a pivotal role in global power generation owing to its affordability and ubiq-
uitous presence worldwide. However, the greenhouse gas emissions due to the combustion
of fossil fuels negatively impact the environment and contribute significantly to global
warming [1]. These environmental concerns are addressed by employing various clean
coal energy technologies, for example, the underground coal gasification (UCG) process,
that allows the removal of harmful elements at various stages of the UCG process [2].
UCG process involves drilling two wells from the surface of the earth to the coal beds.
The injection well is utilized to inject the oxidants like air and steam into the coal bed. These
oxidants then react with the ignited coal, and syngas is produced at the production well [3].
Syngas is a flammable gas comprising of higher hydrocarbons, CO, H2, and CH4, that can
be utilized in many applications such as the production of liquid fuel and electric power
generation. In comparison to conventional mining and surface gasifiers, UCG provides an
efficient and cost-effective solution to produce decarbonized gas without putting human
labor in danger underground [4].

Industrial applications like integrated gasification combined cycle turbines (IGCC)
efficiently operate on a constant heating value/calorific value of syngas. The desired heating
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value can be achieved by controlling the flow rate or molar flux of the injected oxidants [5].
The presence of parametric uncertainties, modeling inaccuracies, and external disturbances
constitutes a challenging control problem that has recently become an emerging field of
research [4].

1.1. Related Work

Both model-free and model-based controllers are designed for a UCG system in the
literature, to achieve the desired syngas properties. In [6,7], a conventional Proportional
Integral (PI) controller is designed to control the temperature, concentration, and heating
value of syngas for a lab scale setup for UCG. This model-free controller solely relies
on the output measurements. The authors extended their research work to include the
effect of uncertainties in the measurements in [8]. Later, in [9], an experimental study is
investigated to solve a real-time optimization problem for the UCG process. The optimal
control design technique is used to maximize the CO concentration in syngas. The authors
in [10] conducted an experimental study to achieve the desired calorific value of the syngas
by employing an adaptive model predictive control (MPC). In [11], an Internet-of-Things
(IoT) based monitoring system is utilized to assist a deep learning-based optimal control
technique. In [12], the authors conducted an experimental study to optimize oxygen flow,
airflow, and syngas exhaust to maximize the heating value of syngas.

The controllers designed in the literature presented above are either model-free or
utilize data-driven modeling techniques. However, model-based control strategies are
proven to be more accurate. In this regard, a multitude of research is conducted on various
model-based control approaches for the UCG process. In [5], the authors developed a
1-D control-oriented mathematical model of the Thar coal gasifier, which is utilized to
design various sliding mode control (SMC) techniques for maintaining a desired level
of the heating value. In [13], a time domain UCG process model is developed. The au-
thors also design a conventional SMC for heating value regulation with the assumption
that all the state variables are measurable. To remove this discrepancy, [14] employs a
gain-scheduled modified Utkin observer (GSMUO) to estimate the unmeasurable states
required for designing dynamic SMC. Moreover, a time-varying reference is used to test the
performance of the control techniques. Considering the required computational complexity
and implementation resources for nonlinear techniques, several linear control techniques
are also investigated for the UCG system.

1.2. Gap Analysis

The controllers based on linear models can only work near a particular operating
point. To cover the whole operating range between no-load and full load, a robust nonlinear
controller is required. The tracking error of the heating value does not converge in finite
time for all the aforementioned SMC techniques. However, to cater for the abrupt changes
in the demand for electric power, the calorific value of the UCG process also needs to
change quickly. Therefore, in an IGCC power plant, a robust and finite time convergent
SMC, cf. [15] is required to meet the sudden changes in the electricity demand.

1.3. Major Contributions

In the current research article, a model-based, chattering-free SMC (CFSMC), cf. [16],
is developed for the UCG process model given in [13]. Apart from robustness, CFSMC
exhibits less chattering due to continuous control law, and by the virtue of nonlinearity
in the sliding surface, the tracking error also converges in finite time. To reconstruct
the unmeasurable states necessary for controller design, a state-dependent Kalman filter
(SDKF) is designed, which is a linear discrete-time Kalman filter based on the quasilin-
ear model of [13]. The water influx from the surrounding aquifers is considered as the
input disturbance, cf. [14], to evaluate the robustness of the control scheme. Furthermore,
the performance of the SDKF is evaluated by introducing a measurement noise. Simulation
results indicate that the designed methodology quickly and accurately tracks the desired
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heating value trajectory, outperforming conventional SMC and DISMC (cf. [14]). For brevity,
the contributions of the paper are listed below:

• A finite-time CFSMC is designed for the UCG process to track the desired heating
value trajectory.

• The unmeasured states used to synthesize the model-based controller are reconstructed
using SDKF.

• A thorough quantitative and qualitative comparison is made between the designed
technique and already developed techniques for tracking the heating value for the
UCG process.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the control-oriented
mathematical model of the UCG plant. Section 3 and Section 4 respectively discuss the
synthesis of CFSMC and SDKF for the UCG plant. The simulation results are presented in
Section 5, followed by the conclusion in Section 6 of the manuscript.

2. Mathematical Model of UCG Process

The current study utilizes a nonlinear control-oriented mathematical model of the UCG
process, derived in one of our earlier works [14], for the control design. The mathematical
model consists of two solid components: char and coal, and eight gaseous components:
CO2, O2, CO, H2, CH4, N2, H2O, and tar. Moreover, the model incorporates the effect of
water influx from the nearby aquifers as the disturbance. The following mathematical
equations describe the nonlinear control-oriented UCG model

ρ̇Coal = −M1R1,

ρ̇Char = M2(0.766R1 − R2 − R3),

ṪS =
1

Cs
(ht(T − Ts)− Δq2R2 − Δq3R3),

ĊCO = 0.008R1 + R3 − βCCO,

ĊCO2 = 0.058R1 + R2 − βCCO2 ,

ĊH2 = 0.083R1 + R3 − βCH2 ,

ĊCH4 = 0.044R1 − βCCH4 ,

ĊTar = 0.0138R1 − βCTar,

ĊH2O = 0.055R1 + 0.075R2 − 0.925R3 − βCH2O +
α

L
u +

1
L

φ,

ĊO2 = −1.02R2 − βCO2 +
δ

L
u,

ĊN2 = −βCN2 +
γ

L
u.

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1)

The UCG model includes a number of parameters and variables that are listed in
Tables 1 and 2 provides the nominal values of the parameters.

Pyrolysis of coal, oxidation of char, and gasification of steam are dominant chemical
reactions of the current model of the UCG process and are expressed in Table 3. Molecular
formulas of coal, char and tar are respectively CH0.912O0.194, CH0.15O0.02, and (CH2.782)9.
The reaction rates of chemical reactions : R1, R2 and R3 are expressed in (2).
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Table 1. Parameters and states.

Symbol Description Unit

Mi Molecular Weight of solids mol−1 g
T Temperature of gas K
ht Transfer coefficient of heat cal s−1 K−1 cm−3

Cs Solids specific heat capacity cal K−1 g−1

R Chemical reaction rate mol cm−3 s−1

Δqi Char oxidation heat and steam gasification heat cal mol−1

L Reactor’s length cm
βCi Spatial derivative’s approximation [13] mol cm−3 s−1

u Injected gases flow rate mol cm−2 s−1

α, δ, γ Amount (%) of H2O, O2 and N2 in u -
φ Input disturbance: steam’s flow rate, generated from water

influx from nearby aquifers
mol cm−2 s−1

Table 2. Nominal parameters value.

Cs β P ht L Δq2 Δq3

7.3920 7 × 10−6 4.83 0.001 100 − 93,929 31,309.7

Table 3. Chemical reactions in UCG.

Sr. Chemical Equations

1. Coal pyrolysis:

CH0.912O0.194
R1−→ 0.766CH0.15O0.02 + 0.008CO + 0.055H2O + 0.083H2 + 0.044CH4

+ 0.058CO2 + 0.0138(CH2.782)9
2. Char oxidation:

CH0.15O0.02 + 1.02O2
R2−→ CO2 + 0.075H2O

3. Steam gasification:

CH0.15O0.02 + 1.02O2
R3−→ CO + H2

R1 = 5
ρcoal
M1

exp
(−6039

Ts

)
,

R2 =
1

1
Rc2

+
1

Rm2

,

R3 =
1

1
Rc3

+
1

Rm3

,

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2)

where,

Rm2 =
1
10

htmO2 ,

Rc2 =
1

M2

(
9.55 × 108ρcharmO2 P exp

(−22142
Ts

)
T−0.5

s

)
,

Rc3 =
ρcharm2

H2OP2exp(5.052 − 12908
Ts

)

M2

(
mH2OP + exp

(
− 22.216 +

24880
Ts

))2 ,

Rm3 =
1
10

htmH2O,
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the molar fractions mO2 and mH2O are expressed as,

mO2 =
CO2

CT + CH2O
,

mH2O =
CH2O

CT + CH2O
,

where

CT = CCO + CCO2 + CH2 + CCH4 + CTar + CO2 + CN2 . (3)

The nonlinear control-oriented model (1) can be expressed in a control-affine form as

ẋ = f (x) + g1u + g2φ, (4)

where x ∈ R11 is the state vector, u is the control input, f , g1, g2 ∈ R11 are smooth vector
fields, and φ is considered as the external disturbance. The vector of states x is chosen as

x = [ρcoal ρchar Ts CCO CCO2 CH2 CCH4 CTar CH2O CO2 CN2 ]
T . (5)

Vector fields f (x), g1, and g2 are given by (6)–(8), respectively

f (x) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−M1R1(x),
M2(0.766R1(x)− R2(x)− R3(x)),

1
Cs
(ht(T − x3)− Δq2R2(x)− Δq3R3(x))

0.008R1(x) + R3(x)− βx4,
0.058R1(x) + R2(x)− βx5,
0.083R1(x) + R3(x)− βx6

0.044R1(x)− βx7
0.0138R1(x)− βx8

0.055R1(x) + 0.075R2(x)− 0.925R3(x)− βx9
−1.02R2(x)− βx10

−βx11

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (6)

g1 =
[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α

L
δ
L

γ
L

]T , (7)

g2 =
[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

L 0 0
]T . (8)

The measurement vector ym represents the concentration of the gases measured from
the gas analyzer

ym = [x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x10 x11]
T , (9)

The heating value Hv of the syngas is the variable to be controlled, characterized as

Hv =
H4x4 + H6x6 + H7x7

CT
, (10)

where CT = x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 + x10 + x11, and H4, H6, and H7 represent heat of
combustion (kJ/mol) of CO, H2 and CH4 respectively.

The objective of the control design is to keep the heating value at the desired level
based on the operating conditions, such as the usage of char and coal in the UCG bed.
Hence, the next section will focus on the design of the controller.
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3. Chattering Free Sliding Mode Control Design

This section presents the design of a CFSMC with the aim of following the desired
syngas heating value (Hvd). Despite being a promising solution, the implementation of the
sliding mode-based control law may result in high-frequency oscillations, known as chat-
tering, because of modeling errors, external disturbances, and discretization. Chattering
is a common issue with sliding mode controllers; however, by the virtue of smoothening
terms in the control law and the sliding surface, CFSMC can effectively resolve the issue of
chattering [17]. Moreover, a carefully designed sliding surface ensures the finite time con-
vergence of the tracking error. Furthermore, conventional SMC often has the disadvantage
of producing discontinuous control inputs that do not meet the requirement of the current
system. Therefore, the above-mentioned issues associated with the conventional SMC are
addressed in this paper by a systematic design of CFSMC [16].

The output to be controlled is the difference between the actual Hv and its desired
trajectory Hvd, e = Hv − Hvd. The control input u appears after differentiating e once,
which inferred that the relative degree of the tracking error e is 1 with respect to the control
input u. Therefore, differentiating the error e with respect to time results in the following
error dynamics

ė = ψ(x, t) + d(x, φ, t) + b(x, t)u, (11)

where ψ(x, t), b(x, t), and d(x, t) are smooth and nonlinear functions of states.
It is pertinent to mention here that ψ(x, t) and b(x, t) are the nominal parts of the

system, whereas d(x, φ, t) includes the perturbed part of the system influenced by a smooth
and bounded input disturbance φ(t) : |φ(t)| ≤ φ0. Considering the control-oriented model
given in (4) and reaction rate expressions in (2), it can be observed that the input disturbance
affects R2 and R3 by changing the concentration of steam. The functions ψ(x, t), b(x, t) and
d(x, t) are defined as

ψ(x, t) =
CT(H4 ẋ4 + H6 ẋ6 + H7 ẋ7)− N(β(x10 + x11) + ẋ4 + ẋ5 + ẋ6 + ẋ7 + ẋ8)

CT
2 − Ḣvd,

d(x, φ, t) =
(CT H4 + CT H6 − 2N)R̃3(x, φ)− (1 + 1.02)NR̃2(x, φ)

CT
2 ,

b(x, t) =
−N(δ + γ)

LCT
2 , (12)

where R̃2 and R̃3 are errors between perturbed and nominal reaction rates, and N =
H4x4 + H6x6 + H7x7.

Now, to mitigate error within a finite time, a terminal sliding manifold is chosen for
the system in (11) as

S = ė + c sgn(e)|e|λ, (13)

where c and λ are design parameters. The value of c is selected such that the polynomial
ρ + c, which corresponds to the system (13), is Hurwitz, meaning its eigenvalues are in the
open left half of the complex plane, with ρ as a Laplace operator. By selecting appropriate
values of c and λ, the ideal sliding mode S = 0 for the error dynamics (11) can be achieved,
resulting in the system converging to its equilibrium point, e = 0, from any initial condition
along the sliding surface S = 0 in a finite amount of time [16]. Hence, the control law is
chosen as

u = − 1
b(x, t)

(ueq + udis), (14)

where
ueq = −ψ(x, t)− c sgn(e)|e|λ,

u̇dis = −(kd + kT + η) sgn(S)− T udis,
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where T, kT , η ∈ �+ are gains of the controller. The constants T and kT are selected such
that kT ≥ Td0, where ||d(x, φ, t)|| ≤ d0 ∈ �+.

The validity of the sliding mode, i.e., whether the trajectories converge to the manifold
S = 0 is proved in the subsequent subsection.

Existence of Sliding Mode

By using (11) and (14), Equation (13) can be re-expressed as

S = d(x, φ, t) + udis. (15)

Now, to prove that the above surface is attractive, a positive definite candidate Lya-
punov function is chosen

V(x, t) =
1
2

S2 > 0, (16)

whose time derivative determined as

V̇(x, t) = SṠ,

= S(ḋ(x, φ, t) + u̇dis),

= S(ḋ(x, φ, t)− (kd + kT + η)sgn(S)− Tudis),

≤ (D0 − kd)|S| − η|S| − |S|(kT + Tudis), (17)

where ḋ(x, φ, t) is the time derivative of d(x, φ, t), and it is smooth and bounded: ||ḋ(x, φ, t)|| ≤
D0 ∈ �+.

Now by selecting kd > D0 and kT ≥ T|udis| we can write (17) as

V̇(x, t) ≤ −η|S|, (18)

which shows that the system in (11) will reach S = 0 in finite time [16].

4. State Dependent Kalman Filter Design

This section focuses on designing a state-dependent Kalman filter (SDKF) for the
UCG plant to estimate the unmeasurable states needed for the CFSMC controller synthesis.
The design of SDKF is based upon the quasi-linear approximation of the UCG mathematical
model (1), which is discussed in the following subsection.

4.1. Quasi-Linear Decomposition

SDKF design is based upon the quasi-linear decomposition, cf. [18] of the UCG
model (1). The conventional Taylor series expansion method can be inadequate in case of
arbitrary operating points. To overcome the limitation, a constrained minimization problem
is introduced to develop a quasi-linear model that accurately approximates the behavior
of the nonlinear model (1) close to any operating point. This decomposition portrays the
actual nonlinear dynamics of (1), i.e.,

ẋ = f (x) + g1u + g2φ = F(x)x + g1u + g2φ. (19)

The expressions for g1 and g2 are already defined in (7) and (8), respectively. The matrix
F(x) ∈ �11×11 can be expressed as

F(x) =

⎡⎣ | | | | |
a1 a2 a3 a4 . . . a11
| | | | |

⎤⎦, (20)
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where ai represents ith column of F(x), given as

ai = ∇ fi(x) +
fi(x)− xT∇ fi(x)

‖x‖2 x, x �= 0, (21)

where ∇ fi(x) represents the gradient of ith element of the vector field f (x) in the direction
of x.

4.2. SDKF Design Procedure

SDKF employs the algorithm of the discrete-time linear Kalman filter; however, due
to the state-dependent matrices obtained using the quasi-linear decomposition of the
nonlinear system, SDKF can estimate the states of a nonlinear system. The Kalman filter
holds a prominent place in stochastic estimation theory as it involves filtering of both
process (dynamic modeling noise) and measurement noise (sensor noise) and also estimates
the states by minimizing the estimated error covariance [19]. To employ SDKF, the quasi-
linear UCG model is discretized with sampling time Δt to obtain

xk = Ak−1xk−1 + Bk−1uk−1 + wk−1, (22)

where xk is the state vector defined in (5), Ak−1 = Fk−1Δt + I11, B = g1Δt, and wk−1 is the
zero-mean Gaussian process noise, with known covariance matrix Q defined by [20]

Q = E(wkwk
T). (23)

The measurement equation (9) can be expressed in discrete form as

zk = Hxk + vk, (24)

where zk is the measurement vector defined in (9), H ∈ �7×11 is the output matrix de-
fined by

H =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (25)

and vk is the zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise, with known covariance matrix R
defined by

R = E(vkvk
T). (26)

The system’s dynamic model uncertainty and measurement imprecision are used to
choose the Q and R matrices. Selection of R is relatively easy as it considers the conse-
quences of unmodeled dynamics, while choosing Q is typically challenging. Given this, Q
and R are often viewed as design parameters and are calculated by using the trial-and-error
method [21].

The objective of SDKF is to make E(x̂k) = E(xk), where x̂k is the a-posteriori estimated
error, and also to make a-posteriori estimated error covariance Pk as small as possible. SDKF
is designed in two stages; (i) the predictor stage and (ii) the corrector stage. The predictor
stage forecasts a state based on the previous state and is defined as
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¯̂xk = Ak−1 x̂k−1 + Buk, (27)

P̄k = Ak−1Pk−1 AT
k−1 + Q, (28)

where ¯̂xk is the a-priori estimated state and P̄k is the a-priori estimated error covariance.
The estimated state and associated error covariance are then carried forward to the step
of the measurement update. Whereas the corrector stage adjusts the anticipated state
depending on the most recent output measurements, i.e.,

K = P̄k HT(HP̄k HT + R)−1 (29)

x̂k = ¯̂xk + K(zk − H ¯̂xk) (30)

Pk = (I − KH)P̄k (31)

where K is the Kalman gain, x̂k is the a-posteriori estimated state and Pk is the a-posteriori
estimated error covariance. Figure 1 describes the complete working scheme of SDKF.

Figure 1. SDKF algorithm implementation.

5. Results and Discussions

This section presents simulation results of the UCG process along with CFSMC and
SDKF. MATLAB/Simulink (Version: R2018a, running on Laptop: Lenovo i3, 3rd generation
with 4GB Ram ) is utilized to perform the simulations. A qualitative and quantitative com-
parison is carried out between the conventional SMC, dynamic integral SMC (DISMC) [14],
and the proposed CFSMC for desired trajectory tracking of the calorific value. A modified
gain-scheduled Utkin observer (GSMUO) estimates the unmeasurable states for DISMC;
however, SDKF is used to reconstruct states for SMC and CFSMC. To replicate the real-
time conditions, a comprehensive simulation study is performed, taking into account the
practical considerations listed below:
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• A white Gaussian noise with a zero mean and a variance of 0.022 is added to ym. This
variance is selected based on the typical accuracy of the gas analyzer used for taking
measurements in the UCG process [5].

• The values of α, δ, and γ are chosen to be 0.77, 0.154, and 0.076, respectively in (1).
• The desired heating value trajectory is expressed in Figure 2, which represents a

sudden change in the demand for electricity generation.
• The total simulation time is 9 h. To ensure that the heating value reaches the appropri-

ate set point, the UCG system is run in an open loop for initial 5.5 h. The flow rate of
gases is maintained at 2 × 10−4 moles cm−2 s−1 during this time. Afterward, the UCG
system is run in a close loop configuration for 5.5 ≤ t ≤ 9 h. Therefore, for better
visualization, the simulation results for evaluating the performance of the controllers
are only shown for the closed-loop operation.

• SDKF works for the complete simulation, i.e., 0 ≤ t ≤ 9 h.
• The gains of CFSMC in (13) and (14) are: c = 69, λ = 0.1, T = 0.1, kd = 0.5, kT = −2,

and η = 1.

The tracking performance of the selected controllers is shown in Figure 2. The reference
trajectory shows a sudden change from a higher to a lower level of the heating value.
To track the abrupt change in the reference trajectory, the gains of the controllers are kept
on the higher side, which results in poor performance of SMC and DISMC as compared to
CFSMC. Figure 3 depicts the tracking error of different control schemes.

5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9
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196

198

200

202

204

206

Figure 2. Syngas Heating value in the closed-loop operation with time.
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Figure 3. Tracking -error with various controllers during closed-loop operation with time.

The manipulated flow rate of the inlet gases for different control schemes is presented
in Figure 4. It is evident from the figure that the tracking performance of CFSMC is the
most superior as compared to DISMC and SMC.

A sufficient amount of steam is necessary to ensure the smooth operation of the UCG
reactor. Generally, there are two sources of steam: a mixture of the inlet gas (which in
the current case contains 77% steam) and water ingress from surrounding aquifers, which
is considered as an external disturbance, and its time profile is depicted in Figure 5. It
is evident from Figure 4 that all the controllers manipulate u to mitigate the effect of φ.
However, the results in Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that CFSMC exhibits more robustness
to compensate φ as compared to DISMC and SMC.

Figure 6 shows the sliding variable designed for CFSMC, which is given by (13).
Despite the disturbance and measurement noise, the system trajectories are confined to the
manifold S = 0.

A comprehensive quantitative analysis has been performed to assess the performance
of CFSMC, DISMC, and SMC. The attributes considered for performance evaluation are
root mean squared error erms and the average power Pavg of the control input u. These
performance indices are characterized as

erms =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Hv[i]− Hvd[i])2,

Pavg =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(ui)
2, (32)

where N represents the number of samples.
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Figure 4. Control input for different controllers with time.
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Figure 5. Steam flow rate generated by water influx from nearby aquifers with time.
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Figure 6. Sliding manifold for CFSMC with time.

The values of the performance indices for CFSMC, DISMC, and SMC are provided
in Table 4. Here, it can be seen that all the controllers consume the same control energy;
however, the performance of CFSMC is superior to its counterparts. In fact, CFSMC shows
57.1% and 58.9% better tracking performance than SMC and DISMC, respectively.

Table 4. Comparison of SMC, DISMC, and CFSMC.

Controller erms Pavg

SMC 0.5736 5.0364 × 10−6

DISMC 0.5479 1.9422 × 10−7

CFSMC 0.1653 1.4981 × 10−7

The remaining part of the section discusses the performance of SDKF. To evaluate
the estimation performance of SDKF; it is essential to start the UCG plant and GSMUO
with contrasting initial conditions. The initial state vectors for the UCG process model and
SDKF are selected as

xT(0) =
[
0.5 0 497 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.2 × 10−4 1.6 × 10−3],

x̂T(0) =
[
0.48 0 480 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.2 × 10−4 1.6 × 10−3].

It is pertinent to mention that some values in x(0) and x̂(0) are equal or very close to
each other; this is because the initial values of some states are known.

Seven out of eleven states are measurable, but a full state SDKF is designed so that the
measurement noise can be filtered. The results in Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate how SDKF
filters out the measurement noise from the measured states. The estimated states are then
used for the synthesis of the controller.
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Figure 7. Measured and estimated concentrations of gases with time.

Figure 8. Measured and estimated concentrations of gases with time.

Figures 9–11 depict the estimation of the unmeasurable states of the UCG model. It is
evident from the simulation results that the estimated and actual states are well aligned.
The difference in the true and estimated values of the steam concentration is due to the
disturbance φ.
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Figure 9. True and reconstructed solid densities with time.
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Figure 10. True and reconstructed solid temperature with time.
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Figure 11. True and estimated steam concentration with time.

From the simulation results and comparative analysis of different control techniques,
it can be seen that the performance of SDKF is slightly better than GSMUO designed in [14].
However, the design of GSMUO is quite complex as compared to SDKF, which is simply a
linear discrete-time Kalman filter implemented using the quasi-linear UCG model.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a model-based CFSMC is proposed for tracking the desired heating value
trajectory of the UCG process in the presence of external disturbance and measurement
noise. A formal analysis of the stability of the controller is also presented. To enable the
feedback control design, the unmeasurable UCG process states are estimated by utilizing
SDKF, which is based on the quasi-linearization of the nonlinear UCG model. A detailed
qualitative and quantitative comparison is also made between CFSMC-SDKF, SMC-SDKF,
and DISMC-GSMUO techniques. The comparison demonstrates that the CFSMC-SDKF
technique outperforms its counterparts for a rapidly changing reference trajectory.

A possible future extension of this work is the cascade control of the IGCC power
plant, which is comprised of the UCG plant and a combined cycle turbine. The efficacy
of this technique can be analyzed for tracking the sudden variations in the demand for
electrical power.
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Abbreviations

The manuscript uses the following abbreviations:

CFSMC Chattering-free sliding mode control
DISMC Dynamic integral sliding mode control
GSMUO Gain-scheduled modified Utkin Observer
IGCC Integrated gasification combined cycle
SDKF State dependent Kalman Filter
UCG Underground coal gassification
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Abstract: The significant role for a contemporary control algorithm in the position control of a per-
manent magnet linear motor (PMLM) system is highlighted by the rigorous standards for accuracy in
many modern industrial and robotics applications. A robust predefined time convergent sliding mode
controller (PreDSMC) is designed for the high precision position tracking of a permanent magnet
linear motor (PMLM) system with external disturbance, and its convergence time is independent
of the system’s initial value and model parameters. We verified theoretically that the performance
function conditions are satisfied, the motor speed is steady and constrained, and the motor position
tracking error converges to zero within the prescribed time. First, we designed a sliding mode (SM)
surface with predetermined time convergence, which mathematically demonstrates that the tracking
error converges to zero within the predefined time and shows that the position tracking accuracy is
higher. Secondly, we developed a PreDSMC law that is independent of initial state and based on the
predefined time convergence Lyapunov stability criterion. Finally, to prove the accuracy and higher
precision of the proposed PreDSMC, comparative numerical simulations are performed for PMLM
with compound disturbances. Simulation findings show that the suggested robust predefined control
method considerably reduces the impacts of friction and external disturbances; consequently, it may
increase the control performance when compared to the typical proportional integral derivative (PID)
controller, the nonsingular fast terminal SMC, and the linear SMC.

Keywords: nonlinear control; robust sliding mode control; predefined time sliding mode control;
permanent magnet linear motor system

1. Introduction

Today, permanent magnet linear motors (PMLM) have a significant role in civil,
industrial, military, and other high-precision applications [1,2]. Especially, PMLM is widely
used in the high-precision manufacturing industry because of its higher thrust density,
higher acceleration, speed, and very high precision. As a result, PMLM research has
recently received more prominent attention from researchers. However, the performance
of these motors degrades due to external disturbances, force ripple, and friction effects [3].
Concerning high-precision motion control, it is always very critical to attain a fast-dynamic
response, especially when increasing the tracking accuracy is a vital goal of the PMLM.

Numerous control algorithms for PMLM analysis and design focusing on various
applications have been presented in the literature. For instance, a robust adaptive algorithm
was developed in [4] for the compensation and control of PMLM displacement in the
presence of force ripple and friction. The authors of [5] presented a water-cooled PMLM
system that was designed for studying the temperature behavior under various work
tasks. The performance of PMLM rate control based on flow-oriented primary control
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was studied in [6]. Sliding mode control (SMC) is a preferred method for managing
control problems in nonlinear systems. It is widely used in practical applications for
its insensitivity to parameter changes and perturbations [7–13]. Design of an adaptive
2-SMC method for a class of unknown nonlinear discrete systems with multiple inputs and
multiple outputs (MIMO) was described in [14]. Stable pressure control for coke oven gas
distributors was achieved by combining SMC and data-driven control (DDC) methods [15].
The traditional SMC ensures the asymptotic stability of the closed loop control only in
the sliding mode phase, i.e., the system to the equilibrium point indefinitely. However,
the finite-time terminal SMC-based PMLM system realizes uncertainties by balancing
control performance and robustness. An efficient tactic that not only guarantees control
quality but can also improve robustness is predictive interference compensation, presented
in the literature [16–18]. The observer-based design method is proficient for estimating
perturbations such as SMC [19–21] and the finite-time approach [22–24]. Owing to the
supremacy of finite-time convergence [25–27], terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) has
been presented in [28–30].

Nonlinear systems have become the topic of extensive study during the past few
decades because such systems provide a more critical perspective of the available informa-
tion on the qualities of memory and legacy [31–33]. Some examples of physical systems
involving nonlinearities include electrical circuits containing supercapacitive elements
which are vital in the design of batteries and fuel cells [34–37], mechanical systems contain-
ing viscoelastic materials [38,39], and biological systems [40,41]. Moreover, sophisticated
control design can benefit from the reliability of fractional-order approaches. Sliding mode
approaches [42–44] are amongst the most often used methods because of their effectiveness
in reducing the impact of uncertainty in the control of nonlinear systems.

Dynamic characteristics involve enforcing sliding motion with finite and fixed-time
convergence [45–47]. Recent publications have investigated sliding mode and fixed-time
tools, elaborating on the remarkable qualities of these uncertain systems [48]. Moreover,
the time at which the sliding action is imposed (the settling-time function) is unbounded
with respect to the initial condition. Nevertheless, sliding mode methods ensure finite-time
convergence of the sliding function.

Recent research has established the concept of fixed-time stability to address the
issue of an unbounded settling-time function. When starting from this state, the work in
question enforces a sliding mode within a uniformly defined time. Designing appropriate
controllers for nonlinear systems has been studied using the predefined time-stability
approach [49–53]. Therefore, in the case of a second-order nonlinear system based on
the Lyapunov stability criterion, predefined time SMCs have been proposed. These
works differ from prior research as they suggest auxiliary controllers through a suitable
dynamic extension. This research was influenced by adaptive predefined time stability.

The robustness of perturbations is rarely explored for predefined settling-time strate-
gies, especially for autonomous systems [54–56]. The controller proposed in [57] could
only mitigate the disturbances if the system’s initial states are known. In [53] and [55],
complementary random time convergence is accomplished by changing the sliding phase
solely; moreover, simulations presume that the reaching time of SMC is predictable. Addi-
tionally, [56] used a time-changing piecewise controller to discard matching instabilities
and attain preset time by altering system parameters. The authors in [58,59] addressed this
problem by developing unique terminal sliding surface-based control in a combined pre-
determined settling period for the category of nonlinear second-order systems containing
coupled disturbances.

In [60–62], nonsingular terminal SMC is used to evaluate the overall effectiveness
of a fixed-time control mechanism with mismatched disturbances. It is pertinent to
mention that the constraints on the settling time were too conservative and required a
significant amount of control effort. In [63], the authors extended this work and demon-
strated the ultimate boundedness with predetermined temporal stability. Moreover, it
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is believed that the predetermined time in [59,63,64] is a factor of the system’s starting
states and characteristics.

Research in [65] proposed a back-stepping strategy to establish fixed-time stability
for higher-order systems with rigorous feedback. In [66], predetermined time stability is
attained for dynamical systems with distributed order in the context of uncertainty. In
addition, a recent study [44] designed a unique SMC that leads to preset time convergence.
Further, nonsingular terminal SMC is being proposed to avoid singularities and it has been
implemented in some practical control systems [67–71]. Despite this, inner discontinuities
appear as never before in previous terminal SMC schematics. As a result, some effective
techniques have been used to overcome the chattering problem resulting from internal dis-
continuities. In particular, the finite-time terminal SMC can achieve fast state convergence
to improve tracking accuracy and limit the jitter problem of phase. In this article, motivated
by the advantages of the finite-time terminal SMC, we designed a predefined time control
method for the PMLM system.

A permanent magnet linear motor (PML) not only has advantages of high force density,
low heat loss, and high precision and accuracy, but also has simple mechanical structure [72],
so it is the first choice for motor motion control systems involving high strength, speed,
and high precision [3]. Today, PML has been widely used in the precision manufacturing
industry. Compared with traditional rotary motors [73–76], linear motors do not require
indirect coupling mechanisms such as gear boxes, chains, and screw couplings, which
greatly reduces contact-type nonlinearity and mechanical interference such as friction and
recoiling [77–79]. As a result, PML can meet the growing demand for high performance
servo system applications and has been successfully used in machine tools, semiconductor
manufacturing systems, etc. Since PML is not equipped with a transport mechanism, the
realizable performance of PML, such as the ability to reduce uncertainty and the influence
of external interference, is inevitably lost to some extent. Therefore, it is very important to
reduce these interference effects through appropriate mechanical design or control scheme.
With new methods of mechanical design, the effect can be maintained at the allowable
level, but this method is more expensive. The controller design based on a PML system is
an economical and feasible method to suppress these effects.

The available literature not only ignores the impact of predefined stability and dis-
turbances, but assumes that the predefined settling time is a factor of the initial states.
Moreover, the convergence rate conventions are extra cautious and require a significant
control effort. To the best of our knowledge, predefined time convergence for nonlinear
systems containing uncertainties and unknown initial conditions remains an unsolved
topic. The contributions of our paper are summarized below:

• A predefined time sliding surface of the tracking error is designed, and we also
theoretically prove that the tracking error found at the sliding surface converges to the
equilibrium point within a prescribed time. Furthermore, its derivative is bounded,
which gives the tracking error superior information. A Lyapunov-based stability
criterion with predefined time convergence is elaborated and proved theoretically. The
results depict the predefined convergence time, which is independent of the initial
value and the parameters of the controlled system.

• A robust predefined SMC law is designed and proven theoretically. We utilize the
predefined sliding function to capture the control input variables, which simplifies
the complexity of the designed controller. It is shown that the trajectory tracking
error of the closed-loop system has a convergent nature within a predefined time.
Moreover, the trajectory satisfies the performance, and it is worth noting that its
derivative is bounded.

• We have designed a predefined robust control law to approximate the uncertain part
of the PMLM, i.e., friction and ripple forces. The presented scheme in this paper
has a wide range of applications. Our proposed PreDSMC only needs the trajectory
tracking error of the PMLM and its derivative information to realize the high-precision
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trajectory tracking control of the system. It is independent of the initial conditions and
model parameters of the system, which is why it is called a robust controller.

This study is organized into the following sections: Section 2 presents the mathe-
matical model and control objective of the PMLM. Section 3 presents the linearization
method of nonlinear parts and the variation method for the tracking error performance
based on the predefined criterion of the sliding function. Moreover, the sliding mode
surface with a predefined time for tracking error convergence and the Lyapunov sta-
bility criterion for convergence are presented in the same section. Section 4 presents
the proposed PreDSMC control law. To verify the robustness of the proposed PreDSMC
control algorithm, simulation results for various cases are presented in Section 5. Lastly,
our study is concluded in Section 6.

2. Problem Formulation

In general, the second-order nonlinear dynamic system can be mathematically ex-
pressed as ⎧⎨⎩

.
x1(t) = x2(t).
x2(t) = f (θ, x(t), t) + Nu(t) + d(t)
y(t) = x1(t)

(1)

where x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t)]
T and θ (t) are the internal parameter variables. Mass and

f (θ, x(t), t) are smooth continuous functions and N includes some nonlinearities such as
Stribeck friction and ripple forces. Nomenclature is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the PMLM model.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Motor mass m 5.4 Kg
Resistance R 16.8 Ω
Force constant k f 130
Back electromotive force ke 123 V/(rad/s)

Friction force

fc 10

N
fs 20
fv 10

x2s 0.1

Ripple force

A1 8.5

N

ω1 314
A2 4.25
ω2 314
A3 2
ω3 314

PMLM Model Representation

Although a second-order system may frequently be used to illustrate the dynamics
of a PMLM [27], owing to the low value of stator inductance relative to the resistance,
we neglect it in this study along with loads and slight perturbations. A typical PMLM
mathematical model is characterized as follows:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

.
x1(t) = x2(t)
.
x2(t) = − k f ke

Rm x2(t) +
k f
Rm u(t)− d(t)

m
y(t) = x1(t)

(2)

where the parameters are M =
k f ke
Rm , N =

k f
Rm , and F = d(t)

m . Assuming the reference signal
is denoted as xr and its first and second order derivatives, i.e.,

.
xr and

..
xr are sequential and

bounded, respectively. Consequently, position tracking error and speed tracking errors can
be expressed as e1(t) = xr(t)− x1(t), e2(t) =

.
xr(t)− x2(t).
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According to the model described above, the state-variable formulation of a PMLM is
easily derivable. Additionally, the error dynamics equation can be described as:⎧⎨⎩

.
e1(t) = e2(t).
e2(t) = −Me2(t)− Nu(t) + F + M

.
xr +

..
xr

y(t) = x1(t)
(3)

The control goal of this article is to develop a robust controller that can accurately follow
the reference position curve in the predefined time. The Stribeck curve in Figure 1 is a well-
known tool for modeling the friction. It essentially indicates the relationship between the
friction force and angular velocity for different values of friction. The Stribeck friction model
can be expressed as in Equation (2). When the static friction is

∣∣∣ .θ (t)
∣∣∣ < α, with α threshold,

the dynamic friction Ff riction(t) can be given by the following piecewise expression:

Ffriction(t) =

⎧⎨⎩
fm f (t) > fm

f (t)− fm < f < fm
− fm f (t) < − fm

 

Figure 1. Stribeck friction curve.

The Stribeck friction curve is a well-known model of the friction. It shows the relationship
between the friction force and angular velocity for different values of the friction. A friction
model can be expressed as in Equation (4). When the static friction is |θ ˙(t)| < α, with
threshold, the dynamic friction can be given by (4). One can see that the static friction is
|θ ˙(t)| > α, and can be given as above in which Fs denotes the driving force, Fc represents
the maximum static friction force, and it is a small scaling factor.

Ffriction(t) =
[

fc + ( fs − fc)e−(x2/x2s)
2
+ fvx2

]
sgn(x2) (4)

where fv is the viscous friction coefficient, x2s is the assumed measured lubrication parame-
ter, fc is the minimum value of the Coulomb friction, and fs is the static friction. According
to the cogging effect in the structure of the PMLM, the pulsating force Fripple(t) generated
by the reluctance is modeled as

Fripple(t) = ∑n
i=1 Ai sin(ωix1) (5)
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where ωi is the angular velocity and Ai is the amplitude. The load disturbance torque FL(t)
is a constant value. The overall system is described as follows:⎧⎨⎩

.
x1(t) = x2(t).
x2(t) = Mx2(t) + Nu(t) + d(t)
y(t) = x1(t)

(6)

3. Predefined Time Sliding Surface Design

Definition 1: For the nonlinear system (2), if there is a predefined constant Ts > 0 such
that the condition is satisfied for any t ∈ [0, ∞]:

(1) At the time t → Ts , lim
t→Ts

y(t) = 0;

(2) When t ≥ Ts, and has y(t) ≡ 0, then the nonlinear system (2) is globally predefined
time stable.

To take the full advantage of strong robustness of the sliding mode controller and
ensure that the trajectory tracking error e(t) can converge to the equilibrium point within
the predefined time Ts1, the sliding mode surface with the predefined time convergence is
designed as follows:

S = e2(t) +
π

2p1Ts1
√

a1b1

(
a1e1−p1

1 (t) + b1e1+p1
1 (t)

)
(7)

where the parameter satisfies 0〈p1〈1, a1〉0, b1〉0; Ts1 is the predefined time. For the sliding
mode surface (7), Theorem 1 is given below.

3.1. Predefined Time Error Convergence Criterion

Theorem 1. For any predefined time Ts1 > 0 and parameter 0 < p1〈1 , a1〉0, b1 > 0, when the
sliding mode surface (3) satisfies S = 0, the following holds true:

(1) If the initial value of the tracking error is e1(0) �= 0, then e1(t) will converge to zero within
the predefined time Ts, and the convergence time

ts =
2Ts1

π
arctan

(√
b1

a1
ep1

1 (0)

)
< Ts1 (8)

(2) If the initial value of the tracking error is e1(0) = 0, then at that the time e1(t) that converges
to zero is ts = 0, that is, when S = 0 is the trajectory tracking error e1(t) ≡ 0.

Proof of Theorem 1.

When S = 0, there is:

e2 =
de1

dt
= − π

2p1Ts1
√

a1b1
a1e1−p1

1 (1 +
b1

a1
e2p1

1 ) (9)

After transforming (8), we obtain

p1ep1−1
1 de1

1 + (
√

b1
a1

ep1
1 )

2 = − π
√

a1

2Ts1
√

b1
dt (10)

The following measures were taken to ease the integration:

d(
√

b1
a1

ep1
1 )

1 + (
√

b1
a1

ep1
1 )

2 = −
√

b1

a1

π

2Ts1

√
a1

b1
dt = − π

2Ts1
dt (11)
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Assuming that the tracking error e1(t) converges to zero at time ts, i.e., e1(ts) = 0,
integrating both sides of Equation (10) on [0, ts] gives

∫ ts

0

d
(√

b1
a1

ep1
1

)
1 + (

√
b1
a1

ep1
1 )

2 =
∫ ts

0
− π

2Ts1
dt (12)

arctan

(√
b1

a1
ep1

1

)
|ts
0 = − πt

2Ts1
|ts
0 (13)

Simplifying with the help of the steps given in Equations (12) and (13), we obtain

ts =
2Ts1

π
arctan

(√
b1

a1
ep1

1 (0)

)
≤ 2Ts1

π

π

2
= Ts1 (14)

When e1(0) = 0 and ts =
2Ts1

π arctan
(√

b1
a1

ep1
1 (0)

)
= 0 represent constant e1(t) ≡ 0, it

means that when the sliding surface S = 0, the tracking error e1(t) is also equal to zero and
hence the theorem is proved. �

3.2. Predefined Time Convergence Stability

Theorem 2. For nonlinear system
.
x(t) = f (x), f (0) = 0, x(0) = x0, for any predefined time

Ts > 0, and parameter 0〈p〈1, a〉0, b〉0, if there is a radially unbounded and positive definite
Lyapunov function V(t) that satisfies

.
V(t) ≤ − π

2pTs
√

ab

(
aV1−p(t) + bV1+p(t)

)
(15)

then

(1) If V(0) �= 0 , the system is stable at the global predefined time and converges to the
equilibrium point.

ts =
2Ts

π
arctan

(√
b
a

Vp(0)

)
< Ts

(2) If V(0) = 0, then V(t) ≡ 0 and it indicates that the system state is always at the
equilibrium point.

Proof of Theorem 2.

Let
.

V(t) = − π
2pTs

√
ab

(
aV1−p(t) + bV1+p(t)

)
+ Δ, then

dV
dt

= − π

2pTs
√

ab
aV1−p(1 +

b
a

V2p − 2pTs
√

ab
πaV1−p Δ) (16)

After transforming (15) and taking the differential, we have

π

2Ts
dt = − 1

1 + (
√

b
a Vp)

2
− 2pTs

√
ab

πaV1−p Δ
d(

√
b
a

Vp) (17)
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Let us assume that at time ts, V(ts) = 0. Next, integrate both sides of Equation (16).

Since, V ≥ 0, Δ ≥ 0 then 2pTs
√

ab
πaV1−p Δ ≥ 0, we obtain:

∫ ts

0

π

2Ts
dt = −

∫ V(ts)

V(0)

d(
√

b
a Vp)

1 + (
√

b
a Vp)

2
− 2pTs

√
ab

πaV1−p Δ
≤ −

∫ V(ts)

V(0)

d(
√

b
a Vp)

1 + (
√

b
a Vp)

2

After simplification, we have

π

2Ts
ts ≤ arctan

(√
b
a

Vp(0)

)
− arctan

(√
b
a

Vp(ts)

)
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

V(t) ≤
(√

a
b tan
(

arctan
(√

b
a Vp(0)

)
− π

2Ts
t
)) 1

p

ts =
2Ts
π arctan

(√
b
a Vp(0)

)
≤ Ts2

�

4. Design of Predefined Time Control Law

First, take the Lyapunov function as V1 = 0.5STS, and derive it with respect to t:

.
V1 = ST

.
S = ST

(
.
e2 +

π

2p1Ts1·
√

a1b1
(a1(1 − p1)e

−p1
1 + b1(1 + p1)e

p1
1 )e2

)
After simplification, we obtain

.
V1 = ST

(
−Me2(t)− Nu(t) + F + M

.
xr +

..
xr +

π

2p1Ts1
√

a1b1
(a1(1 − p1)e

−p1
1 + b1(1 + p1)e

p1
1 )e2

)
(18)

The controller is designed as: utotal = ua + ub where

ua =
1
N

(
−Me2(t) + F + M

.
xr +

..
xr +

π
2p1Ts1

√
a1b1

(a1(1 − p1)e
−p1
1 + b1(1 + p1)e

p1
1 )e2

)
ub = π

2Np2Ts2
√

a2b2
(a2S1−p2 + b2S1+p2)

(19)

then

−Me2(t)− Nu(t) + F + M
.
xr +

..
xr +

π
2p1Ts1

√
a1b1

(a1(1 − p1)e
−p1
1 + b1(1 + p1)e

p1
1 )e2

= − π
2p2Ts2

√
a2b2

(a2S1−p2 + b2S1+p2)
(20)

Therefore,
.

V1 = S
(
− π

2p2Ts2
√

a2b2
(a2S1−p2 + b2S1+p2)

)
= − π

2p2Ts2
√

a2b2
(a2S2−p2 + b2S2+p2)

= − π

2pTs2
√

ab
(aV1

1−p + bV1
1+p)

(21)

Among them a = a221−0.5p2 , b = b221+0.5p2 , p = 0.5p2, according to Theorem 2,
it can be known that system (2) is globally stable at predefined time, and the sliding
mode surface S will converge to zero within the predefined time; the convergence time is

ts =
2Ts2

π arctan
(√

b2
a2

V1
p2(0)

)
< Ts2.
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Remarks. In SMC, the usage of the signum function often results in a chattering phenomenon.
Therefore, we must define a special function in order to mitigate this chattering effect. We can now
define a continuous function, i.e., sat (s), for the compensation of chattering in the linear SMC
(LSMC) control signal such that:

sat(s) =

{
s
ζ for |s| < ζ

sgn(s) for |s| ≥ ζ
(22)

where ζ is taken as a positive constant. Its value can be chosen so that the control action and
chattering effect are not compromised. For practical applications, any random but positive value can
be set. ⎧⎨⎩

.
x1 = x2.

x2 = −Mx2 + Nu − F + dx
y = x1

Here, the system states are [x1, x2]
T ; x1 denotes the displacement and x2 represents the

velocity of the PMLM. From this equation, we can set the sliding surface as: s = e2 + λe1.
In accumulation, the LSMC is taken as:

uLSMC =
1
N
[ ..
xr + Mx2 + μe2 + φ1sat(s)

]
(23)

The renowned PID control law is given as: uPID = Γpe1 + Γi
∫

e1dt + Γde2.
To compare with the finite control method, we can select the nonsingular fast terminal

SMC (NFTSMC), which is given as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
utotal = umain + ucomp

umain = 1
N

[
−Me2 + M

.
xr +

..
xr + F + 1

β1υ1
|e2|2−υ1 sgn(e2) +

β2
β1
|e2|2−υ1 |e1|υ1−1

]
ucomp = 1

N [k1s + k2sgn(s)]
s = e1 + β1|e2|υ1 sgn(e2) + β2|e1|υ1 sgn(e1)

(24)

In this formula, utotal is the main control law. For nonsingularity, there is a compensa-
tion technique that provides a control law to compensate for disturbances. The following
control is our proposed PreDSMC input control law:⎧⎨⎩ ua =

1
N

(
−Me2(t) + F + M

.
xr +

..
xr +

π
2p1Ts1

√
a1b1

(a1(1 − p1)e
−p1
1 + b1(1 + p1)e

p1
1 )e2

)
ub = π

2Np2Ts2
√

a2b2
(a2S1−p2 + b2S1+p2)

(25)

According to Theorem 2, based on the proposed PreDSMC in Equation (25), a closed-
loop system is able to converge to a defined surface within a predefined time Ts2. When the
system state reaches and stabilizes in the sliding mode surface, (please refer to Equation (21),
i.e., S = 0), then according to Theorem 1, a tracking error will always converge to the
equilibrium point within a predefined time Ts1. Thus, the system also converges to its
origin to the respective predefined time Ts = Ts1 + Ts2. According to the conclusion of
Theorem 1, the system tracking error and its derivative are bounded.

5. Numerical Simulation Analysis

5.1. PMLM Simulation

Taking the PMLM mathematical model as the simulation target [80–82], the relevant
parameters of the PMLM model are set as given in Table 1. Additionally, the overall
proposed robust control structure is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Structure of the proposed PreDSMC.

PreDSMC is a robust controller that is particularly designed for PMLM position
tracking in this study. The main goal is to track the displacement within a predefined time
with a higher accuracy for the PMLM model. Two cases have been considered to check
the robust performance of the proposed control scheme. The first is step tracking, and the
second is sinusoid tracking. The control parameters are chosen according to the PMLM
system for higher performance and accuracy. Multiple control schemes are considered
for the purpose of comparison analysis with the PreDSMC. The control gains are chosen
accordingly to achieve higher accuracy and precision in both the step and sinusoid tracking.
The numerical values of these parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the controllers.

Control Algorithm
Step Tracking

Control Parameters
Sinusoid Tracking
Control Parameters

PID [82,83] Γp = 800, Γd = 50, Γi = 2 Γp = 23, 000, Γd = 5000, Γi = 2
LSMC [82,83] μ = 100, φ1 = 200, ζ = 0.5 μ = 100, φ1 = 200, ζ = 0.5

NFTSMC [82–84] k1 = 700, k2 = 10, β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.1, υ1 = 1 k1 = 5000, k2 = 7000, β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.1, υ1 = 1.1

Proposed PreDSMC Ts1 = 0.5, p1 = 0.8, a1 = 100, b1 = 150
Ts2 = 0.2, p2 = 0.4, a2 = 10, b2 = 1

Ts1 = 0.5, p1 = 0.7, a1 = 100, b1 = 150
Ts2 = 0.5, p2 = 0.3, a2 = 10, b2 = 1

5.2. Step Tracking Response of PMLM Displacement

We chose the step signal as a reference to simulate the displacement of the PMLM, and
the load is set to dload = 0 N. The step response of NFTSMC, LSMC, PID, and our proposed
PreDSMC control is shown in Figure 3a, and the respective error curve is given in Figure 3b.
The predefined time for our proposed controller is set to Ts = 0.5 s. The convergence of
PID, LSMC, and NFTSMC is very slow as compared to our proposed PreDSMC. Owing to
the steady state error, the convergence time of the other three controllers is about 1 s. Thus,
the proposed control strategy has a good convergence time, which is settled before 0.5 s.
The error tracking results in Figure 3b depict that our proposed control strategy has a good
convergence as compared to NFTSMC, LSMC, and PID control.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Comparative step tracking performance of displacement for all control laws. (b) The
corresponding step tracking error of displacement.

To analyze the effectiveness of our proposed PreDSMC controller, we can compare the
results of the derivative of the error signal as well as the control input. Figure 4a shows
that the derivative error of our proposed controller is much less than that of LSMC, PID,
and NFTSMC. Figure 4b depicts that our proposed controller needs less control effort as
compared to NFTSMC, while NFTSMC has a chattering effect in the control input. It can
clearly be seen that our proposed control does not have any chattering effect. The overall
error convergence time and control response shows that the PreDSMC has priority over the
PID, LSMC, and NFTSMC. To this end, we can summarize that the proposed PreDSMC
control law has less steady state error, and the control effect is very impressive. It can
precisely and accurately track the desired step signal, so we can conclude that the proposed
controller is more robust as compared to the other three control algorithms.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of velocity tracking error for the case of step response of displacement for
all control laws. (b) Velocity tracking error for the corresponding step tracking of displacement.

5.3. Sinusoidal Tracking Response of PMLM Displacement

A sinusoidal displacement signal is taken as a reference, i.e., xr = 5 sin(t), with an
amplitude of 5 mm and frequency of π rad/s. Like the previous case of step response, dload
is taken as 0 N. In the same manner, the predefined settling time PreDSMC in the sinusoidal
case for the proposed controller is set to Ts = 0.5 s. It means we want the controller to
settle before 0.5 s. It can be clearly observed from Figure 5a that our proposed controller
convergence is very fast as compared to PID, LSMC, and NFTSMC. Moreover, the tracking
accuracy of PreDSMC in the case of predefined time control is very high. The respective
steady state error of the four controllers can be seen in Figure 5b. The steady state error
in the case of PID is very large, about −0.3 to 0.3 mm, while for LSMC and NFTSMC
it is almost −0.2 to 0.2 mm. Our proposed controller has a steady state error of almost
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0.01 mm. It depicts that our proposed PreDSMC is more robust as compared to the simple
PID, LSMC, and NFTSMC.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Sinusoidal tracking performance of displacement for all control laws. (b) The comparison
of sinusoidal tracking error of displacement.

Figure 6a,b depict the derivative of the tracking error displacement and the control
effort of the four control algorithms. It is clear from Figure 6a that the tracking error
derivative in the case of PID and NFTSMC is much larger as compared to LSMC and the
proposed PreDSMC control strategy. Moreover, we can analyze that the tracking error in
the case of the proposed PreDSMC is less as compared to the other control laws. Figure 6b
shows the control effort of these four control algorithms. The control effort of our proposed
controller is much higher, and it is quite astonishing that PID has almost the same control
effort but with a large steady state error.

Figure 6. (a) Comparison of sinusoid velocity tracking error displacement for all controllers. (b) Control
input for different control algorithms.

To recapitulate, the proposed PreDSMC is robust and has the capability of high
precision displacement tracking of PMLM. Furthermore, the proposed model can converge
the error within the prescribed time. It is obvious from the simulation results given above
that the proposed PreDSMC method is robust and able to obtain the fastest convergence
within the predefined time and has smallest tracking errors. It also possesses preferable
control features when compared with the PID, LSMC, and NFTSMC control laws.

6. Conclusions

In this article, a robust predefined time SMC control algorithm has been designed which
has predefined convergent time characteristics. Predefined feature means its convergence time
can be chosen in advance, which is especially designed for a PMLM with external compound
disturbances, bounded state, and control saturation constraints. The designed predefined
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time SMC algorithm described in this paper not only ensures the position tracking error con-
vergence of the PMLM within the predefined time, but also verifies that the velocity tracking
error is bounded, and the control input meets the predefined boundedness requirements.
Furthermore, the motor position can be tracked with high accuracy within the predefined
performance function. The desired position is tracked with 10−4 order-of-magnitude accuracy
within the chosen time to achieve a balance between the motor tracking accuracy and the
tracking velocity. To recapitulate from the robustness point of view and the scope of appli-
cation, it can also be used in future work for high-precision trajectory tracking control of
nonlinear systems such as piezoelectric positioning, robotic arms, and other second-order
nonlinear models. Future study may take into account other nonlinearities as PMLM servo
system parameter uncertainty, gear backlash, and coupled frictional nonlinearity with external
load variations.
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Nomenclature

Notation Description

x1(t), x2(t) Position and speed of PMLM
y(t) Output of system
u(t) Input voltage
R Resistance
m Motor mass
k f Force constant
ke Back electromotive force
Ffriction(t) Friction force
Fripple(t) Ripple force
FL(t) Load
fv Viscous friction coefficient
x2s Lubrication parameters
fc Minimum value of Coulomb friction
fs Static friction
ωi, Ai Angular velocity and amplitude of ripple force
M, N, F Intermediate variable of system
yd(t) Reference trajectory
e1(t), e2(t) Position error and speed error
S Sliding mode surface
Ts1, Ts2 Predefined time
q Parameter of sliding mode surface
ts Convergence time
V(t) Lyapunov function
p, a, b Parameters of Lyapunov function
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Abstract: This paper proposes a Hybrid Backstepping Super Twisting Algorithm for robust speed
control of a three-phase Induction Motor in the presence of load torque uncertainties. First of all, a
three-phase squirrel cage Induction Motor is modeled in MATLAB/Simulink. This is then followed
by the design of different non-linear controllers, such as sliding mode control (SMC), super twisting
SMC, and backstepping control. Furthermore, a novel controller is designed by the synergy of
two methods, such as backstepping and super twisting SMC (Back-STC), to obtain the benefits of
both techniques and, thereby, improve robustness. The sigmoid function is used with an exact
differentiator to minimize the high-speed discontinuities present in the input channel. The efficacy of
this novel design and its performance were evidenced in comparison with other methods, carried
out by simulations in MATLAB/Simulink. Regression parameters, such as ISE (Integral Square
error), IAE (Integral Absolute error) and ITAE (Integral Time Absolute error), were calculated in three
different modes of operation: SSM (Start-Stop Mode), NOM (Normal Operation Mode) and DRM
(Disturbance Rejection Mode). In the end, the numerical values of the regression parameters were
quantitatively analyzed to draw conclusions regarding the tracking performance and robustness of
the implemented non-linear control techniques.

Keywords: backstepping control; super twisting control; sliding mode control; 3-phase induction
motor; uncertainties

1. Introduction

Early electricity generation through a three-phase induction machine was deemed
a revolutionary advance in the power industry. An induction motor is the most widely
utilized electrical machine in the energy industry. Nearly 80% of the energy utilized
in industries is produced by three-phase induction motors. A three-phase induction
motor has a wide number of applications in areas such as Electric Vehicles, energy saving,
and monitoring systems [1–3]. This article centered on the nonlinear speed control of
a three-phase induction motor. Even though the linear control techniques are simpler
and computationally inexpensive, these control techniques cannot handle disturbance
rejection and model uncertainties [4]. Moreover, due to the discontinuous nature of the
nonlinearities, the linear approximation becomes an issue. These “hard nonlinearities”
comprise of saturation, Coulomb friction, dead-zones hysteresis, and backlash. They are
frequently found in control system engineering and their properties cannot be derived
from linear procedures. In [5], the performance of a surface mounted permanent magnet
synchronous motor (SPMSM) was analyzed by comparing the results of a conventional
Proportional Integral (PI) controller with the proposed tracking differentiator–proportional
integral and derivative (TD–PID) controller. From the published results, it is evident that
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the conventional linear PI controller falls short in terms of peak overshoot, chattering and
settling time.

Many nonlinear control techniques have been utilized to achieve optimum speed
control of this multivariable machinery. Researchers have introduced different nonlinear
control techniques, such as sliding mode control [6], input-output linearization control [7],
direct torque control [8], backstepping control [9] and so on to achieve high-performance
control for induction motors [10]. The novel idea presented in this paper has significant
weight as it combines two different non-linear controllers, namely, backstepping and super
twisting algorithm. This combination results in a controller that has the advantages of both
techniques for robust and efficient speed tracking.

The rotor’s speed can be controlled by the variable supply provided to the stator.
Nowadays, most electricity generation is done using a three-phase induction machine.
Efficient speed control of such highly nonlinear dynamic machinery is a challenging task.
Load uncertainties and additional nonlinear disturbances can further complicate the task
of designing a controller [11].

Backstepping control calls for the division of entire systems into subsystems making it
easier to derive and compute the desired control input. It is a recursive process extending
outwards to consecutive subsystems until the final optimal control is reached. In [12],
integral and classical backstepping approaches based on IFOC (Indirect Field Orientation
Control) were applied for robust speed control of a squirrel cage three-phase induction
motor. The integral approach provided global system stability and increased robustness in
the presence of model uncertainties. However, classical Backstepping approaches result
in fluctuations in the armature current and a slight steady state error between the actual
and desired rotor speed. A simple Backstepping control might not be able to reject the
disturbances effectively. Different robust backstepping techniques have been implemented
in literature. In [13], a robust adaptive backstepping technique was applied to mobile
robotic manipulators. The simulations demonstrated better tracking performance and ro-
bustness in comparison with a conventional PID controller. In [14], a sliding mode observer
for estimation of flux components and actual speed was utilized in conjunction with a
Backstepping controller to improve robustness. The motor was run in speed inversion
mode as well. The results depicted no significant changes in the speed, currents, or voltages
of the induction motor.

The sliding mode control (SMC) is a robust design technique that is useful for compen-
sating model uncertainties. It provides very effective tracking control. An SMC combined
with input–output feedback linearization for two quasi-induction motor drives was pre-
sented in [15]. The motors were connected in two configurations: series and parallel.
The results in speed start-up and speed reversal modes depicted a small tracking error
but the chattering effect was reduced by replacing the signum function with the satura-
tion function. A robust variable step perturb-and-observe sliding mode controller was
designed in [16] for a permanent magnet synchronous generator. The results demonstrated
an increase in efficiency and enhanced settling time as opposed to a simple variable step
perturb-and-observe controller. In [17], SMC in conjunction with a type-2 neuro-fuzzy
controller was applied to an induction motor. The speed response depicted satisfactory
behavior with small peaks occurring at fast transitions. The results were depicted in terms
of the amount of overshoot and learning features. SMC is a very robust technique; however,
due to the discontinuous nature of the control input, the system experiences the chattering
effect. In [18], a classical SMC was compared to a fuzzy SMC approach for robust speed
control of a doubly-fed induction motor. The speed tracking results showed a profound
chattering in classical SMC in comparison with a fuzzy SMC.

The chattering effect can usually be avoided by using higher-order SMC approaches [19].
The super twisting algorithm is a sub-branch of the higher order sliding mode (HOSM)
control. In [20], a linearized block control, in conjunction with a super twisting algorithm,
was applied to a squirrel cage induction motor. This technique provided reduced chattering,
along with disturbance rejection, in the presence of variable load torque. A computerized
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tuning method for the parameters of the Super Twisting controller technique could further
minimize chattering [21] and minimize core losses in a three-phase induction motor [22].
An adaptive Backstepping super twisting SMC was designed and compared with differ-
ent techniques in [23]. The proposed design showed superior cyclic path tracking and
disturbance rejection qualities.

The SMC techniques have been modified and extended, and their effects have been
further enhanced over the years to improve the performance of many nonlinear systems. All
non-linear controllers have their merits and demerits. For instance, SMC offers satisfactory
tracking performance and disturbance rejection; however, it lacks optimum performance
due to the chattering effect [24]. The Backstepping controller does not have to deal with the
chattering effect; however, the disturbance rejection of load torque is not as effective as in
the case of SMC [25]. The super twisting control reduces the chattering effect in the actual
speed of the rotor which is dependent on the exact parameter tuning of the controller [21].

Even though multiple non-linear controllers have been designed for the speed control
of a three-phase Induction motor, very few have addressed the high-speed discontinuities
that emerge, due to the differentiation of approximated step changes in input. Moreover,
an extensive performance comparison is due. Through an extensive performance compari-
son, different non-linear control techniques could be analyzed and the most appropriate
technique could be selected for a particular application.

Owing to the above mentioned facts, this article has the following contributions:

• A Novel Backstepping super twisting SMC with exact differentiation and signum
approximation (Back-STC-EA) was designed for the robust speed control of a three-
phase Induction Motor.

• This controller not only reduces the chattering effect, as opposed to a basic SMC,
but also improves the disturbance rejection capability, in comparison with the classical
Backstepping controller.

• The exact differentiation and signum approximation reduces the overall effect of
high-speed discontinuities present in the desired speed response.

• An extensive performance comparison was carried out between the conventional
Backstepping controller, SMC, Back–SMC, Back–STC and the novel Back–STC–EA
controller.

• A quantitative and graphical analysis was performed in terms of regression parameters
(ISE, IAE, ITAE) and simulation results. This analysis is performed under three
different modes of operation: SSM, NOM and DRM.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The problem is formulated in Section 2.
The mathematical model and the uncompensated simulation results for the squirrel cage
three-phase induction motor are presented in Section 3. The design methodologies of the
nonlinear control techniques, such as Backstepping control, SMC, Back–SMC, Back–STC
and Back–STC–EA are proposed in Section 4. The simulation results, numerical comparison
and evaluation are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
Appendices are present at the end of the article.

2. Problem Formulation

The proposed problem is stated as follows:

2.1. System Description

The non-linear system considered in this paper can be represented by the follow-
ing equations:

ϕ̇ = f (ϕ(t), ω(t), c(t)) (1)

ω̇(t) = g(ϕ(t), η(t)) (2)

where ϕ(t) are the state variables, ω(t) is the output, c(t) is the control input and η(t) is
the disturbance in load. However, the following conditions apply:
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• In Start Stop Mode (SSM) and Normal Operation Mode (NOM) disturbance in load
η(t) is not considered. (i.e., η(t) = 0).

• In Disturbance rejection mode (DRM), a disturbance in load (η(t)) is introduced.

The following assumption is made:

• The functions f (·) and g(·) are continuously differentiable, or are made continuously
differentiable, by using exact differentiation and signum approximation.

The illustration diagram for the formulated problem is provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Illustration diagram for Problem Formulation.

2.2. Problem Statement

Design a control input c(t) using different non-linear control techniques for the
system (1) and (2), such that a robust and stable output is achieved in the presence of
uncertainties. Afterwards, numerically compare and analyze the results of the non-linear
control techniques under consideration.

3. Mathematical Model

A mathematical model, when consciously selected, can reduce the amount of work and
produce more accurate results. A mathematical model of a three-phase nonlinear induction
motor was selected and implemented in MATLAB/Simulink [26–28]. For simplification of
the model, park transformation was used. The park transformation rotated the abc reference
frame to a dq (direct-quadrature) reference frame. The park transformation is utilized
very often in MATLAB/Simulink with three-phase induction motors, due to the perfect
alignment of the rotor flux with the d-axis, which implies that the q-axis component of the
rotor flux can be taken as zero. These reference voltages are further utilized to compute the
flux linkages, which, in turn, compute the rotor and stator current. These currents are then
used to derive the final equations for speed and electromagnetic torque [27]. The overall
block diagram is presented in Figure 2. The final equations for the flux linkage variables
are given as follows (Symbols are given in Abbreviations):

dFsq

dt
= ωb

[
Vsq − ωeFsd

ωb
+

Rs

Xls

{
FrqXm

Xlr
+ Fsq

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)}]

(3)

dFsd
dt

= ωb

[
Vsq +

ωeFsq

ωb
+

Rs

Xls

{
FrdXm

Xlr
+ Fsd

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)}]

(4)

dFrq

dt
= ωb

[
ωe − ωr

ωb
Frd +

Rr

Xlr

{
FsqXm

Xls
+ Frq

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)}]

(5)

dFrd
dt

= ωb

[
ωe − ωr

ωb
Frq +

Rr

Xlr

{
FsdXm

Xls
+ Frd

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)}]

(6)

The final equations of the speed and electromagnetic torque are as follows:

dωr

dt
= k1[Te − TL] (7)
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Te = k2
[
Fsdisq − Fsqisd

]
(8)

where k1 = P
2j , and k2 = 3p

4ωb
. These equations may be further utilized to achieve the

optimum control of the induction motor. The field distribution variables include the supply
voltage variables, and the stator and rotor currents, which can be used as the control inputs
in the design of nonlinear control systems. In (7), the actual speed of the rotor is dependent
on the load torque. Hence, when the load varies, the rotor speed varies as well. The effect
of uncertainties present in load torque is compensated by automatically adjusting the
electromagnetic torque.

Figure 2. Internal dynamics of 3-phase induction motor model.

3.1. Simulation Results and Findings of Uncompensated 3-Phase Induction Motor
3.1.1. Motor under Test

A 1.1 KW, 220 V, 50 Hz, 4 poles Squirrel cage induction motor has been selected as a
plant. The parameters are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the induction motor under test.

Induction Motor Parameters Symbol Numerical Value Unit

Stator Resistance Rs 0.19 Ω
Rotor Resistance Rr 0.39 Ω
Leakage Stator Inductance Lls 0.21 × 10−3 H
Leakage Rotor Inductance Llr 0.60 × 10−3 H
Magnetizing Inductance Lm 4 × 10−3 H
Nominal Current Im 10 Amps
Rotor’s Inertia J 0.0226 kg m2

Base Speed ωe 314.159 rad/s
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3.1.2. Simulation Study

The d–q model of the 3-phase induction motor was implemented using Simulink.
The obtained actual rotor speed is illustrated in Figure 3. The frequency of supplied voltage
to the stator was 50 Hz. The base speed of the motor was produced by the Rotational
Magnetic Field. In Figure 3, the actual rotor-speed is plotted with the base-speed (reference
speed) for the 3-phase induction motor. It can be seen that the actual speed tracked the base
speed. However, as soon as the load torque of 10 Nm was applied at 0.875 s, the rotor’s
speed dropped, which showed that the machine was not invariant to load disturbance.
There were undesired oscillations as well at the start. To solve these issues related to
robustness and speed tracking, a number of different nonlinear controllers were designed,
as described in the next Section.

Figure 3. Base Speed (ωe) and actual rotor speed (ωr).

4. Design and Simulation of Nonlinear Controllers

4.1. Backstepping Controller

The backstepping control technique is widely utilized for achieving the control of
numerous nonlinear systems [29]. It has applications in robotics, military and biomedical
engineering services [30]. Referring to (3) to (6) it can be seen that the flux variables are
taken as the state variables. The overall block diagram of a backstepping controller with a
3-phase induction motor is presented in Figure 4.

(A10)

(A11)

Figure 4. Internal Dynamics of backstepping control for 3-phase induction motor model.
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For ease of computation, Equation (8) is rewritten in terms of only the flux variables.
This is done by substituting stator current variables in the electromagnetic torque equation,
resulting as follows [27]:

isq = Fsq

[
Xls − Xm

X2
ls

]
− Xm

XlsXlr
Frq (9)

isd = Fsd

[
Xls − Xm

X2
ls

]
− Xm

XlsXlr
Frd (10)

where Xls and Xm are stator leakage and magnetizing reactance. The above equations en-
sure that current variables are now only dependent on the flux linkage variables. Substitut-
ing Equations (9) and (10) into (8) yields the following equation of the electromagnetic flux:

Te = k2

(
Xm

XlsXlr

)[
FrdFsq − FsdFrq

]
(11)

The park transformation ensures that the rotor flux is only directed along the d-axis,
hence flux across the quadrature axis can be assumed to be zero (Frq = 0). Substituting
the value of Frq into (11), the electric torque could be obtained according to the following
simplified expression:

Te ≈ k2

(
Xm

XlsXlr

)
FrdFsq (12)

The value of electromagnetic torque in (12) is substituted into the equation of the
rotor’s speed in (7), which yields the following:

dωr

dt
= k4FrdFsq − k1TL (13)

where k4 = p
2j

3p
4ωb

(
Xm

XlsXlr

)
.

For designing the backstepping control, the mathematical model of the induction
motor is divided into two subsystems.

Subsystem 1: This subsystem consists of the state space equations of the rotor’s speed and
the rotor’s flux in the d-axis direction. The model of the rotor’s speed and the rotor’s flux
dynamics can be written as follows:

dωr

dt
= k4FrdFsq − k1TL (14)

dFrd
dt

= ωb

[
Rr

Xlr

{
FsdXm

Xlr
+ Frd

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)}]

(15)

The stator’s fluxes (Fsq, Fsd) are taken as the intermediate control inputs, which are
designed using composite Lyapunov stability criteria. These control inputs are fed to
subsystem 2.

Subsystem 2: This subsystem consists of the state space equation of the stator’s fluxes in
the direction of the dq-axis.

dFsq

dt
= ωb

[
Vsq − ωeFsd

ωb
+

Rs

Xls

{
Fsq

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)}]

(16)

dFsd
dt

= ωb

[
Vsd +

ωeFsd
ωb

+
Rs

Xls

{
FrdXm

Xlr
+ Fsd

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)}]

(17)

In this subsystem, the supply voltages (Vsq, Vsd) are taken as the final control inputs,
which are designed using the combined Lyapunov functions for both subsystems.
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Step 1: To control the speed of an induction motor, the speed tracking error should be zero
which implies that the rotor’s speed follows the reference speed exactly. The following
error signals are generated for subsystem 1:

e1(t) = ωref − ωr (18)

e2(t) = Fd
rd − Frd (19)

where ωref and Fd
rd are the desired values of speed and flux linkage across the d-axis,

respectively. The following Lyapunov stability function is defined to derive the expressions
for the intermediate control inputs (Fsq and Fsd):

V12 =
1
2

e2
1 +

1
2

e2
2 (20)

The proof of Lyapunov stability criteria and the derivation of the intermediate control
inputs are presented in Appendix A. The final intermediate control inputs are as follows:

Fd
sq =

ke1e1 +
dωref

dt + k1TL

k4Frd
(21)

Fd
sd =

ke2e2 +
dFd

rd
dt − ωb

Rr
Xlr

(
Xm
Xlr

− 1
)

Frd

ωb
Xm
Xls

Rr
Xlr

(22)

Step 2: Subsystem 2 takes the control inputs designed by subsystem 1 and, then, using a
combined Lyapunov function including all the errors, it designs the final control inputs
(Vsq and Vsd). The following error signals are generated for subsystem 2:

e3 = Fd
sq − Fsq (23)

e4 = Fd
sd − Fsd (24)

To derive the final control inputs (Vsq and Vsd), we will substitute the intermediate control
inputs Fd

sq and Fd
sd into (23) and (24), respectively:

e3 =
ke1e1 +

dωref
dt + k1TL

k4Frd
− Fsq (25)

e4 =
ke2e2 +

dFd
rd

dt − ωb
Rr
Xlr

(
Xm
Xlr

− 1
)

Frd

ωbe f
− Fsd (26)

The Lyapunov stability function for the entire system is as follows:

V =
1
2

[
e2

1 + e2
2 + e2

3 + e2
4

]
(27)

The proof of Lyapunov stability criteria for the entire system and the derivation of the
final control inputs are presented in Appendix B. The final control inputs that satisfy the
Lyapunov stability criteria are as follows:

Vd
sq =

ke3e3 +
dFd

sq
dt −

(
−ωeFsd + ωb

[
Rs
Xls

(
Xm
Xls

− 1
)

Fsq

])
+ k4Frde1

ωb
(28)

Vd
sd =

ke4e4 +
dFd

sq
dt −

(
ωeFsq + ωb

[
Rs
Xls

(
Xm
Xls

− 1
)

Fsd

])
+ ωb

Rr
Xlr

Xm
Xls

e2

ωb
(29)
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4.2. Design of Sliding Mode Controller for an Induction Motor

The sliding mode control is a robust design technique that is useful in compensating
for model uncertainties and provides very effective tracking control. The sliding mode
control starts with the design of a sliding surface [31]. The sliding surface is designed in
a way that depicts that the actual parameter tracks the reference value and the system is
stable. The basic principle behind sliding mode theory is to design a control algorithm that
forces the system to stay on a sliding surface [32]. Sliding mode control has two phases:
(i) reaching phase (ii) sliding phase. The model considered in this design has the viscous
co-efficient of friction denoted by Fc. The overall block diagram of a sliding mode controller
with a 3-phase induction motor is presented in Figure 5.

(Eq. 34)

Figure 5. Internal Dynamics of SMC for 3-phase induction motor.

For the design of SMC for an induction motor, the electrical speed is first converted to
mechanical speed as follows:

ωm = 2
ωr

p
(30)

The mechanical equation of the induction motor then becomes:

dωm

dt
= − Fc

j
ωm − TL

j
+

Te

j
(31)

Note that (31) is very similar to (7), except for the additional nonlinearity introduced
through the viscous coefficient of friction. For field-oriented control, (31) becomes:

dωm

dt
= − Fc

j
ωm − TL

j
+ Ciqs, with C =

3pFsd
4ωb j

(32)

The TL (i.e., Load torque) has an uncertain behavior which is compensated by the
slidling mode control (SMC) law. The tracking error for speed is given as:

E(t) = ωm − ωref (33)

The derivative of the error signal: (33) is:

dE(t)
dt

= − Fc

j
E(t) + u(t) + d(t) (34)

where u(t) is the control law and d(t) denotes the uncertainty due to the load torque.
The sliding surface is defined as:

S(t) = E(t)− (c1 − c2)
∫

E(τ)dτ (35)
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The control law is selected as follows:

u(t) = c1E(t)− βsign(S(t)) (36)

The following limitations must be met to achieve the desired performance of the SMC:

• The constant gain c1 should be selected such that the term (c1 − c2) is strictly negative;
therefore, c1 < 0.

• The gain β must be greater than the uncertainty, i.e., β > d(t)

Using Lyapunov stability criteria the final control input iqs(t) is designed as follows:

V(S) =
1
2

S2 (37)

Taking the derivatives of the sliding surface and Lyapunov function, the following is
obtained:

dS
dt

=
dE
dt

− (c1 − c2)E(t) (38)

dV
dt

= S
dS
dt

(39)

Substituting the values of the sliding surface from (35) and the derivative of the sliding
surface from (38) into the Lyapunov function, and solving for the negative definite condition,
the following is obtained:

iqs = c1E(t)− βsign(S(t)) +
Fc

j
ωref +

d(t)
j

+
dωref

dt
(40)

This control input in (40) is fed to the induction motor (Figure 5) to achieve the desired
result and to compensate for the uncertainty in the load torque.

4.3. Design of the Backstepping Sliding Mode Controller for an Induction Motor

The sliding mode controller is cascaded with a backstepping controller to further
improve the performance of speed tracking for the induction motor. The backstepping
controller offers good tracking performance; however, the uncertainty in load torque is
not fully compensated. A sliding mode controller has a very good disturbance rejection
quality; however, it experiences the chattering effect. To compensate for these individual
demerits, a composite controller was designed to take advantage of the salient features of
each controller. The overall block diagram of a backstepping sliding mode controller with a
3-phase induction motor is presented in Figure 6.

(A34)

(A35)

Figure 6. Internal Dynamics of backstepping SMC of induction motor.
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The two subsystems mentioned in (14)–(17) are considered here. The proof of Lya-
punov stability criteria and the derivation of the final control inputs are presented in
Appendix C. The Equations (41) and (42) are the final control inputs, which are supplied to
the induction motor model to achieve optimum control.

Vd
sq =

−ϕ1 − q1sign(z2)− q2z2

ϕ2
(41)

Vd
sd =

−ϕ3 − q2sign(z4)− q4z4

ϕ4
(42)

4.4. Design of the Backstepping Super Twisting Sliding Mode Control (STSMC) Law for an
Induction Motor

A traditional SMC has many distinct features but it also has a limitation in terms of
the chattering effect. Chattering refers to oscillations with finite amplitude and frequency.
Higher order sliding mode provides an additional advantage in terms of eliminating or
reducing the chattering phenomena. It also has all the characteristics of a traditional
SMC. Hence, in order to eliminate the effect of chattering, a super twisting algorithm was
cascaded with a backstepping controller [33]. A super twisting algorithm consists of two
parts: (i) a discontinuous function of sliding surface variable (ii) a continuous function
of sliding surface variable. The overall block diagram of a Backstepping Super Twisting
controller with a 3-phase induction motor is presented in Figure 7.

The control law was designed by adding up the effects of a switching control and the
equivalent control of the system. The switching control was implemented by (43) and (44):

Uswc = −r1

√
|S|sign(S) + v (43)

dv
dt

= −k2sign(S) (44)

The final control law was as follows:

Ucontrol = Uswc + Ueq (45)

(A38)

(A41)

(A44)

(A48)

Figure 7. Block diagram of the proposed Backstepping Super Twisting algorithm for an induction motor.
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For induction motors, the backstepping controller has already been defined in (A53)
and (A55). The control law of HOSM (Super twisting control) for the first subsystem is as
follows:

U1 = Uswc1 + Ueq1 (46)

To derive the switching control law, a sliding surface is defined as:

S1 = z2 + X1z1 (47)

where z1 and z2 are given in (A17) and (A24).
Using the super twisting algorithm, the switching control is based on (43) and (44)

Uswc1 = −F1

√
|S1|sign(S1)− F2

∫
sign(S1)ds1 (48)

where F1 and F2 are positive constants.
To derive the equivalent control input for subsystem 1, the derivative of the sliding

surface was computed first:
dS1

dt
=

dz2

dt
+ X1

dz1

dt
(49)

In super twisting algorithm, the derivative of the sliding mode controller is equal to zero
(ṡ = 0). Hence, the equivalent control was designed as follows:

ϕ1 + ϕ2Vsq + X1
dz1

dt
= 0 (50)

Ueq1 = Vd
sq =

−ϕ1 − X1dz1
dt

ϕ2
(51)

The control law of HOSM for the second subsystem is as follows:

U2 = Uswc2 + Ueq2 (52)

To derive the switching control law for this subsystem, we define a sliding surface

S2 = z4 + X2z3 (53)

where z3 and z4 have already been defined in (A36) and (A43). Using the super twisting
algorithm, the switching control is defined using (43) and (44):

Uswc2 = −F3

√
|S2|sign(S2)− F4

∫
sign(S2)ds2 (54)

To derive the equivalent control for the subsystem 2, the derivative of the sliding surface is
derived first:

dS2

dt
=

dz4

dt
+ X2

dz3

dt
(55)

The equivalent control was designed as follows:

ϕ3 + ϕ4Vsd + X2
dz3

dt
= 0 (56)

Ueq2 = Vd
sd =

−ϕ3 − X2dz3
dt

ϕ4
(57)

The Equations (48), (50), (54) and (57) represent the final control inputs of the Backstepping
Super twisting control law.
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Back-STC with Exact Differentiation and Signum Approximation (Back-STC + ea)

The control law defined in (48), (50), (54) and (57) contain derivatives of the reference
speed and flux values. Differentiating a step change in an input results in a discontinuity,
which leads to an error in the final output. To overcome this problem, an exact differen-
tiator [34] and an approximation of sigmoid function [35] were designed to minimize the
effect of discontinuity and to obtain better results. The exact differentiator that was used
here was as follows:

z0 = v0 (58)

v0 = −σ0 | z0 − f (t) |( n
n+1 ) sign(z0 − f (t)) + z1, and ż1 = v1 (59)

v1 = −σ1 | z1 − vo |( n−1
n ) sign(z1 − v0) + z2, and ż2 = v2, ...., (60)

v(n−1) = −σn−1 | zn−1 − vn−2 | 1
2 sign(zn−1 − vn−2) + zn (61)

żn = −σ(n)sign(zn − vn−1) (62)

The sigmoid function is approximated as follows:

Sapp = −Kappsat
(

s
∅

)
(63)

where s is the sliding surface for the particular system; ∅ is the scaling factor for the
approximation and Kapp is a positive constant.

5. Numerical Evaluation & Comparison

A comparison study was conducted in terms of Minimization Criteria: Integral Square
Error (ISE), Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE). The in-
duction motor operated under three different modes: Start & stop mode (SSM), Normal
Operation Mode (NOM) and Disturbance Rejection Mode (DRM). ISE, IAE and ITAE were
statistical parameters used to evaluate the performance of the design system. Furthermore,
a graphical analysis was performed to analyze the results more critically.

5.1. Start–Stop Mode (SSM)

In this mode, the speed tracking efficiency of the motor under an approximated
step reference signal was examined. An approximated step signal was utilized to avoid
very large discontinuities. The reference signal ran the motor between 0.1–2 s. This SSM
reference speed signal was applied with all the control techniques implemented in Section 4.
The results are plotted in Figure 8. Moreover, the statistical parameters were computed for
each nonlinear controller as shown in Table 2.

According to the values of evaluation parameters (ITAE, ISE & IAE) stated in Table 2,
SMC could be considered the most promising design in comparison with the rest of the
controllers, owing to the fact that it had the least values for the statistical parameters (ITAE:
0.0019 rad/s, IAE: 0.0018 rad/s and ISE: 0.000001 rad/s). However, SMC experienced
chattering effects, as depicted in Figure 8b, which made it unreliable from a hardware
perspective. On the contrary, Back–SMC had the highest values for all the statistical param-
eters (ITAE: 0.5893 rad/s, IAE: 0.2987 rad/s and ISE: 2.3060) and could be considered to
have the most unsatisfactory behavior in comparison with the other designs. Backstepping
cont. (ITAE: 0.0061 rad/s, IAE: 0.0071 rad/s and ISE: 0.0004 rad/s) and Back–STC (ITAE:
0.0018 rad/s, IAE: 0.0020 rad/s, and ISE: 0.00009) also provided satisfactory speed tracking
capabilities, considering the small values of the regression parameters. Back–STC–EA also
had small values for all three parameters (ITAE: 0.0476 rad/s, IAE: 0.0411 rad/s and ISE:
0.0008 rad/s). However, it exhibits a minimal chattering effect at around 0.1 s; although
later it smoothed out as depicted in Figure 8e.

It is worth noting that in Figure 8c, Back–SMC had abrupt transitions at t = 1.007 and
2.025 s. These anomalies were the primary cause of the increased value for the ISE parameter.
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The magnitudes of these peaks were 0.9544 rad/s and 12.3 rad/s, respectively. This further
confirmed the unsatisfactory speed tracking behavior of the designed Back–SMC.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure 8. Output speed signals for SSM. (a) Backstepping control. (b) SMC, (c) Back-SMC,
(d) Back-STC, (e) Back-STC-EA.

Table 2. Numerical evaluation-start-stop mode.

Control Technique ITAE (rad/s) IAE (rad/s) ISE (rad/s)

Backstepping cont. 0.0061 0.0071 0.0004
SMC 0.0019 0.0018 0.000001
Back-SMC 0.5893 0.2987 2.3060
Back-STC 0.0018 0.0020 0.00009
Back-STC-EA 0.0476 0.0411 0.0008

5.2. Normal Operation Mode (NOM)

The second mode that was used to evaluate the performance of the controllers applied
to the nonlinear induction motor model was the NOM. In this mode, a regulated reference
speed signal with a maximum tolerance of 1.5% was applied to the respective controllers
in order to examine their behavior in response to a varying speed signal. In normal
mode, the transition period from one speed to another was longer. Hence, the chances of
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discontinuous behavior were smaller than those from the SSM. For a clearer representation
of results from NOM, the actual and desired rotor speeds for each control technique were
separately plotted in Figure 9. The results of evaluation parameters for NOM are presented
in Table 3.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure 9. Output speed signals for NOM: (a) Backstepping control, (b) SMC, (c) Back-SMC,
(d) Back-STC, (e) Back-STC-EA.

Table 3. Numerical Evaluation—NOM.

Control Technique ITAE (rad/s) IAE (rad/s) ISE (rad/s)

Backstepping cont. 2.315 1.751 24.93
SMC 13.66 4.171 2.682
Back-SMC 2.552 2.848 147.1
Back-STC 0.0073 0.1011 0.2468
Back-STC-EA 0.4187 0.1484 0.152

The values of ITAE, IAE were the highest for SMC, when compared to the other
designs (i.e., 13.66 rad/s and 4.171 rad/s, respectively). Moreover, in Figure 9b, it can be
seen that the SMC experienced chattering effects and a steady state error of 0.64 rad/s.
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Hence, SMC could be regarded as the most unsatisfactory design for the speed control of a
3-phase induction motor, when compared to the other controllers in NOM. Back–SMC had
the highest value of ISE (i.e., 147.1) and it can be seen from Figure 9c that abrupt peaks were
present at t = 2 and 6.25 s. The magnitudes of these peaks were 325.8 rad/s and 325.7 rad/s,
respectively. These abrupt transitions were undesirable from a hardware perspective as they
could cause damage to the motor under test. Backstepping cont. also had a considerably
high ISE (24.93 rad/s). Figure 9a shows that Backstepping cont. also had abrupt transitions
at t = 2, 2.225, 6.02, 6.27 s. The magnitudes of these abrupt transitions were 319.45, 315.5,
315.7 and 318.2 rad/s respectively. However, the magnitudes of these transitions were
lower than for Back–SMC. Both Back–STC and Back–STC–EA had minimum values for
ITAE, ISE, and IAE, as compared to the other three controllers, and depicted good speed
tracking characteristics as shown in the Figure 9d,e. From Figure 9d, it can be seen that
a slight dip was evident at 2.24 s. While in Figure 9e, this dip no longer existed. Hence,
it could be concluded that the use of exact differentiation and signum approximation
improved the Back–STC algorithm to some extent.

5.3. Normal Operation Mode (NOM) with Bounded Matched Disturbance

To further assess the robustness and efficiency of the non-linear controllers discussed
above, a bounded matched disturbance [36] was introduced in the closed loop system for
NOM. The bounded disturbance is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Bounded matched disturbance in NOM.

The responses of all the control techniques in the presence of bounded matched
disturbance are presented in Figure 11. From Figure 11a, it is evident that the Backstepping
controller was not able to fully reject the disturbance, owing to the variations in the actual
rotors’ speed curve. However, the actual speed of the rest of the controllers, namely SMC
(Figure 11b), Back–SMC (Figure 11c), Back–STC (Figure 11d) and Back–STC–EA (Figure 11e)
seemed to have rejected the disturbance and were presenting robust results. This could also
be seen by comparing the results in Figure 11 with the results given in Figure 9. Comparing
Figures 9b and 11b, it is evident that the SMC behaved the same and rejected the bounded
matched disturbance; however, the chattering persisted. The speed tracking behavior of
the rest of the 3 controllers, namely Back–SMC, Back–STC and Back–STC–EA remained the
same, both in disturbance and without disturbance modes. Hence, it could be concluded
that these controllers rejected the bounded matched disturbance.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure 11. Output speed signals for NOM with bounded matched disturbance. (a) Backstepping
control. (b) SMC (c) Back-SMC (d) Back-STC (e) Back-STC-EA.

5.4. Disturbance Rejection Mode (DRM)

The third mode is the most important as it concerns itself with the disturbance rejection
in load torque of the 3-phase Induction motor. The parametric uncertainty introduced in
the load torque should be compensated by a robust controller. In this mode, uncertainty
was introduced in the load torque while the motor was running, as shown in Figure 12.
The load torque had a sudden abrupt change of 10 Nm at 2 s. The values of the minimizing
regression criteria (ITAE, IAE and ISE) are evaluated and presented in Table 4. The actual
speeds of all the implemented nonlinear control techniques are plotted in comparison with
the desired speed in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Uncertainty in Load Torque (Nm).

The values of ITAE, IAE and ISE were the highest for Backstepping cont. (i.e., 7.217,
4.156 and 8.417 rad/s, respectively). Moreover, it can be seen in Figure 13a, the backstepping
cont. did not reject the disturbance as the rotor speed had a steady state error of 1 rad/s after
the disturbance in load torque was introduced at t = 2 s. Hence, the designed Backstepping
cont. did not achieve robust conditions in its performance.

The SMC also had high values for the three regression parameters (i.e., ITAE: 5.065 rad/s,
IAE: 2.353 rad/s and ISE: 1.457 rad/s). This could be attributed to the steady state error
of 0.64 rad/s between the rotor’s desired and actual speeds. However, it can be seen in
Figure 13b that the SMC rejected the disturbance introduced in load torque at t = 2 s. Hence,
by inspection, the designed SMC approached robust characteristics.

Back–SMC had the lowest values for the evaluating parameters (i.e., ITAE: 0.0424 rad/s,
IAE: 0.0514 rad/s and ISE: 0.0437 rad/s). It can be seen in Figure 13c that the Back–SMC
rejected the disturbance introduced due to the load torque and came back to the reference
speed after a slight peak with an % overshoot of 0.42. Hence, the designed Back–SMC was
considered robust.

The values of evaluating parameters for both Back–STC and Back–STC–EA were
considerably lower, as shown in Table 4. It can be seen in Figure 13d,e that both these
controllers rejected the disturbance in load torque and returned to their pre-disturbed rotor
speeds. Hence, both of these designed controllers showed robustness in the presence of
load torque uncertainties introduced in the 3-phase Induction Motor operation.

A somewhat similar study was conducted in [33]. A disturbance observer-based
Back–SMC with super twisting sliding mode observer was implemented for speed control
of an Induction motor. An uncertainty in load torque was introduced to monitor the
robustness of the proposed design. For the desired speed of 200 rpm and an uncertainty
of 2 Nm a speed fluctuation of −80 rpm was observed. However, in our proposed design
(Back–STC–EA), for the desired speed of 314.1593 rpm and uncertainty of 10 Nm, a speed
fluctuation of −0.1 rpm was observed, as shown in Figure 13e. This further confirmed the
robustness and efficiency of the proposed controller.

Though the work is limited to the MATLAB/Simulink environment, we plan to realize
the proposed control strategy in a real 3-phase induction motor in the near future to provide
a more rigorous understanding of the motor speed control.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 13. Output speed signals for DRM: (a) Backstepping Control, (b) SMC, (c) Back-SMC,
(d) Back-STC, (e) Back-STC-EA.

Table 4. Numerical Evaluation—DRM.

Control Technique ITAE (rad/s) IAE (rad/s) ISE (rad/s)

Backstepping cont. 7.217 4.156 8.417
SMC 5.065 2.353 1.457
Back-SMC 0.0424 0.0514 0.0437
Back-STC 0.1149 0.0888 0.1365
Back-STC-EA 0.1581 0.0790 0.0015

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The Induction motors are used extensively in domestic, as well as in industrial, appli-
cations. The objective of this research was to evaluate and compare the performance of dif-
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ferent control methods when applied to a three-phase induction motors. Load disturbance
rejection is the main concern in speed control applications. Firstly, the mathematical model
of a three-phase induction motor was implemented in MATLAB 9.1 R2016b/Simulink soft-
ware, Islamabad, Pakistan to simulate its behavior. Secondly, different control techniques
were applied to study the performance of a three-phase induction motor in different scenar-
ios, such as SSM, NOM and DRM. In SSM, Backstepping cont. The synergy of backstepping
and the super twisting sliding mode control technique gave the best results when compared
with other methods, owing to having the lowest values of statistical parameters. NOM,
Back–STC and Back–STC–EA were the controllers with minimum ITAE. The robust quali-
ties of the speed tracking were thoroughly investigated. Future possibilities include the
hardware implementation of the designed controllers with an actual three-phase induction
motor. These results could then be compared to the simulation study to further explore
the topic.
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Abbreviations

The following nomenclature was used in this manuscript:

Usa, Usb, Usc Stator Supply voltages in abc frame of reference (V)
ωe Base Speed (rad/s)
Us

sd, Us
sq Stator voltages in d-q stationary frame of reference (V)

Vsq, Vsd Stator voltages in d-q dynamic frame of reference (V)
Rs, Rr Stator & Rotor Resistances (Ω)
isq, isd Stator currents in d-q dynamic frame of reference (A)
Φsd, Φsq Stator Flux Linkages in d-q dynamic frame of reference (Wb-t)
Φs

sd, Φs
sq Stator Flux Linkages in d-q Stationery frame of reference (Wb-t)

ird, irq Rotor currents in d-q dynamic frame of reference (A)
ωr Rotor’s Actual Speed (rad/s)
Φrd, Φrq Rotor Flux Linkages in d-q dynamic frame of reference (Wb-t)
Fsd, Fsq Stator Flux Variables (Wb)
Frd, Frq Rotor Flux Variables (Wb)
ωb Base Frequency (Hz)
Lls, Llr Stator & rotor’s Leakage inductances (H)
Lm Magnetizing Inductance (H)
Φmd, Φmq Magnetizing flux linkage in d-q dynamic frame of reference (Wb-t)
Xls, Xlr Stator & rotor’s Leakage reactances (Ω)
Xm Magnetizing Reactance (Ω)
TL Load Torque (Nm)
Te Electromagnetic Torque (Nm)
f Electrical Frequency
e1(t), e2(t), e3(t), e4(t) Error Signals for Backstepping controller
ke1, ke2, ke3, ke4 Tuning parameters for Backstepping Controller
V12, V Lyapunov Functions for Backstepping Controller
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Fd
sd, Fd

sq Virtual Control Inputs for backstepping controller (Wb)
Vd

sd, Vd
sq Final Control inputs for backstepping Controller (V)

Fc Viscous Coefficient of Friction
E(t) Error signal for sliding mode controller
u(t) Control law for Sliding mode controller
d(t) Disturbance in load torque (Nm)
c1, c2, β Tuning parameters for sliding mode controller
V(S) Lyapunov Function for Sliding Mode Controller
z1, z2, z3, z4 Error signals for backstepping sliding mode controller
V(z1), V(z2), V(z3), V(z4) Lyapunov Functions for backstepping sliding mode controller
g1, g2, g3, g4 Tuning Parameters for backstepping sliding mode controller
q1, q2, q3, q4 Tuning Parameters for backstepping sliding mode controller
r1, K2 Tuning Parameters for backstepping Super Twisting controller
Ueq Equivalent Control for Super twisting Controller
Uswc Switching Control for Super twisting Controller
S1, S2, S3 Sliding Surfaces backstepping Super Twisting controller
f (t) Real time noisy signal
z0, ż1, ..., żn Exact differentiators
σ0, σ1, ..., σn Tuning parameters
Sapp Signum Approximation
kapp Approximation constant
∅ Scaling Factor
N Number of Samples
e(i) Error for regression analysis

Appendix A. Derivation of Intermediate Control Inputs for the

Backstepping Controller

Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function in (20):

dV12

dt
= e1

de1

dt
+ e2

de2

dt
(A1)

where

de1

dt
=

dωre f

dt
− k4FrdFsq + k1TL (A2)

de2

dr
=

dFd
rd

dt
− ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd − ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd (A3)

For the system to be stable, the Lyapunov function should be negative definite. To make
the derivative of the Lyapunov function negative definite, the term de1

dt and de2
dt are made

equal to ke1e1 and ke2e2, respectively:

dωref
dt

− k4FrdFsq + k1TL = ke1e1 (A4)

dFd
rd

dt
− ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd − ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd = ke2e2 (A5)

Rearranging these equations, we get the control inputs for subsystem 1 as,

Fd
sd =

ke1e1 +
dωref

dt + k1TL

k4Frd
(A6)

Fd
sd =

ke2e2 +
dFd

rd
dt − ωb

Rr
Xlr

(
Xm
Xlr

− 1
)

Frd

ωb
Xm
Xls

Rr
Xlr

(A7)
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These equations constitute the intermediate control required for obtaining the desired
final control input for subsystem 2. Substituting (A4) and (A5) into the derivative of the
Lyapunov function, we get:

dV12

dt
= e1[−ke1e1] + e2[−ke2e2] (A8)

dV12

dt
= −ke1e2

1 − ke2e2
2 (negative definite if ke1 and ke1 > 0) (A9)

Appendix B. Derivation of Final Control Inputs for the Backstepping Controller

Rearranging (25) and (26), we get

k4Frde3 − ke1e1 =
dωre f

dt
+ k1TL − k4FrdFsq =

de1

dt
(A10)

ωbe f e4 − ke2e2 =
dFd

rd
dt

− ωb
Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd − ωb
Xm

Xls

Rr

Xlr
Fsd =

de2

dt
(A11)

Substituting the values of error and their derivatives in the derivative of the Lyapunov
function (27), we get:

dV
dt

= e1[k4Frde3 − ke1e1] + e2

[
ωb

Xm

Xls

Rr

Xlr
e4 − ke2e2

]
(A12)

+ e3

[
dFd

sq

dt
− ωbVsq −

(
−ωeFsd + ωb

[
Rs

Xls

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)

Fsq

])]
(A13)

+ e4

[
dFd

sd
dt

− ωbVsd +

(
−ωeFsq + ωb

[
Rs

Xls

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)

Fsd

])]
(A14)

The final control inputs that satisfy the Lyapunov stability criteria are as follows:

Vd
sq =

ke3e3 +
dFd

sq
dt −

(
−ωeFsd + ωb

[
Rs
Xls

(
Xm
Xls

− 1
)

Fsq

])
+ k4Frde1

ωb
(A15)

Vd
sd =

ke4e4 +
dFd

sq
dt −

(
ωeFsq + ωb

[
Rs
Xls

(
Xm
Xls

− 1
)

Fsd

])
+ ωb

Rr
Xlr

Xm
Xls

e2

ωb
(A16)

Substituting these into the derivative of the Lyapunov function, we get:

dV
dt

= −ke1e2
1 − ke2e2

2 − ke3e2
3 − ke4e2

4 < 0

(negative definite if ke1, ke2, ke3, and ke4 > 0)

Hence, the condition is proved.

Appendix C. Derivation of Final Control Inputs for Backstepping Sliding

Mode Controller

Step 1:
z1 = ωrd − ωr (A17)

Taking the derivative of the error signal and substituting the value of the derivative of
the rotor’s speed, we get:

dz1
dt

=
dωrd

dt
− K4FrdFsq + k1TL (A18)
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Considering the following Lyapunov candidate function and its derivative:

V(z1) =
1
2

z2
1 (A19)

dV(z1)

dt
= z1

dz1

dt
(A20)

dV(z1)

dt
= z1

(
dωrd

dt
− K4FrdFsq + k1TL1

)
(A21)

For the system to be stable the Lyapunov function should be negative definite. It is obtained
by substituting the right-hand side of (A21) (excluding z1) equal to g1z1.

(
k4FrdFsq

)
d = g1z1 +

dωrd
dt

+ k1TL (A22)

dV(z1)

dt
= −g1z2

1 (A23)

Note that (A23) is negative definite if g1 > 0.

Step 2:

Defining the error for the stator flux in the q-axis direction, we get:

z2 =
(
k4FrdFsq

)
d −
(
k4FrdFsq

)
(A24)

Taking the derivative of (A24) and substituting from the Lyapunov condition (A23) yields:

dz2

dt
=

[
g1

(
dωrd

dt
− k4FrdFsq + k1TL

)
+

d
dt

(
dωrd

dt

)
+

dk1TL
dt

]
(A25)

− k4

[
Frd

(
ωbVsq − ωeFsd + ωb

[
Rs

Xls

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)

Fsq

])
(A26)

+

(
ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd + ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd

)
Fsq

]
(A27)

To avoid cumbersome calculations, the following arrangements are made:

dz2

dt
= ϕ1 + ϕ2Vsq (A28)

where

ϕ1 =
g1dωrd

dt
− g1k4FrdFsq + g1k1TL +

d
dt

(
dωrd

dt

)
+

dk1TL
dt

− k4Frd

(
−ωeFsd + ωb

[
Rs

Xls

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
)

Fsq

])
− k4ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
FsdFsq − k4

(
ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd

)
Fsq

(A29)

ϕ2 = −k4Frdωb (A30)

The Lyapunov candidate function considered in this case is:

V(z2) =
1
2

z2
2 (A31)

Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function, it is obtained that:

dV(z2)

dt
= z2

dz2

dt
(A32)
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By substituting (A28), one gets

dVz2

dt
= z2
(

ϕ1 + ϕ2Vsq
)

(A33)

For the system to be stable, the Lyapunov function should be negative definite. It is
obtained by substituting the R.H.S of (A33), (excluding z2) equal to g2z2, Then, the resulting
expressions are:

Vsq =
−ϕ4 − g2z2

ϕ2
(A34)

and,
dV(z2)

dt
= −g2z2

2, (It is negative definite ifg2 > 0) (A35)

Step 3: Now considering subsystem 2, the error signal for the rotor flux in d-axis direction
is defined as follows:

z3 = Fd
rd − Frd (A36)

Taking the derivative and substituting the value of Ḟrd, we obtain:

dz3

dt
=

dFd
rd

dt
−
[

ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd + ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd

]
(A37)

The following Lyapunov function is being considered:

V(z3) =
1
2

z2
3 (A38)

Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function and substituting the value of ż3, it is
obtained that:

dV(z3)

dt
= z3

[
dFd

rd
dt

− ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd − ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd

]
(A39)

To make it negative definite, it was selected:

ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd = g3z3 − ωb

Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd +
dFd

rd
dt

(A40)

Rearranging and substituting (A40) into (A39), it is obtained:

dVz3

dt
= −g3z2

3 < 0 (which is negative definite if g3 > 0) (A41)

Step 4: The following error signal is selected for the stator flux in the d-axis direction:

z4 =

(
ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd

)
d
−
(

ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd

)
(A42)

Substituting the value of ωb
Rr
Xlr

Xm
Xls

Fsd from (A41) into (A43), we get:

z4 =

(
dFd

rd
dt

−
(

ωb
Rr

Xlr

(
Xm

Xlr
− 1
)

Frd

)
+ g3z3

)
−
(

ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
Fsd

)
(A43)

Taking the derivative of (A43) and simplifying it, we get:

dz4

dt
= ϕ3 + ϕ4Vsd (A44)
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where

ϕ3 = ωb
Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls

dFd
sd

dt
− ωb

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
ωeFsq + ωb

[
Rs

Xls

(
Xm

Xlr
Frd +

(
Xm

Xls
− 1
))

Fsd

]
(A45)

ϕ4 = −ω2
b

Rr

Xlr

Xm

Xls
(A46)

A candidate Lyapunov function is selected as follows:

V(z4) =
1
2

z2
4 (A47)

Then, taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function (A47):

dV(z4)

dt
= z4

dz4

dt
(A48)

Substituting (A44) in the derivative of the Lyapunov function, we get:

dV(z4)

dt
= z4[ϕ3 + ϕ4Vsd] (A49)

To ensure the definite negative nature of the Lyapunov function, the following value of Vsd
is selected:

Vsd =
−ϕ3 − g4z4

ϕ4
(A50)

Substituting (A50) in (A49), it is obtained:

dV(z4)

dt
= −g4z2

4, which is negative definite if g4 > 0 (A51)

The SMC is incorporated as follows: consider z2 and z4 as the sliding surfaces. Then,
the derivatives of these sliding surfaces should be equal to zero, i.e., (ż2 = 0, ż4 = 0).
The following adjustments are made to achieve the final control law:

dz2

dt
= ϕ1 + ϕ2Vsq = −q1sign(z2)− q2z2 = 0 (A52)

Vd
sd =

−ϕ1 − sign(z2)− q2z2

ϕ2
(A53)

dz4

dt
= ϕ3 + ϕ4Vsd = −q3sign(z4)− q4z4 = 0 (A54)

Vd
sd =

−ϕ3 − q3sign(z4)− q4z4

ϕ4
(A55)
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Abstract: The effects of the windup phenomenon impact the performance of integral controllers
commonly found in industrial processes. In particular, windup issues are critical for controlling
variable and longtime delayed systems, as they may not be timely corrected by the tracking error
accumulation and saturation of the actuators. This work introduces two anti-windup control algo-
rithms for a sliding mode control (SMC) framework to promptly reset the integral control action
in the discontinuous mode without inhibiting the robustness of the overall control system against
disturbances. The proposed algorithms are intended to anticipate and steer the tracking error toward
the origin region of the sliding surface based on an anti-saturation logistic function and a robust
compensation action fed by system output variations. Experimental results show the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms when they are applied to two chemical processes, i.e., (i) a Variable Height
Mixing Tank (VHMT) and (ii) Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) with a variable longtime
delay. The control performance of the proposed anti-windup approaches has been assessed under
different reference and disturbance changes, exhibiting that the tracking control performance in the
presence of disturbances is enhanced up to 24.35% in terms of the Integral Square Error (ISE) and
up to 88.7% regarding the Integral Time Square Error (ITSE). Finally, the results of the proposed
methodology demonstrated that the excess of cumulative energy by the actuator saturation could
reduce the process resources and also extend the actuator’s lifetime span.

Keywords: anti-windup compensator; input saturation; sliding mode control; longtime delay; chemical
processes; ISE; ITSE

1. Introduction

One of the major challenges when designing controllers for industrial processes is the
time delay, which comprehends an inherent characteristic in several dynamics systems that
impacts the information synchronization and control performance. This is the case of food,
chemical, biological, and agricultural processes, which usually include systems that exhibit
variable and longtime delays due to the accumulation of low transient responses [1–3].
The time delay, so-called dead-time, can be found either in the process input or output,
where lag dynamics can directly impair the nominal performance of the control loop [4].
When this time issue appears in the process input, it indicates that the system dynamics are
associated with delays in the actuation channels. Therefore, the control action can hardly
be applied on time, and the control efficiency may be deteriorated against disturbances [5].
On the other hand, the delay in the process output can be associated with the measurement
process and sensors/instrumentation systems, under which the controller could acquire
outdated information. In both cases, delays typically impose strict limitations on feasibility
and performance [6]. For instance, high-torque mixing machines take considerable time
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to recover their inertia [7], exhibiting a time delay in the process output. This delay is
usually propagated to other processes or instrumentation and communication systems, in
which controllers could be fed by non-updated system information [8]. In this scenario, the
presence of delays typically demands conditions on the computational activity and control
performance [9].

The sliding mode control (SMC) strategy arises as a suitable control technique to deal
with delayed systems by its simplicity [10–12]. The SMC strategy is appealing since the
design procedure usually considers a reduced order model concerning the original one,
simplifying the decoupling of delayed dynamics in linear and nonlinear processes [13–15].
The SMC strategy also can maintain control robustness against uncertainties and model-
ing mismatch errors when the system states remain within a sliding mode surface, thus
excluding the need for exact modeling [16,17]. However, robust control performance can
be compromised in processes with time-varying parameters, such as systems with variable
dead time [18,19]. In practice, hybrid control strategies combining SMC and PID (i.e.,
Proportional, Integral, and Derivative) control are usually used in industrial processes to
complement a proper tracking performance with stability. Nevertheless, such integration
within a sliding surface usually presents an unbounded growth of the control action due to
the need for error correction, thus leading to the saturation of the actuators, a phenomenon
known as windup. The windup occurrence is precisely related to the lack of a quick reac-
tion from a controller against the continuous accumulation of the tracking error [20]. As a
consequence of the windup phenomenon, the control performance is degraded, generating
a large overshoot, long settling time, and system instability [21,22].

To overcome the effects of the windup phenomenon on the error accumulation, several
anti-windup and anti-saturation techniques have been proposed in the literature [23–25]
which may be categorized into three perspectives [26]: (i) conditional integration, (ii) track-
ing back calculation and (iii) bounded integration of the tracking error. In the conditional
integration approach [27], stand-by conditions are activated in order to suspend the integral
control action as the control input increases up to a certain maximum control limit or up to
the control input is close to being saturated. When there is no presence of saturation in the
actuators or the output variables, the integral term of the original controller is idled. Under
the back calculation scheme, the control does not instantaneously reset the integral action
but dynamically with a given time constant before the system output saturates. Under
this approach, the difference between saturated and unsaturated input signals is used to
produce feedback signals that inhibit the integrator output. Particularly, using transient
responses to lessen the integral action is preferable rather than frequently re-turning gains
of controllers because they change performance but do not reduce the tracking error accu-
mulation [28]. On the other hand, the bounded integration approach does not allow for a
wide range of compensation but shortens the error correction [29]. The integrator value is
bounded here with high-gain dead zones to assure a linear operation behavior [30]. For
instance, the authors in [31] present a comparison between classic and current anti-windup
SMC approaches with event-triggering strategies to reduce the number of control updates.
The authors in [32] exposed an anti-windup approach with an auxiliary feedback loop that
feeds an integration block with the saturation error; however, it was not accounted for the
system output dynamics. In [33], an integral sliding mode approach is used along with
an ancillary controller to reject disturbances and track nominal trajectories (disturbance-
free). Similarly, in [34], a static windup correction method was evaluated to decelerate an
integrator when approaching the saturation region in an SMC.

According to the current state of the art, none of the early works consider rebooting the
integral control action included in an SMC control framework to avoid the windup effects.
Thus, the main contribution of this work lies in: (a) developing, testing, and validating
a resetting strategy of the integral control action in the discontinuous component of the
proposed SMC and (b) limiting the amplitude and repeatability of the windup based on an
anti-saturation logistic function and a robust compensation action fed by the system output
variations. Moreover, the proposed approach also copes with the windup phenomenon in
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variable time-delay processes, as found in thermal stream mixing systems of the industrial
field. This work comprises an extended version of the work in [20], incorporating here
the validity of the anti-windup algorithms over a wide variety of control approaches and
a series of experiments on a Variable Height Mixing Tank (VHMT) and on a Continuous
Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR). In addition, the control performance is evaluated against
process disturbances by using the Integral Square Error (ISE), and the Integral Time-Square
Error (ITSE) as assessment metrics [35,36].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some theoretical
concepts of SMC that allow for raising the problem formulation. Then, Section 3 exposes the
proposed windup resetting algorithms to correct the integral control action and avoid the
saturation of the actuators. The process models in which the anti-windup algorithms were
tested are presented in Section 4. Results of the proposed anti-windup strategies tested on
the VHMT and CSTR are detailed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, conclusions of
this work are drawn in Section 7.

2. Problem Formulation

The SMC is a robust control technique derived from a Variable Structure Control (VSC)
scheme. It is appealing due to its capability to handle time-varying systems, modeling
mismatch, or system parameter variations [37]. Insights from this control strategy lie in
preparing a sliding surface σ(t), which defines the required dynamics of the closed-loop
system. The current state trajectory drives along a given surface until the final state is
reached, generally designed to be the system reference.

After the sliding surface is selected, the control output is computed as the sum of
a pair of control actions, i.e., (a) a continuous control action UC(t), which stands for the
sliding mode, and (b) a discontinuous or switching control action UD(t):

U(t) = UC(t) + UD(t) (1)

where the continuous part UC(t) is responsible for maintaining the trajectory of the system
dynamics within the sliding mode surface until reaching the desired system state. This part
of the control action is usually obtained by the Filippov’s equivalent [38] and under the
null conditions of the error and its derivative (i.e., σ(t) = 0, and σ̇(t) = 0).

The discontinuous control action, on the other hand, represents the reachability mode
of the controller. This mode aims to rapidly achieve the system state beginning from the ini-
tial condition to σ(t) and constantly pointing out to the sliding mode surface. Furthermore,
the discontinuous part of the SMC can be formulated as a non-linear switching function
as follows:

UD(t) = KDsgn(σ(t)) (2)

The chattering phenomenon is the main concern in SMC because of the high control
activity produced by the control output variations (2) along the sliding surface σ(t) [15]. To
reduce such effects, several approaches have been proposed (see [6] and references therein).
One of the most widely used strategies lies in smoothing the switching Equation (2)
using soft logistic activation functions, such as the sigmoid function [23]. Therefore, the
discontinuous control part UD from (2) using the smoothing sigmoid function can be
rewritten as follows:

UD(t) = KD
σ(t)

|σ(t)|+ δ
(3)

where KD and δ are parameters obtained from a previous setting to fine-tune the discontin-
uous region of σ [6]. In particular, the parameter δ stands for the width of the sliding mode
surface where the chattering effect may occur. Note that a wide variety of softening func-
tions could be used, such as ReLU, max, hyperbolic, geometrical functions, or others [23];
nevertheless, the proposed softening function has been selected here since it fits the control
design without compromising computational burden.
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2.1. Integral Control Law for the SMC

A First Order Plus Dead-Time (FOPDT) process model is proposed to represent the non-
linear delayed system dynamics and design the SMC control strategy. The time-delayed
process model is simplified with Taylor’s approximation since high-order structures could
introduce complex formulations [30]. Therefore, the process model is assumed to be
as follows:

G(s) =
Y(s)
U(s)

K
(τs + 1)(1 + t0s)

(4)

where G(s) is the process model composed of the model output Y(s) and model input U(s);
K is the process gain; τ denotes the process time constant; and t0 is the process dead-time.
Using G(s) from (4), the control law [30] becomes:

U(t) =
(

τt0

K

)[
Y(t)
τt0

+ λ0e(t)
]
+ KD

σ(t)
|σ(t)|+ δ

(5)

where e(t) describes the trajectory tracking error; t0 denotes the transportation lag; Y(t) is
the process variable. The sliding mode surface can be written as follows:

σ(t) = sgn(K)
(
−dY(t)

dt
+ λ1 e(t) + λ0

∫
e(t)dt

)
(6)

where λ1 = t0+τ
τt0

and λ0 <
λ2

1
4 are the adjustable parameters of the sliding mode control

surface [30]; e(t) is the tracking error between the reference Yref(t) and Y(t). Note that
sgn(K) in (6) is only a sign function of the static gain K to indicate the controller action
(direct or reverse); therefore, it does not affect the sliding mode region or change the control
switching over U(t). In addition, note that an integral term in the sliding mode surface is
included in the control formulation. Thus, as the tracking error accumulation increases
without constraints, the sliding mode surface could also grow unbounded and the control
output could become saturated. Hence, an integral windup resetting algorithm is required.

2.2. Stability Analysis

In order to analyze stability of the sliding surface, the Lyapunov criteria has been used
in this work [30], where if the projection of the system trajectories on the sliding surface is
stable, then the system is stable.

Theorem 1. If there exists a candidate Lyapunov function V = 1
2 σ2(t), which is positive definite

function and its derivative is negative everywhere except for the discontinuity surface, then the
following inequality must satisfy the Lyapunov stability condition:

dV
dt

= σ(t)
σ(t)
dt

< 0 (7)

Considering dYref

dt = 0 and e(t) = Yref − Y, the derivative of the sliding surface (6) is given by:

dσ(t)
dt

= sgn(K)
[
−d2Y(t)

d2t
− λ1

dY(t)
dt

+ λ0e(t)
]

(8)

From (4), the derivative of higher order is solved and then substituted in (8), resulting
in the following:

d2Y(t)
dt

= −λ1
dY(t)

dt
+ λ0e(t) +

KKD
τt0

σ(t)
|σ(t)|+ δ

(9)

Now, (9) is replaced in (8):

dσ(t)
dt

= −sgn(K)
[

KKD
τt0

σ(t)
|σ(t)|+ δ

]
(10)
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It is worth of mention here that after replacing (9) in (8), the proceeding term from the
integral control λ0 e(t) in (6) is dropped from (10) regardless any action of anti-windup reset.
Thus, this stability analysis is also valid for the proposed SMC controllers that incorporate
windup resetting algorithms. The reachability condition is then given as follows:

σ(t)
dσ(t)

dt
= −sgn(K)

[
KKD
τt0

σ2(t)
|σ(t)|+ δ

]
< 0 (11)

where the parameters τ > 0, t0 > 0, δ > 0, and sgn(K)K > 0. Notice that to ensure stability
of the closed-loop control system, it is necessary to satisfy KD > 0.

3. Anti-Windup Algorithms

This Section presents details of the proposed windup resetting algorithms. First, the
anti-windup techniques consider that the integral control action can be expressed as an
explicit function of the sliding mode surface σ within the discontinuous control part of the
SMC. Then, the evolution of the discontinuous part in (5) as a function of σ in (6) is presented
in Figure 1. As UD(t) is associated with the transient response of the system dynamics, the
control tendency can be characterized by an inactive operating region where its slope is
close to zero. The discontinuous part of the SMC is constant and does not represent changes
in the integral term of σ(t). Indeed, when the integral term begins to increase cumulatively
to apply error corrections, the discontinuous component of the control law also traces the
same tendency (see Figure 1b). At last, the discontinuous component becomes activated,
and the control aggressiveness remains unchanged to compensate for disturbances (see
Figure 1a).
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Figure 1. Effect of integral control saturation on the discontinuous part of SMC. (a) shows that, as the
slope is close to zero, the error integral in the sliding surface does not grow unbounded, enabling the
controller to counteract the windup effect. (b) shows as the output slope UD(t) tends to be null as a
particular value of σ(t) is reached. (a) Evolution of the integral control action in discontinuous mode.
(b) Discontinuous control output with respect to the sliding mode surface σ.

Two windup resetting algorithms are proposed to overcome the performance deterio-
ration under the cumulative tracking error produced by the windup phenomenon. The
first approach is the SMC with Windup Instantaneous Reset (i.e., SMC-WIR) and the other
is SMC with Windup Conditional Reset (i.e., SMC-WCR). The SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR
approaches work on resetting the error accumulation generated by the integrator in the
sliding surface of SMC controllers; however, they could be applied to other control struc-
tures as well. As the integral term is reset, the discontinuous part of the controller works
here on the highest point of the sliding surface (i.e., zero slope or analogously derivative
zero). Then, the algorithm is addressed to shorten the settling time and improve control
performance. The proposed SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR windup resetting algorithms are
as follows.
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3.1. SMC with Windup Instantaneous Reset

It is worth noting that, in a PID controller, while the proportional and derivative control
actions return to their natural zero values, the integral action may remain unchanged and
no longer return to the origin. Beyond the accumulation of the integral control action, it
may also result in an additional delay on the system actuation. For the algorithm design,
the integral term should remain within the same correction values to allow the process
output to reach the reference steady-state. Still, the discontinuous part of the controller
must be able to steer the integral action toward its initial condition to keep correcting new
tracking errors and not accumulate unnecessary error integration. In particular, since the
discontinuous part of the SMC is associated with the temporal response of the process, this
part is manipulated to reset the integral term of the controller. To do so, an SMC strategy
with windup instantaneous reset (SMC-WIR) of the integral action in discontinuous control
mode is proposed. The SMC-WIR technique works on the process variable to automatically
steer the system state to its original operating point. Considering that the process output is
supposed to be measured, the transient response can be incorporated into the analysis to
give an idea of how rapidly the tracking error varies due to the windup phenomenon. In
this scenario, the system output slope is computed as its first derivative at the current time
instant. It is worth mentioning that as the system approaches the reference, the output is
kept constant and the derivative control action tends to be zero. Therefore, it indicates that
once the system output slope is nearby zero, the integrator can be instantaneously restarted
and the P, I terms can return to the original condition.

A diagram of the SMC with the proposed WIR approach is shown in Figure 2. Similarly,
the proposed WIR strategy is exhibited in Algorithm 1. The SMC with the WIR approach
works as follows. At the initial state (see lines 1–2 of Algorithm 1), the control parameters
of the SMC controller under test are first tuned and set for required specifications of control
performance, including a suitable transitory system response with zero integral control
action from a pre-defined sliding surface σ(t). In code line 3, it is computed the saturation
overflow sat1 between the control output and saturation as the windup resetting conditional.
Then, it is also monitored if e(t) is within an error margin ±ε1 and also if its derivative has
increased within a range ±ε2 to reboot the integral term. Furthermore, it is verified if it
only kept working with the SMC in continuous control mode, as presented in pseudo-code
lines 4–8 of Algorithm 1. The core of the algorithm is in lines 9–18. Briefly, once the tracking
error increase has been detected, the process output derivative is systematically obtained,
and it is verified if a value close to zero (see lines 9–12) has been reached. Consequently, if
the process output in steady state did not achieve null values (code lines 13–15), the integral
term is re-initialized to zero values after verifying if the clamped energy has decayed
and, thus, the error is expected to decrease (see line 16). Finally, since the integral term
is rebooted to the original conditions, it is necessary to hold the discontinuous control
value of the test controller (SMC in this case) to be consistent with the new instantaneous
checking of the output derivative, as described in lines 19–20.

3.2. SMC with Windup Conditional Reset

The proposed Windup Conditional Reset (WCR) method is intended to periodically
restart the integral control action over longer frames, reducing in this way prompt changes
of the sliding surface and monotonous corrections of the integral term in SMC. The WCR
will work only under programmed conditions. In particular, rebooting is automatically
triggered once the reset action is operation-free and the error keeps increasing boundless.
The control framework of SMC-WCR can be seen in Figure 3, while the WCR strategy is
detailed in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 2. General scheme of the proposed SMC-WIR method.

Algorithm 1 Windup Instantaneous Reset—WIR. Anti-windup algorithm to instanta-
neously reboot the integral control action in an SMC

1: Set initial control and model parameters, i.e., KD, δ, λ0, λ1.
2: Set the integrator of the SMC by suppressing previous cumulative values of the sliding

mode surface σ(t).
3: Compute the saturation overflow sat1 between control output and pre-set saturation.
4: if |e(t)| < ε1 and |de(t)/dt| < ε2 and sat1 < ε3 then
5: Maintain monitoring the tracking error e(t).

(Continuous control mode.)
6: else
7: Maintain operating in continuous mode of the SMC.

(Perform Window Instantaneous Reset.)
8: end if
9: Compute the output derivative m1 = dY

dt .
10: if The process output derivative m1 differs from zero then
11: Maintain verifying the process output derivative.
12: else
13: if The process output in steady-state does not tend to zero then
14: Monitor the output slope without restarting the integral control action.
15: else
16: Reinitialize the integrator to zero in Equation (6). until the clamped energy

fully decays.
17: end if
18: end if
19: Maintain the last discontinuous control value UD.
20: Go back at the beginning of the WIR algorithm (code line 3).

The operation of Algorithm 2 for the WCR approach is as follows. Analogous to the
previous resetting algorithm, the initial conditions of the test controller require to be set;
however, it is assumed here an additional variable to account for the number of reboots
settled by the operator. The number of reset counts nr is configured to assess the persistence
of entering in windup mode (see code line 3 of Algorithm 2). Pseudo-code line 4 is in charge
of computing the saturation excess sat2 to begin with the windup resetting condition. Lines
5–7 are devoted to verify if the tracking error has increased and if its derivative is within an
error speed bounding range ε2 to operate the re-initialization of the integral control action
in the discontinuous part of the test controller. Unlike the previous anti-windup algorithm,
now it is monitored if the number of reboots nr has not exceeded the counting of resets of
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the integral control term to prevent the tracking error from being repeatedly reset (see the
core of this algorithm in lines 10–23). Then, the reset of the integral control action in the
discontinuous control part is conditioned to the number of resets, avoiding in this way the
recurrent and unnecessary initialization of the integral control action. Finally, the algorithm
is repeated after holding the previous discontinuous control value, as shown in lines 24–25.

Conditional
Reset algorithm

+

+

++

+

+
+

+

Continuous Control Mode 

Continuous Control Mode: 

Figure 3. General scheme of the proposed SMC-WCR method.

Algorithm 2 Windup Conditional Reset—WCR. Anti-windup algorithm to reboot the
integrator in a controller by conditionally evaluating the process output derivative

1: Set initial parameters an variables of the controller. In this case, KD, δ, λ0, λ1.
2: Configure the integrator in σ(t) by initially adjusting zero values.
3: Let nr be the reboot counts prescribed by the designer.
4: Compute the saturation overflow sat2 between the control output and predefined

saturation value.
5: if |e(t)| < ε1 and |de(t)/dt| < ε2 and sat2 < ε3 then
6: Maintain monitoring for the tracking tracking error

(continuous control mode).
7: else
8: Start the Window Conditional Reset

(discontinuous control mode).
9: end if

10: Compute the process output derivative with m2 = dY
dt

11: if The output derivative m2 does not tend to zero then
12: Keep searching for output zero-slope condition on m2.
13: else
14: if The process output in steady-state does not tend to zero then
15: Monitor the process output derivative without restarting the integral control action.
16: else
17: if The reset counts do not overpass the number of reboots nr then
18: Monitor the process output derivative m2 avoiding to tend zero values.
19: else
20: Reinitialize the integrator to zero in Equation (6) until the clamped energy

fully decays.
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: Maintain the last discontinuous control value UD.
25: Go back at the beginning of the WCR algorithm (code line 4).
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Remark 1. When switching among the anti-windup algorithms, there are changes in the integral
term slope of the WCR and WIR, as shown in Figure 4. Note that when the algorithms run for times
greater than 300 min, the slope m1 of the WIR is faster than the slope m2 for the WCR algorithm,
despite the fact that WIR algorithm updates the integration faster than in the WCR; therefore, the
computational activity could increase.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the integrator slope on the sliding surface in instantaneous and
conditional reset.

4. Modeling of the Mixing Process

This Section presents two process models where the proposed anti-windup algorithms
were implemented.

4.1. Mixing Tank Process with Long Time-Delay

Consider the mixing tank shown in Figure 5, the operation mode consists of the
concurrently entering of hot W1(t) and cold product flow W2(t) as inputs to the process
with temperatures T1(t) and T2(t), respectively. The output T4(t) is the mixture temperature
measured at a point 125 ft downstream from the mixing tank. The Fail-Closed (FC) actuator
is in charge of regulating the cold stream to maintain the desired temperature T3 within the
mixing tank.

The control objective consists on maintaining the required mixing temperature T3(t)
(despite disturbances of hot flow W1(t)) through the control output u(t) of the SMC acting
on the FC valve position. In general, the product mixing model considers the following
characteristics:

• The mixing tank and the entire guidance pipe are ideally isolated.
• The product within the repository is completely homogenized.
• The TT is calibrated in an operating range [100, 200] ºF.
• The TT is assumed to provide variations of the process temperature output.
• The height and volumetric properties of the product inside the mixing tank remain

constant during the whole test due to its internal control system.

The mathematical formulation of the process dynamics is based on the principle of
energy balance, as follows:

W1(t)Cp1(t)T1(t) + W2(t)Cp2(t)T2(t)− (W1(t) + W2(t))×
Cp3(t)T3(t) = Vρv3

dT3(t)
dt

(12)

where the output temperature T4(t), after transporting the product with initial output
temperature T3(t) from the mixing tank towards the location of the transmitter, is given by:
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T4(t) = T3(t − t0) (13)

where the time-delay t0 depends on the transport pipe length L, the cross-section of the
pipe A, and the hot W1 and cold W2 product flow. Then, this time delay can be quantified:

t0 =
LAρ

W1(t) + W2(t)
(14)

where ρ is the density of the mixed product. On the other hand, the output of the tempera-
ture transmitter TO(t) is represented according to the following system output dynamics:

dTO(t)
dt

=
1

τT

[
T4(t)− 100

100
− TO(t)

]
(15)

where τT is the constant time of the temperature sensor. The servo-valve positioning is
driven by the controller according to the following equation:

Vp(t)
dt

=
1

τVp

[
mp(t)− Vp

]
(16)

where mp(t) is the process input to be controlled. The temperature output after the servo-
valve with respect to cold product flow also can be represented by:

W2(t) =
500
60

CVLVp(t)
√

Gf ΔPv (17)

where CVL the valve flow coefficient; Gf the specified acceleration gravity; and ΔPv the
pressure drop across the servo-valve. A complete description of the model parameters in
stationary state and the system variables in (12)–(17) can be found in [6,20].

SMC

TT

Hot
stream Cold

stream

Reference

Distance L=125 [ft]

Fail-Closed (FC)
valvue

Mixing
tank

Bomb

Figure 5. Mixing Tank Process. An SMC controller receives temperature measurements T4(t) of
the mixing tank through the Temperature Transmitter (TT). The control output u(t) is applied to a
Fail-Closed (FC) typed servo-valve so that regulates the output temperature of the product with cold
flow input T2(t). Hot flow disturbs the system temperature, whereas the temperature output and
process delay depend on the distance between the mixing tank and TT.

To test the proposed anti-windup algorithms, the FOPDT approximation [20] of the
mixing tank described in (12)–(17) was considered. To obtain the reduced order model, the
reaction curve procedure is used [39]. Then, by inspection, the necessary gain was found,
as well as the time constant and time delay parameters of the FOPDT model as detailed in
the transfer function G(s) of the process model given by:

G(s) =
Y(s)
U(s)

= −0.81 e−3.14s

2.29s + 1
(18)
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where Y(s)
U(s) is the output/input relation for the FOPDT model of the thermal process under

test. The model output is associated with the output temperature T4(t), whereas the model
input stands for the control variable m(t), which is related to the valve position. The
control parameters, on the other hand, were adjusted using experimentation trials and the
reaction curve of the system according to the Nelder–Mead method for processes that can
be approximated to a delayed first-order system [6]. By doing so, these were the results:
λ0 = 0.14, λ1 = 0.50, KD = 0.75, and δ = 0.75.

4.2. Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor Process with Long Time-Delay

The Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) is used in chemical reaction processes,
whose dynamics present an inverse response. The CSTR comprises a stirred tank in which
the reaction material and reacted material flow are continuously mixed [40] (see Figure 6).
The reactor is covered by a jacket in which a coolant inlet allows to flow of a cooling liquid
to maintain the temperature constant and guarantees that the heat produced for the reaction
is low. Therefore, the effluent stream contains the same composition as the contents.

Reactor
feed
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Reactor mixed product
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o
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t 
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Figure 6. Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor—CSTR.

For analysis of the system dynamics, the following assumptions were considered:

• Heat and density capacities of the reactants are constant;
• The heat loss in a coolant jacket is considered negligible;
• The reaction heat and volume remain constant;
• The reaction and reacted material are uniformly mixed.

The mathematical model of the CSTR is obtained based on exothermic reactions
according to [41]. A reaction process in a CSTR can be described as follows:

A
K1→ B

K2→ C (19)

2A
K3→ D (20)

where A
K1→ B stands for an exothermic reaction. From mass balance on reactants A and B,

the system can be described as follows:

dCA(t)
dt

=
Fr(t)

V
[CAi − CA(t)]− k1 CA(t)− k3 C2

A(t) (21)

dCB(t)
dt

= − Fr(t)
V

CB(t) + k1 CA(t) = k2 CB(t) (22)

Reactor temperature dynamics associated with the energy balance in the jacket:
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Tc

dt
= K1(T(t)− Tc(t))− Fc(t)

V
(Tc(t)− Tci(t))

For practical purposes, it should be considered that the control range of the concentration B
is from 0 to 1.5714 mol L−1; the range of variation of the flow is from 0 to 634.1719 L min−1.
In addition, the transmitter signal y, process input u, and flow through the reactor Fr are
presented in percentage. The model of the temperature transmitter for the reactor is given
by: The sensor–transmitter element takes the form:

dTO(t)
dt

=
1

τT

(
T(t)− 80

20
− TO(t)

)
Similar to the previous model, the CSTR process is characterized by an approximated

FOPDT model, and its parameters were obtained with the procedure in [6]. The model in
transfer function is given by:

H(s) =
YR(s)
UR(s)

=
1.66

12.34s + 1
e−3.16s (23)

where the output YR is associated with the reactor temperature and UR represents the
control valve position. Variables of the CSTR model are detailed in the Nomenclature
Section. The steady-state conditions for each variable of the CSTR process can be found in
Table 1. For more details regarding the CSTR model, the reader is referred to [40].

Table 1. Initial values of the continuous stirred reactor tank.

Model Parameters Values Units

k1 5/6 min−1

k2 5/3 min−1

k3 1/6 L. mol−1. min−1

CAi 10 mol L−1

V 700 L
CAo 2.9175 mol L−1

CBo 1.1 mol L−1

uo% 60 %

5. Results for the VHMT Process

This Section presents the results of assessing tracking and robust control performance
on the VHMT process.

5.1. System Response against Disturbances

This test was performed using six trials to achieve robust performance. The first
test was carried out using three control versions, i.e., the SMC per se and the other two
with the proposed SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR control strategies. The three remaining
trials were carried out with the classical PID controller, including the proposed windup
resetting approaches. In all six scenarios, the operating temperature of the product is
set to T3(t) = 15 °F with a stepped decrease variation of hot flow mass W1(t) acting as
disturbance and changing from 250 lb/min to 110 lb/min.

Results of robustness tests are shown in Figure 7, while the system response against
hot flow disturbances is presented in Figure 7a. By supervision, the process output is
compensated for disturbances through the three versions of the SMC controllers along the
whole testing time; however, the settling time and peak response slightly increase in all
cases as hot flow temperature decreases while product temperature consequently decreases.
The SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR controllers allow the system output to consistently stay on
track (at T4(t) = 150 ºF) despite decreasing the hot flow temperature and system dead
time. Indeed, the SMC-WCR can provide a system output with a better transient response
than the SMC and SMC-WIR controllers. This effect could be possible because of two
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reasons. First, the reset frequency of the integral action in SMC-WCR is reduced with
respect to the other controllers. Second, the integral action for the discontinuous part of
the controller is higher than the ones from the other proposed approaches. Indeed, both
proposed algorithms work on the sliding mode surface of the SMC controller, but when
new disturbances occur, the control output of the SMC-WIR framework becomes faster
than the others at expense of larger control input overshoot, as shown in Figure 7b. This
increase in the transient of the control action in the SMC-WIR is a result of the integral
action updating faster than the ones of the other two controllers.

Both approaches (SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR) enhance the control performance by
limiting the magnitude of the integral term of the sliding surface, as shown in Figure 7c. In
particular, for the case of SMC-WIR, an increase in the reaction speed can be observed, al-
though it presents a more oscillatory response. Meanwhile, in the SMC-WCR, the evolution
of the integrator speed is restricted to avoid consecutively rebooting the integral control
action. Then, the discontinuous part of the controller works under the operating limits
and the tracking error could not increase unbounded despite the temperature disturbances,
counteracting in this way the windup effect while enhancing control performance.

A phase diagram of the error and its derivative is depicted in Figure 8. There it can be
observed that the inclusion of the anti-windup algorithm rapidly conducts to error trajectory
towards the origin. In particular, the error trajectory of the PID and PID-WIR presented
similar response and took common settling behavior, unlike those results obtained with
SMC-WCR. The difference between these two responses lies on the ability to counteract
disturbances within the control framework, i.e., the common scheme of a PID controller
does not allow to directly compensate for disturbances on the discontinuous part, as the
case in SMC.

The overall control performance during a 500 min simulation time for each trial is
quantified with ISE and ITSE metrics [36] (see Table 2). This Table indicates that the
performance of the SMC alone was improved along the trials with the proposed algorithms
by mitigating the impact of the windup effect in a 24.35% and 17.05% of the error when
using the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR, respectively. It is worth noticing that this result is
hard to reach with common algorithms such as PID, where the ISE is reduced from 2.39 to
2.25 for the best cases (i.e., PID-WIR with respect to PID) [18]. Similarly, based on ITSE
when comparing against the SMC, the SMC-WCR has reduced the time spent to overcome
the anti-windup effect by 88.7%, while the SMC-WIR approaches by 29.51%.

5.2. System Response against Reference Changes

This test consisted in changing the temperature reference in order to assess the control
performance when tracking a given trajectory. Similarly, the same six control configurations
of the previous experiments have also been considered here. When doing so, besides
including variations in the system dynamics with disturbances of hot product flow, the
product temperature in the mixing tank was increased by 3 °F for the six scenarios. As
shown in Figure 9, the temperature output of the process tracks the reference change set at
270 min in the controllers under test, except for the PID in which an oscillatory response
during a long time does not allow to stabilize the process dynamics. For the SMC with both
proposed anti-windup approaches, the tracking performance is similar. However, lower
peak response and shorter settling time are achieved with the SMC-WCR. Although the
reference change does not saturate the servo-valve actuation of the cold product flow, the
control action is increased and the temperature output takes longer to reach the steady state.
For both proposed anti-windup strategies, the settling time has been reduced since the
integral control action has been increased in correspondence with the peak response of the
temperature. At this point, it is worth mentioning that the presented anti-windup strategies
allow the test controllers, regardless of their control structure, to reduce the impact of the
windup effect. Thus, the proposed algorithms comprise an effective approach for integral
controllers that seek to shrink the impact of the windup phenomenon.
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Figure 7. Robustness test. Process response using the proposed anti-windup algorithms for different
control strategies against systematic disturbances acting on a mixing tank process (see (a)). It is
noticeable how the control action for the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR is increased as much as the hot
flow disturbance impacts the output stream temperature (see (b)). By inspection, the integral action of
the SMC-WIR is the one that increases the least, generating a suitable condition to avoid the tracking
error accumulation (see (c)). (a) Process temperature output. (b) Control output against disturbances.
(c) Evolution of integral control action.

On the other hand, regarding the oscillatory behavior in the system output using the
PID strategy with both the WIR and WCR anti-windup algorithms, the trajectory error
is longer than those of the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR as shown in Figure 10. Hence, it is
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evidenced in the closed-up of Figure 10 that the controller takes shorter time to reach the
origin in the SMC-WCR with respect to the SMC since the proposed controller occasionally
resets the integral control action and reduces the tracking error only when the anti-windup
action is activated.
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Figure 8. Phase diagram of the error derivative for the two test controllers and the two proposed
windup correction strategies on the mixing tank process.

Table 2. Outcome of robustness tests on the VHMT process by comparing performance in terms of
ISE and ITSE.

ISE ITSE
Variation of ISE

(Percentage)
Variation of ITSE

(Percentage)

SMC 0.357 95.454 - -

SMC-WIR 0.270 67.343 24.35%
(of reduction)

29.51%
(of reduction)

SMC-WCR 0.302 79.301 17.05%
(of reduction)

88.7%
(of reduction)

PID 2.394 933.536 - -

PID-WIR 2.259 933.235 532.77%
(of increase)

497.18%
(of increase)

PID-WCR 2.569 935.781 619.19%
(of increase)

548.06%
(of increase)

As in the previous assessment, to quantitatively evaluate the control performance of
the test controllers with the proposed anti-windup algorithms under changes of reference,
the ISE and ITSE metrics were also considered, as exhibited in Table 3. In general, the
control performance of the two test controllers (i.e., SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR) derived in
an enhanced performance as expected. Although such improvement is not quite noticeable
for the PID controller since the reduction in the ISE is low when compared to the ISE
obtained in the SMC with all anti-windup algorithms. Moreover, even though the SMC-
WCR has reached lower ISE (5.36%) with respect to the one of the SMC-WIR (25.62%), the
SMC-WCR presents a higher reduction in the ITSE (21.31%) than the SMC-WIR (13.83%).
This suggests that the integral action allows the controller to mitigate the anti-windup
effect faster than the SMC-WIR performs. As the robustness of the PID controller has not
improved against disturbances unlike the SMC, the PID controller with any of the proposed
algorithms shows a reduction in the tracking error during the trials. Actually, it shows a
0.05% increase in the ISE for the PID-WCR.
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Figure 9. Tracking performance test. Process response using the anti-windup algorithms for differ-
ent control strategies against reference changes of product temperature on a mixing tank process.
(a) Process temperature output. (b) Control output against disturbances. (c) Evolution of integral
control action.
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Figure 10. Closed-up of the phase diagram for the derivative of the tracking error comparing the
two test controllers with the two proposed anti-windup strategies on the mixing tank process.

Table 3. Outcome of trajectory tracking tests from different SMC approaches on the VHMT process
by comparing control performance in terms of ISE and ITSE.

ISE ITSE
Variation of ISE

(Percentage)
Variation of ITSE

(Percentage)

SMC 0.56 161.34 - -

SMC-WIR 0.41 139.02 27.78%
(of reduction)

13.83%
(of reduction)

SMC-WCR 0.53 143.08 5.36%
(of reduction)

21.31%
(of reduction)

PID 23.66 1166.08 - -

PID-WIR 23.64 1155.66 0.05%
(of reduction)

0.89%
(of reduction)

PID-WCR 23.69 1160.73 0.05%
(of increase)

0.45%
(of reduction)

6. Results for the CSTR Process

This Section presents the results of assessing tracking and robust control performance
on the CSTR process.

6.1. System Response against Disturbances

Similar to the previous trials, this test was performed with six trials. Each one of the
trials was carried out with the proposed anti-windup algorithms along with the two test
controllers. In all six scenarios, the temperature of the flow through the reactor was set to
T(t) = 88 °C with a coolant temperature increase of 10% acting as an external disturbance.

Figure 11 shows the results obtained for the robustness test. The process output is
uniformly compensated for the external disturbances for the three SMC controllers, as
shown in Figure 11a. Indeed, The SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR controllers lead the system
output to keep the reference temperature of T(t) = 88 °C; nevertheless, by inspection, the
transient response of the CSTR process when using SMC-WIR is the lowest when compared
to the other test controllers. Similarly, the settling time is reduced with the proposed
anti-windup techniques, reaching a minimum of 45.7 min and 47.9 min for PID-WCR and
SMC-WCR, respectively. Regarding the control output, the control action becomes faster
with the two proposed approaches (see Figure 11b) since the integral control action is not
cumulatively increasing, as shown in Figure 11c. Unlike the previous test process, the
integral control action does not grow unbounded despite the external disturbances because
the integral term has been rebooted promptly.

A comparative phase diagram of the tracking error is depicted in Figure 12. This figure
presents the error trajectory on which the process variable approaches the temperature ref-
erence. Note here that any of the two proposed controllers with the anti-windup algorithms
approaches zero due to the integral control action is not cumulative by the continuous and
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instantaneous reboot action. Nevertheless, the PID-WCR and PID-WIR approach the origin
faster than the other proposed SMC controllers.
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Figure 11. Robustness test for the CSTR process. (a) shows the regulation response against coolant
temperature disturbances. The control actions for the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR are increased as
much as the disturbance impacts reactor temperature (see (b)). By inspection, the integral control
actions of SMC-WCR and SMC-WIR remain fixed as the tracking error is accumulated over time (see
(c)). (a) Process temperature output. (b) Control output against disturbances. (c) Evolution of integral
control action.
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The overall control performance during a 1000 min simulation time for each trial is
quantified with ISE and ITSE metrics [36] (see Table 4). This table shows a performance
enhancement with any of the proposed anti-windup algorithms reducing the ISE at 82.57%
and 85.22% when using the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR, respectively. Similarly, the SMC-
WIR has reduced the time spent to overcome the anti-windup effect by 26.9%, while the
SMC-WIR approach by 33.34%.
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Figure 12. A comparative phase diagram of the error derivative for the proposed windup correction
strategies on the CSTR process.

Table 4. Outcome of robustness tests on the CSTR process by comparing performance in terms of ISE
and ITSE.

ISE ITSE
Variation of ISE

(Percentage)
Variation of ITSE

(Percentage)

SMC 0.786 139.111 - -

SMC-WIR 0.137 101.557 82.57%
(of reduction)

26.99%
(of reduction)

SMC-WCR 0.124 92.736 84.22%
(of reduction)

3.34%
(of reduction)

PID 0.867 95.188 - -

PID-WIR 0.815 89.528 10.31%
(of increase)

35.64%
(of reduction)

PID-WCR 0.603 85.901 23.28%
(of reduction)

38.25%
(of reduction)

6.2. System Response against Reference Changes

This test consisted on changing the temperature reference to evaluate control per-
formance. By doing so, the reference temperature experienced a step variation from the
steady-state value of T(t) = 88 °C to 90 °C. As shown in Figure 13, the process output is
capable of tracking the new temperature reference; however, different transient responses
can be seen for the proposed controllers. For example, the PID controls with any of the anti-
windup algorithms approach reduced peak responses when compared to the standard PID
alone. Similarly, the amplitude of the temperature output of the reactor is higher with the
SMC controller than those of the SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR (see Figure 13a). Regarding the
settling time, both proposed WIR and WCR strategies lead the PID and SMC controllers to
achieve faster process responses; however, the controllers with instantaneous reset perform
faster than those of conditional reset since they operate as soon as the integral error begins
to grow unbounded (see Figure 13b). The resetting action is depicted in Figure 13b, where
integral control action is rapidly steered to zero with the PID-WIR, PID-WCR, SMC-WIR,
and SMC-WCR. Note that this is not the case for the PID and SMC as they remain with
zero values after the reference change.
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Figure 13. Tracking performance test. Responses of the CSTR process using the anti-windup algo-
rithms for different control strategies against reference changes. (a) Process temperature output.
(b) Control output against disturbances. (c) Evolution of integral control action.

Control performance obtained with ISE and ITSE metrics is briefly included in Table 5.
In general, the control performance of the proposed SMC-WIR and SMC-WCR approaches
achieved reasonable performance in terms of ISE and ITSE. In particular, the SMC-WIR
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demonstrated a greater reduction of ISE with respect to its SMC counterparts, i.e., 81.11%
with respect to SMC and 73.33 with respect to SMC-WCR. Similar results are obtained with
the PID controller. Regarding the ITSE metric, some similar results were obtained for the
PID and SMC using both anti-windup algorithms, achieving a reduction of 35.8% average.

Table 5. Outcome of trajectory tracking tests from different SMC approaches on the CSTR process by
comparing control performance in terms of ISE and ITSE.

ISE ITSE
Variation of ISE

(Percentage)
Variation of ITSE

(Percentage)

SMC 0.9 128.22 - -

SMC-WIR 0.17 78.18 81.11%
(of reduction)

39.03%
(of reduction)

SMC-WCR 0.24 83.21 73.33%
(of reduction)

35.10%
(of reduction)

PID 0.33 99.76 - -

PID-WIR 0.21 87.91 76.67%
(of reduction)

31.44%
(of reduction)

PID-WCR 0.38 89.26 57.78%
(of reduction)

30.39%
(of reduction)

7. Conclusions

This work proposed, implemented, and validated two anti-windup algorithms for
sliding mode control (SMC) and for typical controllers (i.e., PIDs) found in industrial
processes with changing time-delay natures. The results of the experiments demonstrated
that the SMC, along with the proposed Windup Instantaneous Reset (SMC-WIR) and
Windup Conditional Reset (SMC-WCR) algorithms, can avoid saturation in the actuators
with reasonable overshoot and suitable settling time despite disturbances that increase the
tracking error. Moreover, robust performance was achieved without loss of system stability.
The outcome of SMC, with WCR at the integral control action, presented a smoother system
response with respect to SMC-WIR. The proposed anti-windup strategies allowed the SMC
to improve the performance up to 15.28% in terms of ISE before saturating actuators in
the presence of recurrent disturbances during the experimentation. The SMC-WCR also
allowed for experiencing an 84% reduction in the settling time in the ITSE metric, thus
implying a faster system response while tracking a changing reference. To summarize, the
results evidenced that the proposed algorithms can be implemented without changing the
original scheme of test controllers and can reduce the anti-windup effect in SMC control
strategies for industrial processes with a long time delay.
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Nomenclature

The following nomenclature is used in this work:

UD Discontinuous control action
UC Continuous control action.
σ Sliding mode surface.
sgn(K) Sign of the control gain K.
KD Tuning gain for discontinuous control.
δ Tuning parameter for discontinuous control.
Y, Yref Output and reference of the process output, respectively
U Process control input.
G(s) Process model in transfer function of variable s.
τ Time constant of the process (min).
t0 Time delay of the process (min).
λ1,2 Adjustable parameters of the sliding surface.
±ε Allowable tracking error boundary.
m Derivative of the process output.
sat Anti-windup saturation function.
W1,2 Hot and cold product flow, respectively, (lb/min).
T1,2 Hot and cold stream temperature, respectively, (°C).
T4,3 Temperature of the process output with and without delay (°C).
Cp Stream heat capacity at constant pressure, Btu/lb−°F.
Cv Stream heat capacity at constant volume (Btu/lb−°F).
ρ Density of the mixing tank content in lb/ft3.
A3 Cross section of the mixing tank (ft2).
h3 Product level in the mixing tank (ft).
CVL3 Manual valve flow coefficient (gpm/ft1/2).
CVL Control valve flow coefficient in (gpm/psi1/2).
V(p) Valve position from 0 (valve closed) to 1 (valve open).
TO Output signal of the temperature transmitter (0 to 1 p.u).
mp Mass of the process to control (0 to 1 p.u).
Gf Specific gravity, dimensionless.
ΔPv Pressure loss through the control valve (psi).
τVp Control valve time constant (min).
A Cross section of the transportation pipe (ft2).
L Length of the transportation pipe (ft).
Fr Flow through the reactor (m3/min)
V Reactor volume that will remain constant during operation (m3)
CA,B Concentration of A or B in the reactor (mol L−1)
CAo,Bo Concentration of Ao or Bo in steady-state (mol L−1)
Fc Coolant flow (m3/s)
TO(t) Normalized output signal of the transmitter (0 to 1 p.u)
Tc Coolant temperature (°C).
ki (i = 1, 2, 3) Reaction rate constants for three reactions.
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Abstract: Prosthetic humanoid manipulators manufacturing requires light overall weight, small size,
compact structure, and low cost to realize wearing purpose. These requirements constrain hardware
configuration conditions and aggravate the nonlinearity and coupling effects of manipulators. A
dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal super-twisting sliding mode (DFONTSM-STA) control
is proposed to realize multi-joints coordination for a low-cost humanoid manipulator. This method
combines a dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode (DFONTSM) manifold with
the super-twisting reaching law, which can enhance the entire control performance by dynamically
changing the position of the sliding mode manifold. By hiding the sign function in a higher-order
term, chattering can be effectively suppressed. The stability of the low-cost humanoid manipulator
system has been proven based on the Lyapunov stability theory. Experimental results show that the
terminal trajectory tracking accuracy of DFONTSM-STA control was promoted by 53.3% and 23.7%
respectively compared with FONTSM control and FONTSM-STA control. Thus, the DFONTSM-STA
controller is superior in error convergence speed, chattering suppression, and accurate position
tracking performance.

Keywords: chattering suppression; fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode controllers;
higher-order sliding mode controllers; humanoid manipulator

1. Introduction

Humanoid manipulators have the characteristics of light weight, small size, strong
nonlinearity, coupling, friction, and clearance [1–3]. Among them, friction and clearance are
disturbances that significantly influence the control performances of humanoid manipula-
tors. As sliding mode control has the excellent characteristic of efficiently disturbances set-
tlement [4–7], it is widely used for humanoid manipulators’ position-tracking control [8–10].
A low-cost humanoid manipulator further constrains its hardware configuration conditions.
Complex and high-precision sensors or motors cannot be used when designing a humanoid
manipulator because they are generally large in volume. The sensors and motors with
small volumes and high precision are generally quite expensive. Teleoperation systems
are also not included for cost-saving purposes [11]. All the above features aggravate the
nonlinearity, coupling, and complexity of the low-cost humanoid manipulator’s dynamics.
Benefiting from their variable structure characteristics, sliding mode controllers possess
excellent robustness and anti-disturbance ability [12,13]. However, the alternation between
the reaching phase and the sliding phase of a sliding mode controller always accompanies
by a phenomenon called chattering [14]. The production of the chattering is related to
the sliding mode boundary layer thickness [15]. The system states trajectory always has a
certain speed when reaching the manifold, and the inertia makes the system states move
across the manifold. After that, the controller input generates a reverse signal to pull the
system states back to the sliding mode manifold. However, it must take time. This time
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difference makes the system states trajectory deviate from the sliding mode manifold for a
certain distance and intensifies the thickness of the boundary layer. In this way, the system
states trajectory repeatedly passes through the sliding mode manifold, which is reflected in
the macroscopic view as a chattering phenomenon [16,17]. Chattering may cause energy
consumption and mechanical system damage problems. Therefore, the chattering problem
must be first solved when designing sliding mode controllers, especially for a low-cost
humanoid manipulator.

The sign function term in a sliding mode reaching law is not only the key to the
rapid convergence of sliding functions but also one of the main causes of chattering [18].
Replacement of the sign function with the saturation function is one way to suppress
chattering [19]. Hiding the sign function term in a higher-order term is another effective
way to eliminate chattering [20–24]. As the system states enter the quasi-sliding mode,
the super-twisting sliding mode (STSM) gains the characteristics of the sign function term
and ensures that the sliding function and its derivative converge to zero within a limited
time [25–27]. The STSM control which belongs to the second-order sliding mode control
only requires information on the sliding function [28]. It contains a power rate term that
can reduce the time of the system states arriving in quasi-sliding mode and suppress
the chattering more effectively compared with the proportional term [29]. Moreno and
Osorio used the Lyapunov stability theory to analyze the stability of the super-twisting
algorithm (STA) [30]. The proof process has been used in many STSM controllers. Kali et al.
proposed an STSM control for manipulators with uncertainties. [31]. Tayebi-Haghighi et al.
designed a high-order STSM controller to address multiple control challenges of robots
with verification. [20].

Apart from introducing super-twisting algorithms, adding a fractional-order operator
to the sliding mode controller is also an effective way to suppress chattering and improve
motion control performance [32]. Applying a fractional-order (FO) operator to a sliding
mode controller can enhance the flexibility of the controller, and improve its control perfor-
mances [32–36]. Among all the fractional-order controllers, fractional-order nonsingular
terminal sliding mode (FONTSM) controllers are widely used in manipulators to obtain
precise position-tracking performance [37–43]. Tran et al. designed an adaptive fuzzy
FONTSM control strategy for a two-degree-of-freedom manipulator and used simulation
results to illustrate its control performances [40]. Nojavanzadeh et al. proposed an adap-
tive FONTSM controller to control robots with uncertainty and external interference and
used simulation to verify its effectiveness [41]. Su et al. proposed an adaptive FONTSM
controller for a cable-driven manipulator with external interferences, which was verified
by simulations [42]. Wang et al. formulated an adaptive sliding mode controller that inte-
grates the advantages of PID and FOTNSM manifold [43]. However, most of the FONTSM
controllers were verified by simulations. Only a few papers showed the experimental
verification of the FONTSM control for manipulators [44–46]. In the previous work of the
authors, a dynamic FONTSM controller was proposed for a class of second-order nonlinear
systems with simulation verification [47].

To summarize, super-twisting sliding mode control can effectively accelerate the speed
of system states reaching the quasi-sliding mode and suppress the chattering. FONTSM
control has superiority in motion control accuracy. The fractional-order nonsingular super-
twisting sliding mode (FONTSM-STA) control combines the advantages of the FONTSM
manifold and the STA, which not only meets the demand for high tracking accuracy but also
suppresses the chattering [45]. However, simply combining these two methods has little
effect on the joint error converge speed which is a vital factor for humanoid manipulators
to mimic arm movements.

Aiming at the above-mentioned problems, a dynamic fractional-order nonsingular
terminal super-twisting sliding mode (DFONTSM-STA) control scheme is proposed for a
low-cost humanoid manipulator in this study. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
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(1) A DFONTSM-STA controller is formulated for the control of the low-cost humanoid
manipulator by combining the dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding
mode (DFONTSM) manifold with the super-twisting reaching law, which can effec-
tively improve the control accuracy, quickly force the tracking error of each joint to
converge and significantly suppress the chattering. The stability and convergence of
the low-cost humanoid manipulator control system are proven based on the Lyapunov
stability theory.

(2) Experiments illustrate the superiority and feasibility of the proposed DFONTSM-
STA control for the low-cost humanoid manipulator. Compared with FONTSM and
FONTSM-STA control, the DFONTSM-STA controller has superior control perfor-
mance. Its terminal position tracking accuracy is increased by 53.3% and 23.7%
respectively. Its chattering of joints one to four is decreased by 54.1%, 51.1%, 46.2%,
and 55.1% compared with FONTSM control. Its error convergence speed is accelerated
significantly. Joints one and two are converged at the beginning, and joints three and
four are accelerated by 43.5% and 33.6%, 72.7%, and 54.6% respectively compared
with the FONTSM and FONTSM-STA control.

2. Model Description and Problem Analysis

The low-cost humanoid manipulator is limited by cost, size, and weight, which uses
hall sensors that generate three pulses in one turn to read the angle position information.
The position is detected by sensors whose resolution converted to the joint is 0.3◦. Figure 1
shows the three dimensional (3D) model of the low-cost humanoid manipulator and the
Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) coordinate of each joint. Table 1 shows its D-H parameters. Co-
ordinate x0y0z0 represents the base coordinate; x1y1z1 and x2y2z2 represent the coordinate
of shoulder joints one and two; x3y3z3 and x4y4z4 represent the coordinate of elbow joints
three and four; xtytzt represents the terminal coordinate. The dynamic equation of the
four degrees-of-freedoms (DOFs) low-cost humanoid manipulator with friction model is
described as follows:

M(q)
..
q + C

(
q,

.
q
)
+ G(q) + f

(
q,

.
q
)
= τr (1)

f
(
q,

.
q
)
= fcsign

( .
q
)
+ fv

.
q (2)

where q,
.
q, and

..
q ε R4 respectively represent the position, velocity, and acceleration vec-

tors of every joint; M(q) ∈ R4×4 is the non-singular inertia matrix; C
(
q,

.
q
) ∈ R4×4

is the centrifugal and Coriolis matrix; G(q) ∈ R4 represents the gravitational vector;
f
(
q,

.
q
) ∈ R4 is the vector of the viscous friction torque at joints; τ ∈ R4 denotes the torque

input vectors; fc = diag
(

fc1, fc2, fc3, fc4
)

denotes every joint coulomb friction torque;
fv = diag

(
fv1, fv2, fv3, fv4

)
denotes every joint viscous friction coefficient.

Table 1. The parameter list of D-H.

Link i αi−1 ai−1 θi di

1 0 0 θ1 (0◦) 0
2 90◦ 0 θ2 (−90◦) 0
3 90◦ 0 θ3 (−90◦) d3 = −313 mm
4 90◦ 0 θ4 (−180◦) 0

Terminal 0◦ 0 θ5 (0◦) d5 = −441 mm

The low-cost humanoid manipulator contains four joints to mimic shoulder and elbow
movements. To suppress chattering and improve both the error convergence speed and the
tracking accuracy, it is necessary to design a new sliding mode control method. As the STSM
control hides the sign function in higher order, it possesses a better effect on chattering
suppression. Apart from the chattering suppression requirement, the low-cost humanoid
manipulator also needs precise trajectory tracking accuracy for mimicking human arm
movements. The DFONTSM manifold can enhance the entire control performance by
dynamically changing the position of the sliding mode manifold [47]. The steady-state
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accuracy can be improved because the fractional-order operator has the characteristics of
heredity and memory, which can describe detailed information and increase the flexibility
of the control law. Therefore, to solve the trajectory tracking performances of the low-
cost humanoid manipulator, this paper proposes a DFONTSM-STA control method that
combines a DFONTSM manifold with a super-twisting reaching law.

 

α θ

Figure 1. Three dimensional (3D) model and Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) coordinate of the low-cost
humanoid manipulator.

3. DFONTSM-STA Control for the Low-Cost Humanoid Manipulator

This section will briefly present some definitions and lemmas that are needed in the
stability proof of the proposed DFONTSM-STA controller.

Definition 1. The general representation of the FO derivative-integral operator is expressed by
Equation (3), [48]

t0
Dλ

t =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
dλ

dtλ λ > 0
1 λ = 0

Iλ =
∫ t

0 (dt)−λ λ < 0
(3)

where λ is the FO and t0 is the initial time. The operator t0
Dλ

t is the symbol for the FO, integral
and constant operator.

Definition 2. The λ th-order Riemann–Liouville (RL) fractional and integral are presented as
Equations (4) and (5) [48].

Dλ f (t) =
dλ f (t)

dtλ
=

1
Γ(m − λ)

• dm

dtm •
t∫

t0

f (τ)

(t − τ)λ−m+1 dτ (4)

t0
Iλ
t f (t) =

1
Γ(α)

•
t∫

t0

f (t)

(t − τ)1−λ
dτ (5)

where m − 1 < λ < m, m∈N.

Property 1. [48] if α ∈ C, β ∈ C, �e(α) > 0, �e(β) > 0 and f(a,b) ∈ Lp(a,b) (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞), then
Iα
t− Iβ

t− f (x) = Iα+β
t− f (x), Iα

t+ Iβ
t+ f (x) = Iα+β

t+ f (x); Dα
t− Iα

t− f (x) = f (x), Dα
t+ Iα

t+ f (x) = f (x).
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Lemma 1. [44]. Supposing parameters a1, a2, · · · , an; 0 < p < 2 are positive, then the following
inequality about a1, a2, · · · , an and p can be obtained:(

a2
1 + a2

2 + · · ·+ a2
n

)p ≤
(

ap
1 + ap

2 + · · ·+ ap
n

)2

Lemma 2. [38,44]. For a Lyapunov function V(x), assuming that V0 is its initial value and α ∈ C,
β ∈ C, then

.
V(x) + αV(x) + βVγ(x) ≤ 0, α, β > 0, 0 < γ < 1 (6)

The corresponding settling time can be calculated as

T ≤ α−1(1 − γ)−1 ln
(

1 + αβ−1V1−γ
0

)
(7)

The FONTSM manifold parameter transforms into the function k∗ that calculates the
error by exponential function is designed as Equation (9). Then the DFONTSM manifold (8)
is formulated for the system described in the model (1) [47].

s =
.
e + k∗Dλ−1[sig(e)α] (8)

k∗ = k0

δ0 + ρ0 · δ0 · exp−ακ |e| (9)

where 0 < λi < 1, i = 1∼4, Dλ is the FO operator; δ0 = diag(δ0i) is the diagonal matrix
and δ0i ε (0,1); ρ0 = diag(ρ0i) and ακ = diag(ακi) are tuning matrices and ρ0i, ακi ε(0, + ∞);
e =
[
qd1 − q1, · · · qd4 − q4

] ∈ R4 denotes the tracking error vector between the target
joint rotation angle and the actual joint rotation angle. k0 = diag(k0i) is a positive diagonal
matrix. i can be chosen from one to four.

sig(e)α =
[|e1|α1 sgn(e1), · · · , |e4|α4sgn(e4)

]T
where α is the exponential parameter, which satisfies the relation: 1 > α > 0. A super-
twisting reaching law from [31] is adopted.

.
s = −ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) + ω

.
ω = −ρ3sgn(s)

(10)

where k1 = diag(k1i), k2 = diag(k2i) are constant matrices and 0 < b = b1 = ··· = b4 < 1, i = 1∼4;
With the above reaching law (10), the error vector

(
e,

.
e
)

can be forced to zero. Derivating
the DFONTSM manifold (8), we have:

.
s =

..
e + k∗ · Dλ[sig(e)α] +

.
k
∗ · Dλ−1[sig(e)α] (11)

where:

.
k
∗
= −ρ0 · δ0 · k0 · ακ · .

e ·
(

δ0 + ρ0 · δ0 · exp−ακ ·|e|
)−2 · exp−ακ ·|e| ·sign(e) (12)

Combining (11) with (10), the control law (14) can be obtained by Equation (13).

..
e + k∗ · Dλ[sig(e)α] +

.
k
∗ · Dλ−1[sig(e)α] = −ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) + ω (13)

τr = M(q)
( ..

qd + k∗ · Dλ[sig(e)α] +
.
k
∗ · Dλ−1[sig(e)α] +ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) + ρ3

∫ t

0
sgn(s)dt

)
+ C
(
q,

.
q
)
+ G(q) (14)
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4. Stability Proof of DFONTSM-STA Control

The states
..
q can be obtained from the dynamic model (1):

..
q = M(q)−1(τr − C

(
q,

.
q
)− G(q)− f

(
q,

.
q
))

(15)

where ‖ f
(
q,

.
q
)‖ ≤ ‖ fmax(x, t)‖ ≤ F. The constant diagonal matrix of F represents the

friction interference upper boundary. Substituting (14) and (15) into (13), yields:

( ..
qd−M(q)−1 ·

(
M(q)

( ..
qd + k∗ · Dλ[sig(e)α] +

.
k
∗ · Dλ−1[sig(e)α] +ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) +

∫ t
0 ρ3sgn(s)dt

)
+ C
(
q,

.
q
)
+ G(q)

−C
(
q,

.
q
)− G(q)− f

(
q,

.
q
))

+ k∗ · Dλ[sig(e)α] +
.
k
∗ · Dλ−1[sig(e)α] =

.
s

By simplifying the above equation, error dynamics (16) can be determined:

M(q)−1 · f
(
q,

.
q
)− ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s)−

∫ t

0
ρ3sgn(s)dt =

.
s (16)

Rewrite error dynamics (16) as the form as follows:

.
s = −ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) + ω

.
ω = −ρ3sgn(s) +

.
ε

(17)

where ε is formulated from (16) and (17) as ε = M(q)−1 • f
(
q,

.
q
) ≤ M(q)−1 • F, satisfying

the inequality equation
∣∣ .ε∣∣ ≤ δε, where δε > 0. For each joint, the error dynamics can be

written as:
.
si = −ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si) + ωi.

ωi = −ρ3isgn(si) +
.
εi

(18)

where εi = M(qi)
−1 · f

(
qi,

.
qi
)
, and

.
εi satisfying

∣∣ .εi
∣∣ ≤ δεi, where δεi > 0. The following

Lyapunov function is chosen:

V = 2ρ3|s|+ 1
2

ω2 +
1
2

(
ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s)− ω

)2
(19)

Then the Lyapunov function Vi of each joint of the low-cost humanoid manipulator
can be determined as:

Vi = 2ρ3i|si|+ 1
2

ω2
i +

1
2

(
ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si)− ωi

)2
(20)

where i represents joint i, and Vi satisfies Vi ≥ 0.

Supposing ηi =
[
|si|1/2sgn(si) ωi

]T
and Pi =

[
2ρ3i +

ρ2
1i
2 − ρ1i

2
− ρ1i

2 1

]
, then (20) can be

rewritten as:
Vi = ηT

i Piηi (21)

Vi satisfies the following inequality equation:

λmin{Pi}‖ηi‖2 ≤ Vi ≤ λmax{Pi}‖ηi‖2 (22)

where λmin{Pi} denotes minimum eigenvalues of Pi and λmax{Pi} denotes the maximum
eigenvalue. ‖ηi‖ is the Euclidean norm. By rearranging Equation (22), we obtain:

V
1
2

i

λ
1
2
max{Pi}

≤ ‖ηi‖ ≤ V
1
2

i

λ
1
2
min{Pi}

(23)
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Derivating the Lyapunov function,
.

Vi can be expressed as:

.
Vi =2ρ3i

.
sisgn(si) + ωi

.
ωi +

(
ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si)− ωi

)(ρ1i
2
|si|−1/2 .

si − .
ωi

)
Substituting error dynamics (18) into the above equation, yields:

.
Vi = − 2ρ1iρ3i|si|1/2 + 2ρ3iωisgn(si)− ρ3iωisgn(si) + ωi

.
εi +
(

ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si)− ωi

)
·
(

ρ1i
2 |si|−1/2

(
−ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si) + ωi

)
− (−ρ3isgn(si) +

.
εi
))

.
Vi = 1

|si |1/2

(
− 1

2 ρ3
1i|si|+ ρ2

1i|si|1/2sgn(si)− ρ1i
2 ω2

i − ρ1iρ3i|si|
)
+

.
εi

(
−ρ1i|si|1/2sgn(si) + 2ωi

)
Simplify the above equation into matrix multiple forms:

.
Vi = − 1

|si |1/2

[
|si|1/2sgn(si) ωi

][ 1
2 ρ3

1i + ρ1iρ3i − ρ2
1i
2

− ρ2
1i
2

ρ1i
2

][
|si|1/2sgn(si)

ωi

]

+
.
εi
[ −ρ1i 2

][ |si|1/2sgn(si)
ωi

] (24)

Supposing: Ai =

[
1
2 ρ3

1i + ρ1iρ3i − ρ2
1i
2

− ρ2
1i
2

ρ1i
2

]
, Bi =

[
0
1

]
, Ci =

[
1
0

]
, then Equation (24) can

be rewritten as:
.

Vi = − 1

|si|1/2 ηT
i Aiηi +

2
.
εi

|si|1/2 |si|1/2BT
i Piηi (25)

If ‖ .
ε‖ ≤ ‖δ‖,

∣∣ .εi
∣∣ ≤ δi, then 2

.
εi|si|1/2BT

i Piηi satisfies:

2
.
εi|si|1/2BT

i Piηi ≤ .
ε

2
i |si|+ ηT

i PiBiBT
i PT

i ηi
≤ δ2

εiη
T
i CiCT

i ηi + ηT
i PiBiBT

i PT
i ηi

(26)

By substituting inequality (26) into rearranged
.

Vi (25), we obtain the following
inequality (27):

.
Vi ≤ − 1

|si|1/2 ηT
i

(
Ai − δ2

εiCiCT
i − PiBiBT

i PT
i

)
ηi = − 1

|si|1/2 ηT
i Qiηi (27)

where:

Qi =

[
1
2 ρ3

1i + ρ1iρ3i − δ2
εi −

ρ2
1i
4 − ρ2

1i
2 + ρ1i

2

− ρ2
1i
2 + ρ1i

2
ρ1i
2 − 1

]
(28)

If ρ1i and ρ3i satisfy the following conditions:

ρ1i > 2

ρ3i >
ρ3

1i+4δ2
εi(ρ1i−2)

4(ρ2
1i−2ρ1i)

then the error dynamics for each joint (18) meet the demands of the Lyapunov stability
and the matrix Qi is symmetrical and positive. Obviously |si|1/2 ≤ ‖ηi‖, substituting
Equation (23) into Equation (27),

.
Vi satisfies:

.
Vi ≤ − 1

‖ηi‖λmin{Qi}‖ηi‖2 ≤ −λmin{Qi}
λ

1
2
max{Pi}

V
1
2

i

where term λmin{Qi} denotes the minimum eigenvalues of the matrix Q, λmax{Qi} denotes
the maximum eigenvalues. Thus, the converge time Tci for each joint of the low-cost
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humanoid manipulator satisfies the following inequality which can be obtained through
Lemmas 1 and 2:

Tci ≤ 2λ1/2
max{Pi}λ−1

min{Qi}V1/2
i (0)

Therefore, the control law (14) can ensure the error dynamics of the low-cost humanoid
manipulator to be stable.

5. Simulation and Discussion

To reveal the superior performances of the proposed DFONTSM-STA control, we
perform simulation verification on the low-cost humanoid manipulator. The coulomb
and viscous friction parameters are selected as fc1 = fc2 = fc4 = 1.25N, fc3 = 0.125N,
fv1 = fv2 = fv4 = 1, fv3 = 0.1 [44]. The model information of the low-cost humanoid
manipulator is listed in Tables 2–4.

Table 2. The center mass position of the connecting rod.

Center Mass Position (m) Joint One Joint Two Joint Three Joint Four

X 0 −0.04 × 10−3 0 −0.94 × 10−3

Y 0 125.16 × 10−3 −7 × 10−3 166.42 × 10−3

Z 11.57 × 10−3 7.71 × 10−3 −0.26 × 10−3 6.97 × 10−3

Table 3. Mass of connecting rod of the humanoid manipulator.

Mass (kg) Rod One Rod Two Rod Three Rod Four

M 728.22 × 10−3 7016.49 × 10−3 382.18 × 10−3 3341.64 × 10−3

Table 4. Connecting rod inertia of humanoid manipulator.

Moment of Inertia(
kg · m2) Rod One Rod Two Rod Three Rod Four

Ixx 1,709,909.71 × 10−9 26,245,6649.98 × 10−9 625,787.92 × 10−9 158,795,139.03 × 10−9

Iyy 875,916.10 × 10−9 20,863,623.56 × 10−9 544,829.79 × 10−9 2,996,242.06 × 10−9

Izz 1,375,449.61 × 10−9 249,837,989.90 × 10−9 270,182.90 × 10−9 157,591,605.74 × 10−9

Ixy 24.45 × 10−9 −46,664.65 × 10−9 13.85 × 10−9 −1,391,395.68 × 10−9

Iyz −47.57 × 10−9 17,384,004.90 × 10−9 279.02 × 10−9 707,363.35 × 10−9

Ixz 16.53 × 10−9 185,311.42 × 10−9 −2.14 × 10−9 107,519.45 × 10−9

5.1. Comparison of Simulation Results

To better compare and analyze the performances of the FONTSM control (29) [44],
FONTSM-STA control (30) [45], and DFONTSM-STA control (14), we select control parame-
ters listed in Tables 5 and 6. The simulation performances are described in Figures 2–6.

τr = M(q)
( ..

qd + k · Dλ[sig(e)α]+k2sig(s)b + k1s
)
+ C
(
q,

.
q
)
+ G(q) (29)

τr = M(q)
(

..
qd + k · Dλ[sig(e)α]+ρ1|s|1/2sgn(s) + ρ3

∫ t

0
sgn(s)dt

)
+ C
(
q,

.
q
)
+ G(q) (30)
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Table 5. Parameters list of dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal super-twisting sliding
mode (DFONTSM-STA) control.

ρ1 ρ2 ακ δ0 k0 α λ ρ0

Joint one 40 4 1 0.1 2 0.8 0.9 2
Joint two 40 4 1 0.1 2 0.8 0.9 2

Joint three 70 4 1 0.1 2 0.8 0.9 0.8
Joint four 70 4 1 0.1 2 0.8 0.9 0.8

Table 6. Parameters list of fractional-order nonsingular terminal super-twisting sliding mode
(FONTSM-STA) control and fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode (FONTSM) control.

k1 ρ1 k2 ρ2 k0 α λ

Joint one 60 40 6 4 1 0.8 0.9
Joint two 60 40 6 4 1 0.8 0.9

Joint three 80 70 6 4 4 0.8 0.9
Joint four 80 70 6 4 4 0.8 0.9

ρ ρ α λ

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Figure 2. Position tracking trajectory of each joint. (a): joint one; (b): joint two; (c): joint three;
(d): joint four.

ρ ρ α λ

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3. The position tracking error of each joint. (a): joint one; (b): joint two; (c): joint three;
(d): joint four.
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ρ ρ α λ

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4. Control input torque of each joint (a): joint one; (b): joint two; (c): joint three; (d): joint four.

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5. Terminal motion trajectory and its tracking error (a): Terminal trajectory tracking curve
under base coordinate; (b): Terminal trajectory tracking error; (c): axis X position; (d): axis X error.

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6. Terminal motion trajectory and its tracking error on Y axis and Z axis of the base coordina-
tion. (a): axis Y position; (b): axis Y error; (c): axis Z position; (d): axis Z error.

5.2. Simulation Analysis

The convergence time is calculated when the tracking error accuracy is within 0.5◦
(shoulder joints) or 1◦ (elbow joints), which is shown in Table 7. Table 8 shows the maximum
amplitude of control torque variations in a small time interval of each joint. The variations
of torque in a small interval reflect the degree of chattering suppression, we defined
an indicator shown as equation (31) to facilitate analysis and to directly evaluate the
controller’s chattering suppression performance.

|τ|max =
∣∣τ(t)− τ

(
t − tp

)∣∣ (31)
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where tp is the time interval between the two calculated torques and tp = 20 ms is defined
in this simulation.

Table 7. Convergence time for each joint.

|e| ≤ 0.5◦
|e| ≤ 1◦

DFONTSM-STA
(tconv)s

FONTSM-STA
(tconv)s

FONTSM
(tconv)s

Joint one 0.101 0.409 0.443
Joint two 0.090 0.464 0.464

Joint three 0.036 0.515 1.309
Joint four 0.021 0.067 0.098

Table 8. The maximum amplitude of the low-cost humanoid manipulator control torque variations.

|τ|max

tp = 20 ms
DONTSM-STA FONTSM-STA FONTSM

Joint one 4.2875 3.7355 12.7760
Joint two 3.5760 4.3541 7.4774

Joint three 0.7294 0.6397 0.9683
Joint four 2.0093 2.1479 4.2029

As shown in Table 7, the tracking error convergence speed of the DFONTSM-STA
control is faster than that of FONTSM and FONTSM-STA control. Compared with FONTSM
control, the error convergence time by DFONTSM-STA control from joints one to four is
reduced by 77.2%, 80.6%, 97.2%, and 78.6% respectively. Compared with the FONTSM-STA
control, the convergence time is reduced by 75.3%, 80.6%, 93.0%, and 68.7% respectively.
It can be concluded that under the control of DFONTSM-STA, each joint of the low-cost
humanoid manipulator takes the least time to converge.

The DFONTSM-STA control and the FONTSM-STA control also have better chattering
suppression effects compared with the FONTSM control. When tp = 20 ms, the maximum
chattering variations of joints one to four under FONTSM-STA control are reduced by 70.8%,
41.8%, 33.9%, and 48.9% compared with the FONTSM control. While under DFONTSM-
STA control, the maximum chattering variations for joints one to four are reduced by 66.4%,
52.1%, 24.7%, and 52.2% compared with the FONTSM control. From Figure 4, it can be seen
that the control inputs under the FONTSM control have the most severe high-frequency
chattering among the three control methods. If the unmodeled dynamics of the low-cost
humanoid manipulator are excited by high-frequency chattering, the moving trajectory
may diverge, which will destroy the machine structure and cause security compromises.

Compared with the FONTSM-STA and FONTSM methods, DFONTSM-STA adds
dynamic characteristics to the sliding manifold, which can make the sliding manifold
change dynamically according to the actual error. Therefore, among these three methods,
the DFONTSM-STA controller has the strongest ability to maintain the error at zero, and
the best joint error convergence performance.

From Table 9, the data of terminal position root mean square error indicates that
compared with the FONTSM control, the terminal root mean square tracking error (Srmste)
under DFONTSM-STA control are decreased by 90.9%, 57.4%, and 57.1% in the x-direction,
y-direction, and z-direction of the low-cost humanoid manipulator. Furthermore, under
DFONTSM-STA control, the Srmste in X, Y, and Z directions are further reduced by 78.2%,
43.7%, and 51.3% with the comparison of the FONTSM-STA control. The Srmste of the
distance between the terminal and the target under DFONTSM-STA control is limited
within 3 mm and decreased by 46.7% and 58.0% with the comparison of FONTSM-STA and
FONTSM control respectively. Thus, adding dynamic characteristics can not only improve
the joint error convergence but also greatly improve the terminal error convergence.
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Table 9. Terminal position root mean square error.

Srmste (mm) DFONTSM-STA FONTSM-STA FONTSM

Axis x 0.1126 0.5165 1.2403
Axis y 2.3329 4.1434 5.4771
Axis z 1.5838 3.2514 3.6918

Distance between terminal and target 2.8220 5.2921 6.7206

To sum up, the DFONTSM-STA control has the biggest possibility to realize the
terminal trajectory tracking with smooth and accurate movements.

6. Experimental Verification

6.1. Experiment Setting

Figure 7 displays the experimental platform. The core components of the low-cost
humanoid manipulator system are as follows: the PC; the hardware controller; EPOS4
drivers; Maxon DC motors. The PC calculates each joint’s control input. The hardware
controller has data transmission functions. It uses EtherCAT as the communication channel
to exchange position and torque data with the PC; EPOS4 drivers support the CANopen
protocol. Its communication speed can reach to 1 Mbps. The hall sensor whose resolution
converted to joints is 0.3◦ for obtaining angular position information was inserted in
the Maxon DC motor. By debugging the above hardware, a real-time system has been
constructed to control the low-cost humanoid manipulator. The parameters of the three
controllers in experiments are listed in Tables 10 and 11.

 

ρ ρ κα δ α λ ρ

ρ ρ α λ

Figure 7. The architecture of the humanoid manipulator system.

Table 10. Parameters of DFONTSM-STA control.

ρ1 ρ2 ακ δ0 k0 α λ ρ0

Joint one 6 6 1 0.05 1 0.8 0.9 1
Joint two 6 6 1 0.05 1 0.8 0.9 1

Joint three 3 3 1 0.05 1 0.8 0.9 2
Joint four 3 3 1 0.05 1 0.8 0.9 2
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Table 11. Parameters of FONTSM-STA and FONTSM control.

k1 ρ1 k2 ρ2 k0 α λ

Joint one 9.5 6 6 6 15 0.8 0.9
Joint two 9.5 6 6 6 15 0.8 0.9

Joint three 6.5 3 3 3 15 0.8 0.9
Joint four 6.5 3 3 3 15 0.8 0.9

The experiments adapt the trajectories in the simulation as the target of the low-cost
humanoid manipulator. The control performances of DFONTSM-STA control, FONTSM-
STA control, and FONTSM control are compared. The simulation movements and physical
schematic of the low-cost humanoid manipulator are shown in Figure 8.

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Simulation and physical schematic of humanoid manipulator movement. (a): Physical
schematic (b): The simulation movement.

6.2. Experiment Results

Figures 9–18 present the experimental performances of the low-cost humanoid manipulator.

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 9. Position tracking trajectories of the shoulder joints. (a): joint one; (b): joint two.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Position tracking errors of the shoulder joints. (a): joint one; (b): joint two.

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 11. Position tracking trajectories of the elbow joints. (a): joint three; (b): joint four.
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 12. The position tracking error of the elbow joints. (a): joint three; (b): joint four.

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 13. Input torques of the shoulder joints. (a): joint one; (b): joint two.
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 14. Input torques of elbow joints. (a): joint three; (b): joint four.

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 15. Terminal trajectory and its tracking error. (a): terminal trajectory on the X axis; (b): terminal
tracking error on the X axis.
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 16. Terminal trajectory and its tracking error. (a): terminal trajectory on the Y axis; (b): terminal
tracking error on the Y axis.

 
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 17. Terminal trajectory and its tracking error. (a): terminal trajectory on the Z axis; (b): terminal
tracking error on the Z axis.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Terminal motion under base coordination system. (a): Terminal trajectory tracking curve;
(b): initial part of the terminal trajectory tracking curve.

6.3. Experiment Analysis

The convergence time is calculated when the absolute value of the tracking error is
within the 1◦ (elbow joints) or 0.5◦ (shoulder joints), which is shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Convergence time for each joint.

|e| ≤ 0.5◦ or |e| ≤ 1◦ DFONTSM-STA
(tconv)s

FONTSM-STA
(tconv)s

FONTSM
(tconv)s

Joint one 0 0.474 0.548
Joint two 0 0.075 0.229

Joint three 6.188 6.395 7.101
Joint four 5.562 5.934 7.057

Figures 10 and 12 are the angular tracking error of the three methods, which show
the robustness of the FOSM control. Through experimental data, DFONTSM-STA control
is superior in accurate and smooth position tracking performance. Compared with the
FONTSM control and FONTSM-STA control, the error convergence time of joint one
under DFONTSM-STA control is reduced by 0.548 s and 0.474 s respectively, and the error
convergence time of joint two is reduced by 0.229 s and 0.075 s respectively. The error
convergence speed of joint three under DFONTSM-STA control is speeded up by 43.5% and
33.6% respectively, and the error convergence speed of joint four is speeded up by 72.7%
and 54.6% respectively. The DFONTSM-STA control can significantly improve the error
convergence by dynamically changing the spatial position of the sliding mode manifold.

Figures 13 and 14 show the control torques required to drive the low-cost humanoid
manipulator. Table 13 shows the maximum variation of the control torque chattering, which
can reveal the chattering suppression effects of the three controllers in real-time position
control. From Table 13, it can be concluded that the chattering of joints one to four under
the FONTSM-STA control is suppressed by 47.8%, 9.6%, 52.2%, and 34.5% respectively
compared with the FONTSM control, and the chattering of joints one to four under the
DFONTSM-STA control is suppressed by 54.1%, 51.1%, 46.2%, and 55.1% respectively, with
the comparison of the FONTSM control. Thus, the chattering suppression performance of
DFONTSM-STA control is ahead of the other two control methods.
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Table 13. The maximum variation of control torque in a small interval.

|τ|max (tp = 20 ms) DFONTSM-STA FONTSM-STA FONTSM

Joint one 0.0095 0.0108 0.0207
Joint two 0.0112 0.0207 0.0229

Joint three 0.0204 0.0181 0.0379
Joint four 0.0151 0.022 0.0336

Figures 15–18 show the terminal motion performances of the low-cost humanoid
manipulator. According to Figure 18, the DFONTSM-STA control can make the terminal
faster and more accurate to tracking the target trajectory. The terminal tracking process
of DFONTSM-STA control is smoother than FONTSM-STA control and FONTSM control,
which can be illustrated by the terminal tracking trajectory that is decomposed to the X, Y,
and Z direction of the base coordination. Compared with the FONTSM control, the motion
accuracy of joints one to four of the DFONTSM-STA control embodied by the root mean
square of joint tracking error is improved by 55.4% 51.1% 38.5%, and 32.8% respectively.
Compared with the FONTSM-STA control, the motion accuracy of joints one to four is
improved by 32.1%, 35.4%, 2.9%, and 42.6% respectively.

Table 14 shows the terminal root mean square error of the low-cost humanoid manipu-
lator (Srmste). The Srmste of FOTNSM-STA control and FONTSM control between the terminal
and the target trajectory surpasses 5 mm, which indicates the tracking performances of the
anthropomorphic trajectory are not quite well. Compared with FONTSM-STA control, the
Srmste on the X, Y, and Z coordinate axes of the base coordination under DFONTSM-TSM
control is reduced by 35.5%, 45.4%, and 20.9%, respectively. Compared with FONTSM-
STA control, the Srmste on the X, Y, and Z coordinate axes of the base coordination under
DFONTSM-TSM control is reduced by 69.4%, 36.8%, and 61.2%, respectively. The Srmste of
DFOTNSM-TSM control between the terminal and the target trajectory is limited to 3 mm
and reduced by 23.7% and 53.3% compared with FONTSM-STA and FONTSM control.

Table 14. Terminal root mean square error of the humanoid manipulator.

Srmste (mm) DFONTSM-STA FONTSM-STA FONTSM

Axis x 0.983 1.524 3.212
Axis y 2.584 4.730 4.090
Axis z 1.984 2.509 5.111

Distance between the terminal and the target 3.403 5.567 7.292

To sum up, the experiments confirm that The DFONTSM-STA control, compared
with FONTSM-STA control and FONTSM control, can further improve the accuracy and
smoothness of the terminal tracking performances and basically realize anthropomorphic
motion of the low-cost humanoid manipulator.

7. Conclusions

A DFONTSM-STA control was proposed for a low-cost humanoid manipulator by
combining the dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode manifold with
the super-twisting reaching law. Experiments were conducted to control the low-cost hu-
manoid manipulator and showed that the proposed control method can effectively improve
error convergence speed, tracking accuracy, and chattering suppression ability. In error
convergence speed, the errors of joints one and two were converged at the beginning while
joint three was speeded up by 43.5% and 33.6%, and joint four was speeded up by 72.7% and
54.6% compared with FONTSM and FONTSM-STA controllers. In chattering suppressing,
suppression performances of joints, one to four were enhanced by 54.1%, 51.1%, 46.2%, and
55.1%, respectively, compared with FONTSM control. In trajectory tracking performance,
compared with FONTSM control and FONTSM-STA control, the tracking accuracy of
DFONTSM-STA control was promoted by 53.3% and 23.7% respectively. Simulation and
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experimental results illustrate the superiority of the proposed DFONTSM-STA control for
the low-cost humanoid manipulator.

The proposed DFONTSM-STA controller is applicable to humanoid manipulators that
require fast error convergence and accurate trajectory tracking movements. The dynamic
model of the low-cost humanoid manipulator is complex, and there exists the problem of
big calculations in solving control inputs. Therefore, the adaptive fuzzy method will be
studied to estimate model uncertainties and disturbances in future research work.
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Acronyms Definition

D-H Denavit-Hartenberg
PC Personal computer
3D Three dimensional
RL Riemann-Liouville
EtherCAT Ethernet control automation technology
CANopen Controller area network open
FO Fractional-order
FOSM Fractional-order sliding mode
FONTSM Fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode
DFONTSM Dynamic fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode
STA Super-twisting algorithm
STSM Super-twisting sliding mode
FONTSM-STA Fractional- order nonsingular terminal super-twisting sliding mode
DFONTSM-STA Dynamic fractional- order nonsingular terminal super-twisting sliding mode
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Abstract: Aiming at the trajectory tracking problem with unknown uncertainties, a novel controller
composed of proportional-integral-differential sliding mode surface (PIDSM) and variable gain
hyperbolic reaching law is proposed. A PID-type sliding mode surface with an inverse hyperbolic
integral terminal sliding mode term is proposed, which has the advantages of global convergence of
integral sliding mode (ISM) and finite time convergence of terminal sliding mode (TSM), and the
control effect is significantly improved. Then, a variable gain hyperbolic approach law is proposed to
solve the sliding mode approaching velocity problem. The variable gain term can guarantee different
approaching velocities at different distances from the sliding mode surface, and the chattering
problem is eliminated by using a hyperbolic function instead of the switching function. The redesign
of the sliding mode surface and the reaching law ensures the robustness and tracking accuracy of the
uncertain system. Adaptive estimation can compensate for uncertain disturbance terms in nonlinear
systems, and the combination with sliding mode control further improves the tracking accuracy and
robustness of the system. Finally, the Lyapunov stability principle is used for stability analysis, and
the simulation study verifies that the proposed control scheme has the advantages of fast response,
strong robustness, and high tracking accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Most of the controlled systems at work are second-order nonlinear systems, which
will be affected by internal uncertainties and external disturbances, resulting in a decline
in output performance [1]. In order to improve the control performance, many effective
control schemes have been proposed, including adaptive control [2,3], optimal control [4–6],
backstepping control [7,8], intelligent control [9,10], model predictive control (MPC) [11,12],
and sliding mode control [13–15], etc. Because of the advantages of good transient perfor-
mance, strong robustness to parameter changes, and insensitivity to disturbances, sliding
mode control has been widely used in practical work. The basic idea of sliding mode
control is to establish a sliding mode manifold, which abstracts the controlled system
into a form that keeps moving on the sliding mode surface. However, traditional linear
sliding mode surfaces rely on high gain switching terms to ensure asymptotic convergence,
resulting in chattering. In order to reduce the output chattering and steady-state error,
the sliding mode surface and the reaching law are redesigned respectively. In order to
solve the lumped disturbance term in the nonlinear system, the disturbance term must
be compensated with the disturbance estimation method. The disturbance estimation
methods mainly include adaptive estimation [16,17], observer estimation [18], and neural
network approximation [19]. Compared with the other two estimation methods, adaptive
estimation achieves a better estimation effect with fewer computing resources.

Many scholars have their ideas on the design of sliding surfaces. TSM and ISM are
the most widely used. TSM can guarantee finite-time convergence of the control system,
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but the fractional power term will have singularities. Therefore, a non-singular terminal
sliding mode control (NTSM) scheme was proposed [20]. NTSM control has the advantages
of limited time convergence, avoidance of singular points, and has a faster convergence
rate when far away from the origin, while ISM has the advantage of global convergence.
In [21], a robust adaptive integral terminal sliding mode (AITSM) control scheme with
an uncertainty observer for electronic throttle systems is proposed, which uses a novel
integral terminal sliding surface to ensure the closed-loop system is forced to start from
the sliding surface, thereby ensuring good error convergence and tracking accuracy. To
ensure that the ISM surface can quickly converge to zero in a finite time without singularity
problems and control input is continuous in [22], a second-order integral terminal sliding
mode (ITSM) surface combining an ISM surface and a fast non-singular integral terminal
sliding mode surface is proposed. A recursive structure ITSM consisting of a non-singular
terminal sliding mode and a fractional power integral terminal sliding mode is proposed
in [23], where the approach control input is obtained in the form of an integral rather than
a signal function, and the system state is obtained from the sliding surface starts and then
converges to the origin in a finite time. The combination of terminal sliding mode and
integral sliding mode can obtain a better control effect. NTSM with the inverse hyperbolic
tangent function was proposed in [24], which guarantees the system state to converge to the
origin in a finite time and guarantees a faster convergence rate. A practical TSM constructed
based on a hyperbolic tangent function nested with terminal attractors is proposed in [25],
which guarantees a Lipschitz continuous but steep slope generalized velocity at the origin.
Therefore, terminal sliding mode with hyperbolic function can effectively improve the
control effect. This research innovatively proposes a PID-type integral terminal sliding
mode manifold with an inverse hyperbolic tangent function.

The important role of the sliding surface in the controller has been outlined above, and
the reaching law plays a crucial role in reaching the sliding surface velocity and reducing
the chattering effect. In [26], an exponential reaching law for the nonlinear multivariable
coupled system of a permanent magnet synchronous motor is proposed, which improves
the dynamic response performance and robustness of the permanent magnet synchronous
motor control system and reflects the effect of the reaching law on the important role of the
control system. In [27], a reaching law including the system state variables and the sliding
mode surface s is proposed. There are two different representations in the reaching process,
which improves the reaching speed of the system, which improves the reaching speed of the
system and show that the method of introducing system state variables into the reaching
law is effective. In [28], the hyperbolic reaching law proposed for the sluggish transient
behavior of quadrotors eliminates buffeting while guaranteeing a dynamic response. In [29],
a continuous reaching law using two hyperbolic functions with similar rates of change and
opposite amplitudes was proposed, namely, the inverse hyperbolic sine function and the
hyperbolic tangent function, which ensured the fast convergence of the algorithm and no
chattering characteristics. In [30], a reaching law based on an inverse hyperbolic function
and a variable gain term is proposed, and a sliding mode manifold is introduced in the
variable gain term; when the system state converges to the surface, better control can be
achieved due to the reduction of the gain term. This paper proposes a hyperbolic approach
law with variable gain similar to [30], which has different approach speeds according to
the distance from the sliding mode surface and eliminates chattering.

Aiming at the tracking problem of uncertain control systems, we innovatively propose
a control scheme based on a PID-type sliding surface with an inverse hyperbolic integral
terminal term and a variable gain hyperbolic reaching law that can obtain a good tracking
effect under uncertain conditions. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Combining the advantages of ISM and TSM, this study innovatively proposes a PID-
type sliding mode surface with an inverse hyperbolic integral terminal term, which can
achieve a better tracking effect while ensuring finite time convergence. (2) The variable
gain hyperbolic reaching law is proposed, in which the variable gain term can achieve the
purpose of the variable speed approach according to the distance from the sliding mode
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surface and asinh(·) is a continuous function, the continuity of the sliding mode control
can be guaranteed. The two work together to eliminate the high-frequency unmodeled dy-
namics of the system caused by the traditional reaching law relying on high-gain switching.
(3) The adaptive estimation method can effectively estimate and compensate for the lumped
disturbance when the upper bound of uncertainty and external disturbance is unknown
and consumes less computational resources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the problem. In Section 3,
the proposed PID-type sliding mode surface and variable-gain hyperbolic reaching law are
presented, and their stability is proved according to the Lyapunov theorem. In Section 4,
we generalize the PIDSM method to N-DOF robots. Numerical simulation results are
presented in Section 5. Finally, the work in this paper is summarized in Section 6.

2. Problem Statement

The following second-order nonlinear dynamic model shown below is considered in
this paper:

y = x1.
x1 = x2.

x2 = f (x) + Δ f (x) + b(x)u(t) + Δb(x)u(t) + d(t)
(1)

where x1 and x2 are the state variables of the system, y is the output signal of the system,
f (x) and b(x) are nonlinear functions x that are closely related to the control system itself,
Δ f (x) is the uncertainty of the system, d(t) is the external disturbances, and u(t) is the
control input of the system.

Define the tracking error e1 = y − yd and where yd is the reference signal. Then,
substitute into the nonlinear system (1) and take the derivative to obtain the following:

.
e1 =

.
y − .

yd = e2.
e2 = F(x) + b(x)u(t) + D(x, t)

(2)

where F(x) = f (x)− ..
yd, D(x, t) = Δ f (x) + Δb(x)u(t) + d(t) is the lumped disturbance of

the system. In order to enable the controller to achieve accurate tracking in the presence of
uncertainties and external disturbances in the controlled system, the following assumptions
are made.

Assumption 1. The reference signal yd must be a twice continuously differentiable function with
respect to t.

Assumption 2. The lumped disturbance D(x, t) has an upper bounded by a positive function
at all times and one has:

|D(x, t)| = |Δ f (x) + d(t)| ≤ δ (3)

where we assume that the lumped disturbance upper bound δ is a function containing only position
and velocity measurements, the following conclusions can be drawn [31]:

δ = a0 + a1|x1|+ a2|x2|2 (4)

where a0, a1 and a2 are unknown positive constants.

Remark 1. According to the actual working conditions of the controlled system, the above assump-
tions are very reasonable because the maximum charge rate of external disturbance and system
disturbance limits the value of the parameters.

Notation: sign(·) is the symbolic function. For a variable vector x = [x1, · · · , xn]
T is a real

vector and define the fractional power of vectors as follows:

xα = [xα
1 , · · · , xα

n]
T (5)
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3. Adaptive Chattering-Free PIDSM Controller Design

The design of a sliding mode controller usually includes the following three main
contents: (1) the design of the sliding surface; (2) the design of equivalent control law;
(3) the design of switching control law.

3.1. PIDSM Controller Design

Firstly, to track a given desired signal of the controlled system (1), a novel PID-type
sliding surface containing a hyperbolic function is designed as follows:

s = e2 + k1e1 + k2

∫
eα

1arctan(e1)dσ (6)

where k1 and k2 are positive constants, α ≥ 1 and arctan(·) is the arctangent function.
By observing (6), we find that if the initial condition of the integral term is chosen as

−1/k2(e2(0) + k1e1(0)), the sliding variable s will start from the sliding surface s = 0. This
characteristic of ISM can effectively eliminate the arrival phase of the controlled system
and improve the response speed of the controller.

The time derivative of the sliding surface (6) has the following:

.
s =

.
e2 + k1e2 + k2eα

1arctan(e1) (7)

Substituting (2) into (7), one has the following:

.
s = F(x) + b(x)u(t) + k1e2 + k2eα

1arctan(e1) (8)

Then design the equivalent control law ueq(t).
.
s = 0 is a necessary condition for the

state trajectory to remain on the sliding surface. So, we can obtain the equivalent control
law by (8) as follows:

ueq(t) = −b(x)−1(F(x) + k1e2 + k2eα
1arctan(e1)) (9)

The equivalent control law can guarantee that the system maintains the motion state
on the sliding surface without uncertainty and external disturbance. However, there are
bound to be factors such as uncertainty and external disturbances in practical work. To
meet the actual work situation, the following approach law is designed:

.
s =

k3|s|asinh(bs)(
ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) (10)

where k3 > 0, δ > 0, 0 < ε < 1, b = k2/k1 and y is the system state.
We can obtain the switching control law by (10), one has the following:

usw(t) = −b(x)−1

⎛⎝ k3|s|asinh(bs)(
ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) + δasinh(s)

⎞⎠ (11)

Finally, the control law is designed as follows:

u(t) = ueq(t) + usw(t) (12)

For the brevity of the paper, the notion of time for all given variables is omitted in the
following. The main results of the designed adaptive chatter-free PID sliding mode control
are summarized as Theorem 1.
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Theorem 1. Consider a nonlinear uncertain system (1) where the lumped disturbance satisfies
constraint (4). If the APIDSM surface is set to (6) and the control law is designed to be (12), the
system state converges to the sliding surface in a finite time.

Proof. Choose the Lyapunov function as follows:

V =
1
2

s2 (13)

Differentiating V with respect to time and substituting in (7), one has the following:

.
V = s

( .
e2 + k1e2 + k2eα

1arctan(e1)
)

(14)

By substituting the error dynamics (2) and control law (12) into (14), one has
the following:

.
V = s

⎛⎝D − k3|s|asinh(bs)(
ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) − δsign(s)

⎞⎠ (15)

It is easy to verify that

.
V ≤ − k3asinh(bs)sign(s)(

ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) s2 + (|D| − δ)|s| (16)

According to (13), we can obtain the following:

.
V ≤ −ρ1V − ρ2V

1
2 ≤ 0 (17)

where ρ1 =
2k3asinh(bs)sign(s)(
ε+
(

1+ 1
|y| −ε

)
e−δ|s|

) > 0 and ρ2 = δ − |D| > 0.

According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the state of the system converges asymp-
totically to the sliding surface s = 0.

To prove that this convergence occurs in finite time, it can be obtained by a simple
operation from (13) as follows:

dV
dt

≤ −ρ1V − ρ2V
1
2 (18)

One has the following:

dt ≤ −dV

ρ1V + ρ2V
1
2
=

−2dV
1
2

ρ1V
1
2 + ρ2

(19)

Assuming that the arrival time of the initial error e �= 0 to e = 0 is t, integrating both
sides of (19) can be obtained as follows:

∫ t

0
dt ≤

∫ V(t)

V(0)

−2dV
1
2

ρ1V
1
2 + ρ2

(20)

After simple calculation, we can obtain the following:

t ≤ 2
ρ1

ln

(
ρ1V(0)

1
2 + ρ2

ρ2

)
(21)

Therefore, according to the Lyapunov stability criterion, the proposed PIDSM surface
can converge to zero in finite time t. At the same time, the output tracking error of the
system can also converge to zero in finite time. Completes the proof. �
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Remark 2. The sliding-mode reaching law (10) consists of a variable gain term and an inverse
hyperbolic sine function, which can ensure the variable-speed reaching process and is chattering-free.
The system state x1 is introduced into the variable gain term, which can achieve the purpose of
the variable speed approaching the sliding mode surface. The inverse hyperbolic sine function
replaces the traditional sign function sign(·), which ensures the continuity of the control law.
The two work together to achieve a chatter-free effect. Figure 1 shows a simplified reaching law
.
s = −k|s|asinh(bs) to express the effect of variable gain.

Figure 1. Plot of −k3|s|asinh(bs) with b = 0.3.

3.2. Adaptive PIDSM (APIDSM) Controller Design

In this section, an adaptive estimation method is used to estimate the upper bound
of the lumped disturbance. The designed APIDSM control block diagram is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Control diagram of the designed controller.

The switching control law (11) can be redesigned as follows:

uasw = −b−1

⎛⎝ k3|s|asinh(bs)(
ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) + δ̂sign(s)

⎞⎠ (22)
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where δ̂ can update the estimate of D(x, t) by the following adaptive law:

δ̂ = â0 + â1|x1|+ â2|x2|2 (23)

and where â0, â1 and â2 are respectively as follows [32]:

.
â0 = |s|

.
â1 = |s||x1|.
â2 = |s||x2|2

(24)

Hence, the control law (12) is rewritten as follows:

u = ueq + uasw (25)

Theorem 2. Consider system (1), where the upper bound of lumped disturbance (4) is assumed to
be completely unknown. Using the control law of (25) can ensure that the system state converges to
the sliding surface.

Proof. Choose the Lyapunov function as follows:

V =
1
2

s2 + ã2
0 + ã2

1 + ã2
2 (26)

where ãi = âi − ai is the adaption error, i = 0, 1, 2. The time derivative of V and substituting
in (2) and (7) to obtain the following:

.
V = s

.
s + ã0

.
â0 + ã1

.
â1 + ã2

.
â2

= s
( .
e2 + k1e2 + k2eα

1arctan(e)
)
+ ã0

.
â0 + ã1

.
â1 + ã2

.
â2

= s
(

F + bu + D + k1e2 + k2eα
1arctan(e)

)
+ ã0

.
â0 + ã1

.
â1 + ã2

.
â2

(27)

Substitute in (25) and it is easy to verify the following:

.
V = s

(
D − k3|s|asinh(bs)(

ε+
(

1+ 1
|y| −ε

)
e−δ|s|

) − δ̂sign(s)

)
+ ã0

.
â0 + ã1

.
â1 + ã2

.
â2

≤ − k3asinh(bs)sign(s)(
ε+
(

1+ 1
|y| −ε

)
e−δ|s|

) s2 + |D||s| −
(

â0 + â1|x1|+ â2|x2|2
)
|s|+ (â0 − a0)

.
â0

+(â1 − a1)
.
â1 + (â2 − a2)

.
â2

We can obtain the following:

.
V ≤ − k3asinh(bs)sign(s)(

ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) s2 −
((

a0 + a1|x1|+ a2|x2|2
)
− |D|

)
|s| ≤ 0 (28)

By the Lyapunov stability theorem, the state of the system converges asymptotically
to the sliding surface s = 0. Completes the proof. �

Remark 3. The upper bound value of the lumped disturbance is estimated according to the Lyapunov
stability theorem, so no prior knowledge is required. Although we can determine the upper bound
value according to work experience, due to the variability of the actual situation and different
operating conditions, the upper bound value is time-varying, which reduces the robustness of the
controlled system. The adaptive estimation method successfully eliminates the selection process
of the upper bound of uncertainty, which ensures the control output’s high precision and the
controller’s robustness.
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Remark 4. Since the parameter estimates (23) are adaptively tuned in the Lyapunov sense, they
do not necessarily converge to the true value. However, according to the proof of (28), when the
sliding mode variable s = 0, the adaptive value will remain unchanged to ensure the finite-time
convergence of the tracking error and achieve the robustness of the controller.

Remark 5. During the working process, due to the uncertainty and measurement noise in the
system, the sliding variable s appears to chatter near the equilibrium point, which will be ai
overestimated. To mitigate this problem, the dead zone technique is often employed, as shown below:

.
â0 =

{ |s| if |s| ≥ ε
0 if |s| < ε

.
â1 =

{|s||x1| if |s| ≥ ε
0 if |s| < ε

.
â2 =

{ |s||x2|2 if |s| ≥ ε
0 if |s| < ε

(29)

where ε is a small positive constant. Obviously, when s is in range, â0, â1 and â2 will not continue
to increase but keep their current values. The above method can ensure that as long as the control
system reaches the true sliding mode, it can converge to the neighborhood of s in a finite time, and
the steady-state accuracy of s is given. Additionally, we can easily show that finite-time convergence
is guaranteed since the threshold (28) above is still satisfied.

Remark 6. To better suppress chatter, we use saturation function to replace sign(·) in (22). The
saturation function is the following:

sat(x) =

{
x
ζ , |x| < ζ

sign(x), |x| ≥ ζ
(30)

where ζ > 0 is a constant and select ζ = 0.2. ζ value is determined by considering the tracking
accuracy and smoothness of the control output.

3.3. Control Parameters Selection

In the actual work process, it is impossible to keep the performance of the controlled
system in the best state at the same time. It is necessary to consider various influencing
factors such as control input, command smoothness, and noise at the same time to obtain a
compromise value. We give the following parameter selection guidelines for the proposed
controller by trial and error:

1. Selections of α, k1 and k2: The parameters α, k1, k2 directly affect the dynamics of the
sliding surface s in (6). An appropriate increase in α, k1 and k2 can effectively improve
the tracking accuracy and response speed, but an excessively large value will cause it
to develop in the opposite direction;

2. Selections of k3 and δ: The parameters k3 directly influence the approach speed of
sliding mode control, which has a positive correlation. The larger parameter δ can
improve the smoothness of the control output and the approach speed of sliding
mode control;

3. Selections of ε: First, the parameter ε is used to speed up the approach speed when it
is closer to the sliding surface, and a smaller value can speed up the approach speed.
Second, the parameter ε is quite important for the adaptation control law (29) and the
value of ε directly affects the tracking accuracy of the controller.
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4. Robotic Manipulators

It is worth noting that the robot system can be represented in the form of (2), so the
following generalization is made to the robot system as the research example object. To
this end, the robot model is transformed in the form of (2) through appropriate coordi-
nate transformations.

The n-joint rigid robot manipulators model is as follows:

M(q)
..
q + C

(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G(q) = τ + τd1 (31)

where q,
.
q,

..
q ∈ Rn are the joint’s position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively.

M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the positive inertia matrix, C
(
q,

.
q
) ∈ Rn×n denotes the centrifugal-

Coriolis matrix, G(q) ∈ Rn×n is the gravity term, τd1 ∈ Rn is the external disturbances and
‖τd1‖ ≤ dm with dm > 0, τ ∈ Rn is the input torque.

In practical engineering applications, it is impossible to obtain a completely accurate
robot dynamics model. Therefore, the above dynamic quantities can be expressed as
follows [20]:

M(q) = M0(q) + ΔM(q)
C
(
q,

.
q
)
= C0

(
q,

.
q
)
+ ΔC

(
q,

.
q
)

G(q) = G0(q) + ΔG(q)
(32)

where M0(q), C0
(
q,

.
q
)

and G0(q) denote the nominal parts, ΔM(q), ΔC
(
q,

.
q
)

and ΔG(q)
denote the model uncertainties.

According to (32), the dynamic equation of the robotic manipulator is replaced
as follows:

M0(q)
..
q + C0

(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G0(q) = τ + τd (33)

where τd = τd1 − ΔM(q)− ΔC
(
q,

.
q
)− ΔG(q) is the lumped disturbance, which includes

the uncertainty in (32), external disturbances and measurement noise.
Let the tracking error denoted by e,

.
e ∈ Rn are defined as follows:{
e = q − qd.
e =

.
q − .

qd
(34)

where qd is the reference trajectory.
Equation (34) is used for system (33), one has the following:{ .

e1 = e2 =
.
q − .

qd.
e2 = F

(
q,

.
q
)
+ M−1

0 (q)τ + τd
(35)

where F
(
q,

.
q
)
= −M−1

0 (q)
(
C0
(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G0(q)

)− ..
qd. By Assumption 2, the lumped distur-

bance τd has an upper bounded, and one has the following:

‖τd‖ ≤ a0 + a1‖q‖+ a2‖ .
q‖2 (36)

where a0, a1 and a2 > 0 are unknown positive constants. q and
.
q are bounded.

It is easy to verify that the error dynamic of (35) is the form of (2). Hence, the APIDSM
controller proposed in Section 3 can be applied to n-DOF robotic manipulators. The proof
is similar to Theorem 2, so it is omitted here.

5. Simulation Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm, we use a two-link
manipulator, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The robotic manipulator system.

The dynamics of the two-link robotic manipulator in (33) is given by the following:

M(q) =
[

f1 + 2 f2 cos(q2) f3 + f2 cos(q2)
f3 + f2 cos(q2) f4

]
(37)

C
(
q,

.
q
)
=

[− f2 sin(q2)
.
q1 −2 f2 sin(q2)

.
q1

0 f2 sin(q2)
.
q2

]
(38)

G(q) =
[

f5 cos(q1) + f6 cos(q1 + q2)
f6 cos(q1 + q2)

]
(39)

where
f1 = (m1 + m2)l2

1 + m2l2
2 + J1

f2 = m2l1l2
f3 = m2l2

2
f4 = f3 + J2

f5 = (m1 + m2)l1g
f6 = m2l2g

(40)

where q = [q1, q2]
T is the position of the robot manipulator joints 1 and 2, respectively.

τ = [τ1, τ2]
T is the input torque, and we ignore friction between joints. Due to the lim-

ited output torque in the actual situation, so set the upper limit of actuator output to
τmax = [150, 150]T . Table 1 shows the values of the physical parameters used in the
simulation analysis of the robotic manipulator.

The terms M0(q), C0
(
q,

.
q
)

and G0(q) used in the proposed controller are given by the
known m̂1 and m̂2.The initial position and velocity are set as q(0) = [0.5, 1.5]T rad and
.
q(0) = [0, 0]T rad/s. The expected signal is as follows:

qd =

[
1.25 − 7

5 e−t + 7
20 e−4t

1.25 + e−t − 1
4 e−4t

]
(41)
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Table 1. Physical parameters of the robotic manipulator used in the simulation.

Symbols Definition Values

m̂1 The nominal mass of link 1 0.4 kg
m̂2 The nominal mass of link 2 1.2 kg
m1 Mass of link 1 0.5 kg
m2 Mass of link 2 1.5 kg
l1 Length of link 1 1 m
l2 Length of link 2 0.8 m
J1 Moment of inertia of link 1 5 kgm2

J2 Moment of inertia of link 2 5 kgm2

g Acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m/s2

To show the robustness of the proposed control scheme, a time-varying external
disturbance is introduced into the system as follows:

τd1 =

[
2 sin(t) + 0.5 sin(200πt)
cos(2t) + 0.5 sin(200πt)

]
(42)

and the effect of sudden load variation is introduced, assuming that the robot picks up
a 2 kg weight at 2 s, namely, the mass of link 2 is the increasing from 1.2 kg to 3.2 kg
after t ≥ 2 s.

5.1. Performance Evaluation of the APIDSMC

Considering the APIDSM controller described in Section 3, the control law of the
two-link manipulator is as follows:

τ = τeq + τasw (43)

where τeq is the equivalent control. τsw is the switching control. τeq and τasw are, respectively,
as follows:

τeq = −M0(q)
(
k1e2 + k2eα

1arctan(e1) + F
(
q,

.
q
))

(44)

τasw = −M0(q)

⎛⎝ k3|s|asinh(bs)(
ε +
(

1 + 1
|y| − ε

)
e−δ|s|

) +
(

â0 + â1‖q‖+ â2‖ .
q‖2
)

sat(s)

⎞⎠ (45)

where ki = diag(ki1, · · · , kin), i = 1, 2 is a positive definite matrix, â0, â1 and â2 are the
real-time estimated value of a0, a1 and a2.

The proposed controller parameters are chosen as k1 = diag(12, 12), k2 = diag(25, 15),
α = 4, k3 = (15, 10), ε = 0.1 and δ = 12. The initial values of the adaptive update law
are â0(0) = 10, â1(0) = 5 and â2(0) = 0. The effectiveness of the proposed controller
is verified by simulation under the conditions of introducing external disturbances and
payload changes.

Figures 4–9 show the effect of the controlled system on tracking performance under
time-varying external disturbances (42) and sudden load changes. It is clear from Figures 4–6
that the control performance does not deteriorate when the upper bound of the external
disturbance of the system is unknown and the load changes. The control torque shown
in Figure 7 is smooth and chattering-free, indicating that the system can still guarantee
excellent tracking performance under the influence of lumped disturbances, proving the
effectiveness of the proposed controller. The adaptive estimates shown in Figure 8 all
converge to a constant value, indicating that the estimates are adaptively adjusted until the
sliding variable converges to zero (Figure 9).
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Figure 4. Position tracking results of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

  

Figure 5. Velocity tracking results of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

  

Figure 6. Position tracking error and velocity tracking error of Joint 1 and Joint 2.
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Figure 7. Position tracking error and velocity tracking error of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

 
Figure 8. Parameter estimation.

 
Figure 9. Sliding manifold.
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5.2. Comparative Study

To better verify the effectiveness of APIDSMC, we compare the two methods of
ITSM [13] and adaptive nonsingular fast terminal sliding mode control (ANFTSM) [33].
To obtain convincing results, all simulations are performed under the same simulation
conditions as the proposed control algorithm.

The sliding surface s and the control law τ of ITSM are the following:

s =
.
e +
∫ t

0

(
K1signα(e1) + K2signβ(e2)

)
dσ (46)

τ = τeq + τasw (47)

where

τeq = M0(q)
..
qd + C0

(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G0(q)− M0(q)

(
k1signα(e1) + k2signβ(e2)

)
τsw = − s

‖s‖(1 − δ)

(
k0 + a0 + a2‖ .

q‖2
+ δ‖τ‖

)
and where 0 < α < 1, β = 2α/(α + 1), K1,K2 = Rn×n are constant positive-definite
diagonal matrices and ki are positive constants.

The sliding surface s, the control law τ and the adaptive law of ANFTSM are
the following:

s = e + k1|e1|αsgn(e1) + k2|e2|βsgn(e2) (48)

τ = τeq + τasw (49)

where

τeq = M0(q)
..
qd + C0

(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G0(q)− M0(q)

βk2
|e2|2−β

(
1 + αk1|e1|α−1sgn(e2)

)
τsw = −M0(q)

(
ks +

(
â0 + â1‖q‖+ â2‖ .

q‖2
+ ξ
)

sgn(s)
)

.
â0 = λ0‖s‖‖e2‖β−1

.
â1 = λ1‖s‖‖e2‖β−1‖q‖
.
â2 = λ2‖s‖‖e2‖β−1‖ .

q‖2

where 1 < β < 2, α > β and k1, k2, ξ, λi are positive constants.
Table 2 shows the controller parameters selected for ITSM and ANFTSM. The tracking

performance comparison effect is shown in Figures 10–13. It is observed from Figures 10–12
that the proposed controller has a faster convergence speed in position and velocity tracking.
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 13 that the proposed controller has no chatter with
the ITSM controller, but the ANFTSM has larger chatter.

Table 2. Controller parameters of ITSM and ANFTSM.

Controller Parameters

ITSM α = 0.5, K1 = diag(9, 10), K2 = diag(6, 7), k0 = 1, a0 = 12, a2 = 2.8, δ = 0.3793
ANFTSM α = 2, β = 5/3, k1 = 1, k2 = 1, k = 50, ξ = 0.5, λ0 = λ1 = λ2 = 1
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Figure 10. Comparison of position tracking results between controllers of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

  
Figure 11. Comparison of velocity tracking results between controllers of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

  
Figure 12. Comparison of position tracking error results between controllers of Joint 1 and Joint 2.
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Figure 13. Comparison of input torque results between controllers of Joint 1 and Joint 2.

To obtain the compared results more clearly, the integration of the absolute value of
the error (IAE) and the integral of the time multiplied by the absolute value of the error
(ITAE) were introduced for quantitative analysis [34]. Table 3 shows the comparison results
between the performance indicators IAE and ITAE. These are defined as follows:

IAE =
∫ t f

0
|e1|dt (50)

ITAE =
∫ t f

0
t·|e1|dt (51)

where t f is the total running time.

Table 3. Comparison of performance indicators.

Controllers Joints IAE ITAE

APIDSM Joint 1 0.03921 0.00393
Joint 2 0.07269 0.007806

ITSM Joint 1 0.135 0.03919
Joint 2 0.2306 0.06861

ANFTSM Joint 1 0.1272 0.04142
Joint 2 0.2415 0.09188

It can be seen from Table 3 that the proposed control method has lower IAE and ITAE
values compared with the comparison method. Therefore, the simulation results can prove
that the proposed control method can ensure faster-tracking speed, faster convergence
speed, strong robustness, lower chattering, and adaptive ability. The effectiveness of the
proposed APIDSM controller is verified.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a sliding mode controller composed of a PID-type sliding mode surface
with an arctangent hyperbolic function and a variable gain hyperbolic reaching law is
proposed for trajectory tracking under uncertainty. Especially in the case of external
time-varying interference and variable load, it can still maintain a good tracking effect.
Therefore, the proposed controller still maintains continuity, smoothness, and chatter-
free output without knowing the upper bound of the lumped disturbance. To verify the
effectiveness of the proposed controller, a two-link robot is simulated under the condition of
external time-varying disturbance and load variation, and the effectiveness of the proposed
control method is verified by comparing it with other control methods.
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Abstract: Fuel cells guarantee ecological ways of electricity production by promising zero emissions.
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are considered one of the safest methods, with a
low operating temperature and maximum conversion efficiency. In order to harness the full potential
of PEMFC, it is imperative to ensure the membrane’s safety through appropriate control strategies.
However, most of the strategies focus on fuel economy along with viable fuel cell life, but they do
not assure constant output voltage characteristics. A comprehensive design to regulate and boost
the output voltages of PEMFC under varying load conditions is addressed with dynamic integral
sliding mode control (DISMC) by combining the properties of both the dynamic and integral SMC.
The proposed system outperforms in robustness against parametric uncertainties and eliminates the
reaching phase along with assured stability. A hardware test rig consisting of a portable PEMFC is
connected to the power converter using the proposed technique that regulates voltage for varying
loads and power conditions. The results are compared with a proportional integral (PI) based
system. Both simulation and hardware results are provided to validate the proposed technique. The
experimental results show improvements of 35.4%, 34% and 50% in the rise time, settling time and
robustness, respectively.

Keywords: fuel cell; clean energy; power electronics; voltage regulation; sliding mode control

1. Introduction

Fuel cells (FC) are regarded as ecologically clean electrochemical devices which per-
form highly efficient energy conversion with almost zero emissions [1–3]. They are also
merited as renewable energy sources, owing to their use of hydrogen and air as fuel. A
FC is constructed with varied configurations among which proton exchange membrane
fuel cells (PEMFC) are mostly found in commercial vehicles on account of their vibration
resilience, comparatively low operating temperature and noise-suppressing attributes [4,5].

PEMFC operation is inherently nonlinear and varying load conditions affect its max-
imum efficiency; therefore, various control strategies have been put forward to ensure
favorable operating conditions for fuel cells. The appropriate control strategy also warrants
an enhanced lifetime of the fuel cell by avoiding fuel starvation within the cell. These
approaches have mostly been evaluated with respect to fuel utilization (hydrogen and
oxygen), humidity control within the cell, optimal cell operating temperature, fuel pressure,
and maximum power point parameters [6–10].

Fuel cell control becomes a challenging problem, especially when dealing with time-
delayed systems. An adaptive control technique, extremum seeking (ES), based on the real-
time tuning of parameters of nonlinear systems was investigated in [11]. To optimize fuel
usage in terms of flow rate, the research community used model predictive control (MPC)
due to its robustness against disturbance within defined limits [12–14]. The management of
temperature stress was also ascribed to feedforward MPC in PEMFC [15]. However, MPC
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bounds are narrow, and its complex implementation requires more execution time [16]. The
oxygen flow rate from air with appropriate pressure in PEMFC was also implemented using
fuzzy, proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers or with an amalgam of both fuzzy
and PID controllers; possessing the capability of reducing steady state error and oscillations,
along with eliminating the need for a precise mathematical model [17–20]. Although the
combination of the two strategies presents a promising outcome, the limitations of fuzzy
controller in terms of initial assumptions and need for constant system upgrading do
not qualify it as a reliable solution [21]. Variations of the sliding mode control (SMC)
approach, such as SMC based on the super twisting algorithm (STA) and second-order
SMC implementations, have also been utilized for improving performance in handling fuel
starvation, as a consequence of load variations and parametric uncertainties, as well as
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms [22,23]. The authors of [24,25] used
a fast track integral SMC for regulating the fuel-excess ratio, and first- and-second order
SMC variations of the super twisting algorithm to analyze performance of various PEMFC
parameters, respectively.

However, the control strategies mentioned above only promise fuel economy and
viable fuel cell life and do not guarantee constant output voltage or current characteristics,
thus requiring the integration of the optimal power converter with PEMFC [26]. PEMFC is
considered an ideal candidate for electric vehicles (EV); however, its output voltage needs
to be boosted to meet the electrical requirements of EVs. In this regard, ref. [27] worked on
the cell voltage stability of a fuel cell stack during the aging process under dynamic load
conditions. Similarly, ref. [28] provided a comparative analysis of PID and MPC techniques
for controlling the dynamics of voltage and temperature of PEMFC, and [29] worked on the
modified whale optimization algorithm to achieve a stable voltage curve. An ES technique
was utilized by [30] for PEMFC control with respect to constant current and hydrogen
influx. State-of-the-art research in the control domain classifies SMC as the best candidate
for nonlinear systems with unknown disturbances and load uncertainties, along with the
improved transient response [31–33]. However, it is only true if implemented through the
discontinuous control law, where the switching frequency approaches infinity.

A more accurate approach was discussed in [34,35], where a hysteresis comparator
replaced the discontinuous sign function, resulting in a finite switching frequency. The
associated drawback is a variable switching frequency that depends on the states of the
system [36]. Moreover, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues resulting through
the variable frequency pose additional design challenges [37–39]. Therefore, it is necessary
to achieve a fixed switching frequency in SMC because power converters are composed of
reactive components, and their accurate design is frequency dependent, thereby making
it an active area for research [40–42]. In this domain, some stimulating work was done
by means of equivalent control via filter extraction [42], full bridge converters with phase
shifts [43], buck converters with interleaving [39], controlling the current of DC/AC ma-
chines [44], cascaded converters [45], and DC power converters [46]. Furthermore, Repecho
et al. in [47] provided a technique to fix the frequency in the hysteresis band of the SMC.

One way of fixing the frequency utilizes an adaptive controller, where the width of
the hysteresis band is adjusted as proposed in [38,39,42] and [48]. However, information
about the plant parameters is needed for a precise design. Using additional sensors for
parametric detection adds to the system cost, thereby limiting its utilization. Repecho et al.
exploited an external signal for a fixed-rate SMC; however, the addition of new hardware
and the underlying condition of requiring the system time constant to be large enough as
compared to the switching frequency are its weaknesses.

Another technique, called zero average dynamics (ZAD), was utilized in [49,50], where
the goal was to find a duty cycle that corresponds to the zero average value of the dynamics
of the selected sliding manifold. This allows the switching rate of the steady state to be
configured as desired, resulting in a performance average which is near the ideal behavior.
However, the use of the algorithm is limited by the need to perform complex calculations,
thereby requiring a powerful real-time processor.
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Yet another method which uses the first derivative of the required value correspond-
ing to the switching manifold provides a direct equivalent control implementation, and
is mentioned by the researchers in [51–54]. However, reduced robustness and increased
system order are its weaknesses, as the discontinuous function is not implemented directly.
Ref. [55] used a smooth second-order SMC for robustness, but it suffers from slow conver-
gence. Moreover, another design to achieve a fixed switching rate is by using pulse-width
modulation (PWM), as stated by Abrishamifar et al. [56] and Ye et al. [57]. It provides a
trade-off between robustness and chattering as the control law morphs into a limiting layer.

Researchers in [58–60] achieved a fixed switching rate in SMC by means of an extra
control loop, based on proportional-integral (PI) control, to administer the hysteresis width.
It requires slower dynamics of the PI loop to achieve interference-free regulation of the
voltage and current, and is hindered by the need for additional calculations for this extra
layer of control.

Scientists in [61] utilized the integral sliding-mode controller (ISMC) for converter
voltage stability. This technique enforces the sliding mode through the entire response
since it eliminates the reaching phase, thereby ensuring robustness from the beginning.
In traditional first-order SMC, the robustness of the system is compromised during the
reaching phase. The system becomes parametric invariant only when the sliding phase
is established. This issue is resolved using integral SMC, where the reaching phase is
eliminated, and the system enters the sliding mode from the very initial phase, thus
ensuring robustness throughout the control. A double integral SMC was proposed by [62]
which provides a constant operational switching frequency with improved robustness and
true parametric independence, but it suffers from the higher complexity of implementation.

A dynamic integral SMC for power converters was proposed by [63] which is robust
against parametric uncertainties and other perturbations, and the technique itself performs
better than ISMC [64]. It eliminates the reaching phase, thereby canceling out the matched
disturbances. These control techniques of power converters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Converter control techniques summary.

Ref # Control Technique Relative Cost
Convergence
Speed

Parametric
Independence

Complexity

[63] Dynamic Integral SMC1 Moderate Fast Independent Low

[38,39] Parabolic Modulated SMC Low Fast Dependent Moderate

[42] Equivalent Control via Filter Extrac-
tion Low Real-time Independent Low

[62] Double Integral SMC Moderate Fast Independent High

[45,51–54,56,57] Fixed-Frequency via PWM2 Low Real-time Dependent Moderate

[43,61] Fixed-Frequency Integral SMC Low Real-time Dependent Moderate

[60] Fixed-Frequency Boundary Control Low Real-time Independent High

[58] Fixed-Frequency Mixed-signal Hys-
teresis Control High Moderate Independent High

[44,59] Discrete-Time SMC High Moderate Independent High

[55] 2nd Order SMC High Moderate Independent Moderate

[49,50] Zero Average Dynamics High Fast Independent High

[46] Adaptive Backstepping SMC High Moderate Independent High

[34,35,47,48] Hysteresis Band SMC * Moderate Real-time Independent Low
1 Sliding mode control (SMC). 2 Pulse-width modulation (PWM). * Provides variable switching frequency.

In this work, a portable PEMFC is connected to a DC-DC power converter circuit
so that the dynamics of both systems can be observed and controlled in a series cascade
operation. In this regard, a control loop is developed to administer the partial pressure of
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fuel gases within the PEMFC, while the main controller regulates the boosted output of the
fuel cell using the dynamic integral SMC (DISMC). To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time a PEMFC is integrated with a DISMC controlled power converter. The proposed
technique provides the constant voltage at the output of the converter despite the uncertain
load conditions and varying input voltage of PEMFC.

The rest of the work is organized such that Sections 2 and 3 explain the aggregated
system and its mathematical modeling, respectively. Section 4 presents the hardware setup
that is used for the experimentation. Results and relevant discussion are provided in
Section 5, and finally, the research is concluded in Section 6.

2. System Description

A PEMFC-based power system consists of a fuel cell and a DC-DC boost converter
with a high output capacitance. A fuel cell is composed of bipolar plates with a gas diffusion
mechanism and chemical exchange membranes. The hydrogen reacts with the oxygen in
the presence of a catalyst, resulting in DC power with water and heat as byproducts of the
chemical reaction.

The open circuit voltage of a single bipolar plate of a fuel cell stack is around 1 V, which
drops significantly when a load is connected. This drop is due to the internal resistance of
the cell, resulting from the construction of the electrode and the membrane. Hence, a fuel
cell represents a typical power source, having low voltage and high current characteristics.
In order to utilize the fuel cell in power systems, it is necessary to boost the voltages before
applying to the load, which is achieved using a PWM-type DC-DC boost converter. It
operates on the principle of storing electrical energy in a switching inductor that transfers
it to a capacitor, resulting in boosted output voltage. Therefore, a DC-DC power converter
is an integral part of this power system.

Figure 1 shows the key components of the system consisting of a controller for fuel
regulation and DC-DC boost converter. The associated control strategies are developed, and
finally a new technique based on DISMC is proposed to provide a constant output voltage.
It is ensured that the chemical reactants are fully humidified before entering the fuel cell,
and the flow rate of hydrogen is directly proportional to the flow rate of air; therefore,
by controlling the blower voltage, the flow rates of both hydrogen and air are controlled.
The heat produced during the exothermic reaction is removed by a fan-based air-cooled
mechanism. Thus, the model for a fuel cell can be reduced to a voltage source, having
unregulated voltage, which is regulated by the control circuitry illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Fuel cell setup with power control circuitry and its control system.
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Outer LoopInner Loop

Figure 2. Block diagram of power control circuitry.

3. Mathematical Model

The mathematical modeling of the system is described in this section.

3.1. PEMFC Stack Voltage

PEMFC model is built upon founding electrochemical equations, which are detailed
in [4,65–67]. Figure 1 represents the system level block diagram that shows a fuel cell
setup, where a PID controller ensures an optimum blow rate, Wbl , by controlling the
blower voltage, Vbl , for maximum efficiency. The unregulated voltage of the fuel cell stack,
Vcell_stack, is fed to the power converter system, which is responsible for its regulation.
Vcell_stack is defined as the difference between the FC thermodynamic potential, Vthermo, and
voltage losses outlined by its polarization curve, Vpolarization for the total number of cells in
a stack, ηtotal . The polarization curve elucidates the variations in voltage behavior of the
stack against the applied current density.

Vcell_stack =
(

Vthermo − Vpolarization

)
× ηtotal (1)

Thermodynamic potential is the theoretical open circuit voltage drop which is princi-
pally based on Nernst expression with Tcell_stack representing the stack operating temper-
ature. The Nernst potential specified at standard temperature readings is defined by the
equation below:

Vthermo = 1.229 −
[

8.5 × 10−4 · (Tcell_stack − 298.15) +
RTcell_stack

2F
· ln
(

H2pressure · O1/2
2pressure

)]
(2)

where H2pressure and O1/2
2pressure

represent the partial pressures for hydrogen and oxygen,
respectively, R stands for the universal gas constant, while F denotes Faraday’s constant.

The potential drop by Vpolarization is defined by

Vpolarization = Vactivation + Vresistive + Vmass_concerntration (3)
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Among the three potential drops, Vactivation accounts for the major voltage loss and is
given by the equation below:

Vactivation = κ1 − κ2Tcell_stack + κ3Tcell_stack
(
ln
(
O2concentration

))
+ κ4Tcell_stack ln(ρi) (4)

where ρi is the current density, and κj is the constants with j ranging from 1 to 4. The
values of κ1, κ2, κ3 and κ4 are −0.9514, 0.00312, −0.000187 and 0.000074, respectively. The
O2concentration represents the oxygen gas concentration and is defined by the equation below:

O2concentration =
O1/2

2pressure

5.08 × 106 · e
498

Tcell_stack

(5)

Impedance in the ion and electron flow accounts for resistive or ohmic polarization
and is stated by the equations below:

Vresistive = ρi × Ωresistive (6)

Ωresistive = Ωionic + Ωelect + Ωcontact (7)

where Ωionic is the ionic resistance of the electrolyte, Ωelect defines the electrical resistance
of cell plates, and Ωcontact is the contact resistance of the electrodes. For PEMFC, Ωionic
accounts for almost all of the resistive polarization due to specific membrane characteristics.

Polarization exposition for reactant consumption by electrodes generating concentra-
tion gradient is given by the Vmass_concentration equation below:

Vmass_concentration =
RTcell_stack

nF
ln

⎛⎝ 1
1 − ρi

ρil

⎞⎠ (8)

where n = 4 represents two electrons for each hydrogen molecule and ρil is the limiting
current density.

It is important to mention that including the dynamics of the fuel cell in Equation (1)
can have an impact on the efficiency of the fuel cell. In case of the proposed technique
where a PID controller is used in the first stage, there will be no significant improvement,
as the controllers are experimentally tuned for the best performance. However, there will
be a significant impact on the efficiency in cases where advanced nonlinear controllers are
used at the fuel cell efficiency stage.

3.2. Power Converter

Dynamics of a boost converter designed on first principles of knowledge are defined
by Equations (9) and (10), where Vcell_stack is the output voltage of PEMFC and Vout is the
stable and uniform voltage of the boost converter.

İ = −(1 − u)
1
L
· Vout +

1
L
· Vcell_stack (9)

V̇out = (1 − u)
1
C
· I − 1

RC
· Vout. (10)

where u = {0, 1} represents the switching signal, also termed as control input, L is the
coil inductance, C is the storage capacitance, and RL is the load resistance defined by
Equation (11).

RL = Rin + ΔR (11)

Rin represents the initial resistance value, whereas ΔR is the uncertain change in the
resistance.

Owing to Equations (9) and (10), the system exhibits non-minimum phase behavior,
forcing it to be implemented in a two-loop fashion, wherein the inner loop controls the
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current based on DISMC, while the outer loop controls the voltage with the PI-based
approach.

3.3. Hybrid Model

The composite and dynamic approach for the two-loop implementation of a hybrid
boost converter is approached. The control signal ˙̂u consists of two parts: the first part
is an analog signal, ˙̂u0, designed using the pole-placement technique, while ˙̂u1 is the
discontinuous part used to cancel out unknown disturbances, and is presented below.

˙̂u = ˙̂u0 + ˙̂u1 (12)

The current error, e, is defined as e = Iinit − I, where Iinit is the reference current. The
continuous part of control Equation (12) is described as

˙̂u0 = −
(

ηe + k
∫

e dt
)

(13)

where η and k are positive constants representing the gain of the controller. By taking the
time derivative of error, e, and by substituting the value of İ from Equation (9), ė becomes
Equation (14):

ė = ˙Iinit + û
1
L

Vout − 1
L

Vcell_stack (14)

and û = 1 − u. With this elaboration, the robust integral sliding surface is generated by the
equation framework given in Equations (15) to (20):

s = x(e) + z (15)

where x(e) represents the systems equations and is defined by Equation (16):

x(e) = ė + λe (16)

Taking the derivative of Equation (16),

ẋ(e) = ë + λė (17)

z is the integral component in Equation (15) and its derivative is defined by Equation (18).

ż = −λė − ˙̂u0 (18)

with the initial condition specified by z(0) = −x(e). Taking the derivative of Equation (15)
with respect to time gives Equation (19).

ṡ = ẋ(e) + ż(t) (19)

and substituting Equations (17) and (18) into Equation (19) produces Equation (20).

ṡ = ë − ˙̂u0 (20)

To design the discontinuous part, we take the derivative of Equation (14), and incor-
porate the system dynamics:

ë = Ïinit + ˙̂u · 1
L

Vout − 1
L

Vcell_stack +
û2

LC
I +

û
RinLC

Vout (21)

and by substituting Equation (21) into (20), we obtain Equation (22)

ṡ = Ïinit + ˙̂u · 1
L

Vout − 1
L

Vcell_stack +
û2

LC
I +

û
RinLC

Vout − ˙̂u0 (22)
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By the existence of the sliding mode condition −D × sign(s) = ṡ and using the
equation of ˙̂u, Equation (22) can be rewritten as

− D × sign(s) = Ïinit +
( ˙̂u0 + ˙̂u1

) · 1
L

Vout − 1
L

Vcell_stack +
û2

LC
I +

û
RinLC

Vout − ˙̂u0 (23)

where duty cycle, D ∈ �+. The discontinuous control ˙̂u1 can now be extracted by Equation (23)
as

˙̂u1 = − L
Vout

[
D × sign(s) + Ïinit − ˙̂u0

(
1 +

Vout

L

)
− 1

L
Vcell_stack +

û2

LC
I +

û
RinLC

Vout

]
(24)

The entire control law specifying the complete PWM modulated signal ˙̂u can now be
rewritten using Equations (13) and (24) to give Equation (25)

˙̂u = −
(

ηe + k
∫

e dt
)
− L

Vout

[
D × sign(s) + Ïinit − ˙̂u0

(
1 +

Vout

L

)
− 1

L
Vcell_stack +

û2

LC
I +

û
RinLC

Vout

]
(25)

3.4. Lyapunov based Existence Condition

For the existing model, the Lyapunov stability can be defined as

V(x, t) =
1
2

s2 (26)

By taking the derivative of Equation (26), we obtain Equation (27).

V̇(x, t) = sṡ (27)

Substituting Equation (22) and existence condition

V̇(x, t) = s
(

Ïinit + ˙̂u · 1
L

Vout − 1
L

Vcell_stack +
û2

LC
I +

û
(Rin − ΔR)LC

Vout − ˙̂u0

)
(28)

Equation (28) can be further elaborated as

V̇(x, t) = −s
[

D × sign(s)− ΔRVoutû
Rin(Rin − ΔR)LC

]
(29)

where ΔR ≤ μ, the ultimate value of the load resistance uncertainty. Hence, Equation (29)
can be redefined as

V̇(x, t) ≤ −|s|
[

D − μVoutû
Rin(Rin − μ)LC

]
(30)

Thus, when D >
μVoutû

Rin(Rin − μ)LC
+ θ, the time-domain derivative of the Lyapunov

function becomes negative definite, where θ ∈ �+ and μ = 72, proving s = 0 in a
finite time.

4. Hardware Setup

A 100 W, 24 cell portable fuel cell device from Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies bearing
the model number MT08M965-100 was employed. Its detailed specifications are provided
in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the boost converter’s parameters, and Figure 3 shows the experimental
setup. The electronic switch comprises IRF540 power MOSFET, having a channel resistance
of 0.06 Ω and can sustain up to 20 A of continuous drain current. The converter operates at a
switching frequency of 32 kHz, which is selected based on a trade-off between the switching
losses and chattering amplitude. The output of the converter is fed to the control circuitry,
through a series resistor network having an attenuation of 10, as shown in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Specifications of the Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies’ produced fuel cell used in this research.

Parameter Description

Type Portable

Operating Temperature 65 °C

Volume 15 × 10.9 × 9.4 cm3

Weight 90 g

Oxident Supply Open Cathode

Table 3. Boost Converter Specification.

Specification Representation Value

Input Voltage Vcell_stack 11−19 V

Output voltage Vout 32 V

Capacitance C 2200μF

Coil inductance L 110μH
Switching Frequency F 32 kHz

Load Resistor Rinit 82 Ω
Variation in Load ΔR 0−47 Ω

Figure 3. Hardware Setup.

Experiments show that the equivalent resistance of the MOSFET drain should be low
enough to quickly discharge the capacitance of the body diode; a higher value adversely
affects the device’s turn-off process. A 47 kΩ resistor is placed between the MOSFET gate
and source to ensure the discharge of the gate capacitance. Another resistor with a value of
0.47 Ω is positioned in series with the inductor current to measure its instantaneous value.
According to Ohm’s law, the current flowing through an inductor is IL = Vme/Rme = 2.1 Vme.
Hence, the voltage measured at Rme is multiplied by a factor of 2.1 to obtain the exact value
of the inductor current. All hardware-related wave forms in this work were captured with
a 70 MHz Rigol oscilloscope at the rate of 1 G sample/s. Furthermore, the power supply that
runs the control circuitry is accurate to 0.1 V.
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5. Results and Discussion

A complete schematic of the system is shown in Figure 4. The controller is imple-
mented using Artix-7 family FPGA with model XC7A35T-ICPG236C. The voltages from
the PEMFC are fed to the FPGA. The 12-bit, 1 MSPS, on-board Xilinx analog-to-digital
converter (XADC) interface operates at input values between 0 and 1 V, thus requiring a
series network of resistive elements to convert the input levels to the desired values. The
inductor current is also provided to this XADC. A moving average filter is applied to the
samples after every 10μs. The extracted PWM signal with the required duty cycle is fed
to the DC-DC boost converter implemented with the help of discrete components. Since
FPGA implements the controller in the digital domain, all the fractional values are handled
using signed fixed-point number representation.

The system is also simulated to validate the mathematical model and results. The
simulations were performed using Runge–Kutta (ODE4) solver, having a fixed step size of
10−8 in the Simulink environment. The results suggest that the simulation outputs resemble
quite accurately the experimental results. It is observed that the unmodeled dynamics
of the system as well as the uncertainties of the experimental setup do have an impact,
causing a slight variation between the experimental results and simulations.

Figure 4. Schematic of the system.

5.1. Steady-State Error and Transient Response

For the sake of experimental comparison between the proposed technique and con-
ventional controllers, a PI controller is implemented, and the results are shown in Figure 5.
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Experiments show that the conventional system has a rise time, tr, of 45.2 ms and settles, ts,
in 83.82 ms. Computer simulations of the same are also performed to validate the mathe-
matical model. Simulations show that the PI-based system has a rise and settling time of
44.1 ms and 82.5 ms respectively. The experimental results of the proposed DISMC-based
PEMFC system are shown in Figure 6. The system shows superior performance with a rise
time, tr, of 29.2 ms and a settling time, ts, of 54.32 ms, whereas the simulations show 28.3 ms
and 52.69 ms of the rise and settling time, respectively. There is a very close match between
the simulations and the experimental findings; however, there is a small difference between
the simulation and practical results due to the unmodeled dynamics and measuring inaccu-
racies. Both of the controllers are regulated at 32 V output and exhibit no steady-state error.
The system shows an improvement of 35.4% in rise time and 34.0% in settling time, which
is a direct result of the fact that the discontinuous function is implemented directly, and no
indirect method is used to calculate the equivalent control.

Figure 5. Results using conventional PI controller with fuel cell. (a) Hardware results. (b) Simulation
results.

Figure 6. Results showing performance of the proposed DISMC with PEMFC. (a) Hardware results.
(b) Simulation results.

The figure exhibiting the control effort obtained through simulation is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Control effort obtained via simulation. (a) PID controller. (b) DISMC controller.

5.2. Robustness to Load Variations

In order to validate the robustness of the system, an experimental setup using a
Rigol function generator with a switching frequency of 10 kHz is used. The function
generator’s output is connected to the base of a NPN transistor C1383. This drives a
PNP power transistor TIP147, which connects and disconnects an additional load of 47 Ω
from the nominal load of 82 Ω. Thus, experiments are conducted with the load resistance
abruptly increased to assess the robustness of the proposed DISMC. Figure 8 shows that
the conventional PI system exhibits an undershoot of 3.20 V, while DISMC demonstrates
an improvement of 50% by decreasing the voltage dip to 1.6 V. PI recovers in 257μs, while
DISMC recovers in 85μs. This shows a 67% improvement in recovery time.

Figure 8. Results showing robustness of the PI and proposed DISMC with PEMFC. (a) PI controller.
(b) DISMC controller.

6. Conclusions

With the rising CO2 pollution, researchers are focusing for the development of dif-
ferent clean energy solutions, and the fuel cell is among those electrochemical sources
which are eco-friendly with zero emissions. Different types of SMC techniques have been
reported in the literature to operate fuel cells under optimal conditions. However, there
is a significant gap in the integration of power electronic techniques with the fuel cell to
experimentally evaluate the performance. This research reports a significant improvement
in the performance of the overall system using DISMC. In addition to this, a mathematical
proof of the system’s stability is provided. The results display 35.4%, 34% and 50% improve-
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ments in the rise time, settling time and robustness, respectively. Moreover, simulations are
performed that confirm a close resemblance with the experimental results. Future work
could be extended in the direction to incorporate system time delays and temperature
variations.
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Abstract: To improve the tracking capability and sensorless estimation accuracy of a permanent
magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM) control system, a sensorless control system based on
a continuous terminal sliding mode controller (CT-SMC) and fuzzy super-twisted sliding mode
observer (F-ST-SMO) was designed. Compared with a conventional slide mode control, CT-SMC
can reach the equilibrium point in limited time to ensure the continuity of control and achieve fast
tracking of reference speed. Based on the PMLSM design of F-ST-SMO, a super-twisted sliding mode
algorithm is used to replace the traditional first order sliding mode algorithm. Meanwhile, fuzzy
rules are introduced to adjust the sliding mode gain adaptively, which replaces the fixed gain of
traditional SMO and reduces chattering of the system. Finally, the effectiveness and superiority of the
designed control system are proven by simulation and experiment.

Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous linear motor; continuous terminal sliding mode; sliding
mode control; fuzzy controller; super-twisted sliding mode observer

1. Introduction

PMLSM has been widely used in modern industries such as robotics and military
due to its easy structure, high reliability and high efficiency [1,2]. To solve the limitations
of a conventional PI control, many new control algorithms such as active disturbance
rejection control, adaptive control, neural network control, and SMC have been proposed.
Among them, SMC is a kind of nonlinear control algorithm with strong robustness. This
method is insensitive to perturbation and has the advantages of quick response. It is
applied to PMLSM to enhance the system control capability. However, the robustness
of the SMC is achieved by using a large switching control gain, which often produces
chattering. References [3,4] added an active disturbance rejection speed control in fast
terminal sliding mode, which improved the robustness of the system and the ability to
track a given speed, but the speed overshoot became larger, and the control input would
have a singular problem. To reduce system jitter, Ref. [5] designed an adaptive law to
dynamically adjust the switching gain of the system. While satisfying the control accuracy
of the system, the system jitter was reduced. The authors of [6,7] combined a sliding mode
control with direct torque theory, which improved the dynamic response capability of the
system, but it increased the switching gain of the system and strengthened the system
chattering. According to [8,9], in order to reduce the buffeting issue, the saturation function
took the place of the sign function, the system switching was more stable, and the chattering
of the system was reduced, but the sliding mode switching was difficult to achieve, and the
anti-interference ability was weakened.

Meanwhile, in most high-performance servo control systems, the position and speed
of the mover are critical parameters. In the PMLSM vector control, it is usually necessary
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to install a mechanical sensor on the motor to feedback the speed of the motor mover in
real time, forming a closed-loop operation of the motor control system. While improving
the detection accuracy of the system, the mechanical sensor also increases the burden of
the system. To reduce the burden and cost of the system, a sensorless control strategy is
necessary for its application in PMLSM [10]. Commonly used sensorless algorithms include
Kalman filter algorithm, model reference adaptive algorithm, Sliding Mode Observer
algorithm, etc. Among them, the Kalman filter can estimate the system state online and
then realize the real-time monitoring of the system, but the amount of calculation is too large,
and the adjustment time of the system becomes longer [11]. The model reference adaptive
algorithm realizes the identification of the motor parameters through the appropriate
adaptive law. Although it improves the robustness of the system, the design parameters
are too many, the system becomes complex, and the dynamic response capability becomes
weak [12].

Because SMO is independent of motor parameters, it has strong robustness to system
disturbances. Compared with other speed sensorless control methods such as the Kalman
filter means and model reference adaptive control algorithm, this method is simple in
design and requires less computation and more dynamic responsiveness, with better
advantages. The authors in [13,14] used an improved index convergence law to weaken the
system buffeting caused by the sliding mode observer. Although it can achieve purpose to
a certain extent, when the error change is zero, the sliding mode control rate is also zero,
which is disadvantageous to the control of the system. The authors of [15] proposed an
adaptive SMO, which has good robustness. The authors of [16,17] designed an extended
Kalman filter to obtain continuous back EMF and to improve observation accuracy, but the
amount of calculation is too big, which increases the control cost of the system. The authors
of [18–20] proposed a cascade sliding mode observer, which improved the robustness of
the system, but the cascade made the tracking ability of the system worse, resulting in a
certain phase difference.

Therefore, based on the theory of PMLSM, a control system combining CT-SMC and
F-ST-SMO is designed to optimize the overall control system. The CT-SMC solves the
singularity problem of the terminal sliding mode and makes the approach process of the
algorithm have a time limit through the stability condition constraint, standardizes the
approach trajectory, and makes the system reach the sliding mode surface in a certain
time. F-ST-SMO using higher-order features keeps the continuity of the output, so as to
weaken the hf switching chattering of sliding mode. Thus, the introduction of fuzzy rules
can solve the upper bound of the boundary function in a selected control algorithm in the
actual problem, in which is difficult to dynamically adjust the sliding mode gain coefficient
of the fuzzy rules to reduce chattering near the sliding mode surface. The simulation
and experiment prove that the designed system simplifies the mechanical structure of the
control system and improves the dynamic performance and control precision. The main
innovations of this paper are as follows:

(1) Based on the theoretical basis of SMC and taking PMLSM as the control object, a
control system combining CT-SMC and F-ST-SMO is designed.

(2) To solve the problem of the large error of traditional SMO observations, a hyperdistor-
tion algorithm is introduced to maintain the continuity of output to weaken chattering
caused by high-frequency switching in sliding mode. Fuzzy rules are introduced to
dynamically adjust the sliding mode gain coefficient to reduce chattering near the
sliding mode surface.

(3) System verification. The dynamic performance of the designed control system is
verified by comparing the CTSMC control system with a traditional SMC and PI
control system. The observation performance of F-ST-SMO is compared with that
of traditional SMO, and the error analysis is made with the data of the mechanical
sensor.
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2. Design of Terminal Sliding Mode Speed Controller

2.1. PMLSM Mathematical Model

The mathematical model for establishing the PMLSM in the synchronous rotating
coordinate system d − q is as follows:⎧⎨⎩

did
dt = − Rs

Ld
id +

πLq
τLd

νiq +
ud
Ld

diq
dt = − Rs

Lq
iq − πLd

τLq
νid +

uq
Lq

− πψ f
τLq

ν
(1)

where Rs is the stator resistance; τ is the PMLSM pole pitch; ν is the speed of the linear
motor; ud and uq are the voltage of the d − q axis; id and iq are the current of the d − q axis;
Ld and Lq are the inductance components of the d − q axis; ψ f is the permanent magnet
flux linkage.

Since Ld = Lq in the PMLSM used, the thrust equation can be written as

Fem = pn
3π

2τ
ψ f iq (2)

where Fem is the thrust of the linear motor, and pn is the number of pole pairs of the linear
motor.

The mechanical motion equation of PMLSM is as follows:

m
dν

dt
= Fem − f − Bν (3)

where m is the quality of the mover, B is the viscous friction factor, and f is the system
disturbance. Simultaneously, formulas (2) and (3) can be obtained

dν

dt
= aMiq + bMν + cM f (4)

where aM = 1
m pn

3π
2τ ψ f ; bM = − B

m ; cM = − 1
m .

2.2. Design of CT-SMC

The velocity loop controller is designed using a first-order CT-SMC algorithm. From
the linear motor equation of motion, the first-order velocity differential equation can be
written as .

v = aMiq + bMν + cM f
= aMiq

∗ + bMν + cM f − aM(iq∗ − iq)
= biq∗ + d

(5)

where {
b = aM = 1

m pn
3π
2τ ψ f

d = bMv + cM f − aM(i∗q − iq)
(6)

d can be regarded as the lumped disturbance of the system. The derivative of d in the
system is bounded and satisfies the following conditions:∣∣∣ .

d
∣∣∣ ≤ ked (7)

where ked is an ordinary constant and ked > 0.
Let vr be the specified speed of the system, then the speed tracking error is defined as:

e = vr − v (8)

Calculate the first derivative of the velocity tracking error, and substitute Equation (5),
it can be deduced that

.
e =

.
vr − .

v =
.

vr − bi∗q − d (9)
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Terminal sliding surface for design is as follows:

s =
.
e + csgn(e)|e|p/q (10)

where c > 0, 0 < p/q < 1.
The speed control law based on CT-SMC is designed as follows:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

i∗q = b−1(ueq + uv)

ueq =
.

vr + csgn(e)|e|α
uv = kv

∫ t
0 sgn(s)dt

(11)

where kv is an ordinary constant and kv > 0, t is the running time of the system α ∈ (0, 1);
sgn(?) is a symbolic function; b = aM = 1

m pn
3π
2τ ψ f is the control gain. ueq and uv are

equivalent control laws.

2.3. Stability Proof of CT-SMC

If system (5) satisfies kv > ked, under the action of the control law (10), the velocity
error of the system will converge to the equilibrium point within a finite time.

Proof. According to Equation (9), the sliding surface (10) can be written in the follow-
ing form:

s =
.
e + csgn(e)|e|p/q =

.
vr − bi∗q − d + csgn(e)|e|p/q (12)

Substituting formula (11) into (12), we can obtain:

s =
.

vr − bi∗q − d + csgn(e)|e|p/q

= csgn(e)|e|p/q +
.

vr − (ueq + uv)− d
= csgn(e)|e|p/q +

.
vr − (

.
vr + csgn(e)|e|p/q + uv)− d

= −uv − d

(13)

The Lyapunov function is used to judge the stability of CT-SMC, and the constructed
function is

V =
1
2

s2 (14)

Taking the first derivative of it and substituting it into Equation (13), we can obtain

.
V = s

.
s = s[− .

uv −
.
d] (15)

Substituting Equation (11) into the above equation, we can obtain

.
V = s(− .

uv −
.
d) = s(−kvsgn(s)−

.
d)

= −kv|s| −
.
ds

(16)

Formula (16) can be written in the following form:

.
V = −kv|s| −

.
ds ≤ −kv|s|+

∣∣∣ .
d
∣∣∣|s|

= −[kv −
∣∣∣ .
d
∣∣∣]|s| ≤ −[kv − kcd]|s|

= −√
2(kv − ked)V

1
2

(17)

According to Equation (17), if kv > ked it is true. Then,
.

V < 0 is established. It
shows that the velocity error will reach the sliding surface s = 0 in a limited time. In this
way, there can be a first-order nonlinear differential equation with finite time convergence:
s =

.
e + csgn(e)|e|α = 0.
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When c > 0, the velocity deviation will converge to the equilibrium state in a finite
time along the sliding mode surface s = 0.

When the fractional power is reduced to integer power 1, the sliding surface in this
paper is reduced to:

s =
.
e + ce (18)

The controller degenerates to:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
i∗q = b−1(ueq + uv)

ueq =
.
vr + ce

uv = kv
∫ t

0 sgn(s)dt
(19)

According to the above design, the control structure based on the CT-SMC method can
be drawn as shown in Figure 1. The red PMLSM module represents the current closed-loop
structure including the permanent magnet synchronous linear motor and other components
in Figure 1. �

 

Figure 1. System block diagram of PMLSM based on CT-SMC.

3. Design of F-ST-SMO

3.1. Traditional SMO

The electrical equation of PMLSM in the αβ coordinate system is as follows:{
diα
dt = 1

L (−Riα + uα − Eα)
diβ

dt = 1
L (−Riβ + uβ − Eβ)

(20)

where Eα = −π
τ vψ f sin θ , Eβ = −π

τ vψ f cos θ can be regarded as αβ induced electromotive
force in coordinate system. To acquire the extended back EMF of the estimated value, the
SMO can be designed as {

dîα
dt = 1

L (−Rîα + uα − zα)
dîβ

dt = 1
L (−Rîβ + uβ − zβ)

(21)

{
zα = ksgn(îα − iα)
zβ = ksgn(îβ − iβ)

(22)

where îa, îβ is the observed value of current; k is the traditional SMO gain.
Subtracting from Equations (20) and (21), the current error state equation is{

dĩα
dt = 1

L (−Rĩα − zα + Eα)
dĩβ

dt = 1
L (−Rĩβ − zβ + Eβ)

(23)

where ĩa = îa − ia, ĩβ = îβ − iβ is the current observation deviation.
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SMO is used to estimate the current, and its sliding mode surface function is as follows

ĩ = [ĩa ĩβ]
T
= 0 (24)

SMO enters sliding mode when the following conditions are met

ĩT
.

ĩ < 0 (25)

When the sliding mode gain satisfies Equation (25), then

ĩ =
.
ĩ = 0 (26)

Substituting Equation (26) into Equation (23), we can obtain

E = [ksgn(îa − ia)ksgn(îβ − iβ

)
]
T

(27)

According to Equation (27), it is known that the back EMF estimation is associated
with the high frequency switching signal. However, the estimation method based on the arc
tangent function directly substitutes the high-frequency switching signal into the division
operation of the arc tangent function, resulting in the phenomenon of high-frequency
chattering.

3.2. Super-Twisted Control Algorithm

For the traditional first-order sliding mode observer, the estimated back EMF has a
chattering phenomenon due to the influence of the sign function, which leads to a tracking
error in the estimated mover velocity. Although the chattering can be reduced by low-pass
filtering, it will cause a phase delay. To this end, an ST algorithm is introduced to solve the
chattering phenomenon caused by the traditional SMO.

The ST algorithm can be shown in formula (28):{
dx
dt = k∗|x̃| 1

2 sgn(x̃) + xm
dxm
dt = k∗sgn(x̃)

(28)

where x is the state variable, x̃ is the deviation between the approximated value and the
true value, xm is a custom intermediate variable, k∗ is the ST sliding mode gain.

The state variable x in the ST algorithm is replaced by the current signal îa and îβ

estimated by PMLSM, and the SMO of PMLSM based on the ST algorithm is obtained, as
shown in Equation (29).⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

dîα
dt = 1

L (−Rîα + ua − k f

∣∣∣ĩα∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩα)−

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩα)dt)

dîβ

dt = 1
L (−Rîβ + uβ − k f

∣∣∣ĩβ

∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩβ)−

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩβ)dt)

(29)

where k f is the boundary function, and ks is a small constant, which is used to reduce the
influence caused by the error differential of fuzzy control input.

The current deviation equation acquired by subtracting Equation (20) from Equation (29) is:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
dĩα
dt = 1

L (−Rĩα − k f

∣∣∣ĩα∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩα)−

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩα)dt + Eα)

dĩβ

dt = 1
L (−Rĩβ − k f

∣∣∣ĩβ

∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩβ)−

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩβ)dt + Eβ)

(30)

where ĩa = îa − ia, ĩβ = îβ − iβ is the deviation of current observation.
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When ST-SMO is stable, the estimated value is equal to the actual value, that is, the

PMLSM current estimation error and change rate are approximately zero (̃iαβ =
.
ĩαβ = 0).

At this point, the back EMF of the PMLSM estimated by the ST-SMO can be obtained:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ Ea = k f

∣∣∣ĩα∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩα) +

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩα)dt

Eβ = k f

∣∣∣ĩβ

∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩβ) +

∫
ks · k f sgn(ĩβ)dt

(31)

In order to improve the chattering problem in SMC, the ST control algorithm is
selected to ensure the continuity of the output. The algorithm can weaken the chattering
caused by the first-order sliding mode control and improve the dynamic response and
anti-interference ability of the system. However, the ST control algorithm relies too much
on the upper bound of the boundary function, which is hard to obtain in practice. In
addition to the serious influence of the sign function on the buffeting phenomenon of a
sliding mode observer, there is also sliding mode gain. In a general sliding mode system,
in order to maintain the rapid response ability of the system, a larger sliding mode gain is
usually selected, but this will also produce a larger buffeting. When the moving point is
close to the sliding mode surface, a small gain is enough. Therefore, if the sliding mode
gain can be adjusted adaptively according to the position of the moving point relative to the
sliding mode surface, the buffeting of the system can be effectively suppressed. In order to
realize the adaptive adjustment of the sliding mode gain, a fuzzy control rule is introduced.

3.3. Design of Fuzzy Controller

Fuzzy control has strong adaptability to external disturbances because it does not
completely rely on mathematical models, but on fuzzy rules. It is especially suitable for
nonlinear control systems.

The boundary function k f is estimated according to the sliding mode reachable condi-

tion. The input variables of the fuzzy control system are ĩaβ and
.
ĩaβ, and the output variable

is k f . If ĩaβ is large, it indicates that there is a large difference between îaβ and iaβ, and the
moving point is far from the sliding mode surface, and then k f should increase. If ĩaβ is
small, it means that the motion point is close to the sliding surface, and then k f should

decrease. If
.

ĩaβ is large, it indicates that the moving point is rapidly moving away from
or close to the sliding mode surface, and the gain needs to be increased to strengthen the
control effect; otherwise, the gain needs to be reduced.

The input variables are defined in the domain of {−0.002 0.002}, and the output
variables in the domain of {1000 1400}. The input of fuzzy language is {NB (negative big),
NS (negative small), Z(zero), PS (positive small), PB (positive big)}, and the fuzzy language
value of the output is {PS (positive small), S(small), M(medium), B(big), PB (positive big)}.
Control rules obtained by designing k f are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Control rules.

~
iαβ

.
~
iαβ

NB NS ZO PS PB

NB PB PB B B M
NS PB B B M M
ZO B M M S S
PS S M M B B
PB M B B PB PB
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3.4. Construction of F-ST-SMO Model

Based on the current model of the PMLSM in the αβ coordinate system, such as
formula (32):

.
iαβ =

1
L
(−Riαβ + uαβ − Eαβ) (32)

where iαβ = [iα iβ]
T is the stator αβ axis current; R is stator resistance; L is the stator

inductance; uαβ = [uα uβ]
T is the voltage of stator αβ axis; Eαβ = [Eα Eβ]

T is the inverse
electromotive force of the linear electric motor. PMLSM current equation based on F-ST-
SMO can be restated as: .

îαβ =
1
L
(−Rîαβ + uαβ − zαβ) (33)

where îαβ = [îα îβ]
T

is the estimation of stator αβ axis current; zαβ = k f

∣∣∣ĩαβ

∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn(ĩαβ) +∫

ks · k f sgn(ĩαβ)dt is the control law. Where k f is the boundary function, k f is derived
from fuzzy control rules. The main task of the observer is to select a suitable control law
to minimize the estimation error and finally estimate the motor stator αβ axis back EMF.
When the sliding mode switching function approaches the sliding mode switching surface,

ĩαβ =
.
ĩαβ = 0 is obtained, and Equation (31) is obtained. To obtain a continuous estimate of

the back EMF, a low-pass filter is required, as shown in the equation:

Êαβ =
ωc

s + ωc
zαβ (34)

where wc = 2π fc, fc indicates the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter.
To obtain the velocity information of the mover, the estimated value of velocity is

expressed as:

ω̂e =

√
Eα

2 + Eβ
2

ψ f
(35)

where ŵe =
π
τ v̂, and we can finally obtain an estimate of the velocity of the actuator.

To sum up, the control principle of F-ST-SMO is to first use the input voltage signal
through the sliding mode observer designed by the PMLSM current state equation to
obtain the current estimated value of the SMO, and then compare it with the actual PMLSM
current signal. The error and rate of change of the current signal are obtained by making the
difference, the control gain of the sliding mode observer is dynamically regulated through
the fuzzy control rules, the estimated back EMF is obtained through the ST algorithm, and
finally the mover speed is obtained. The principle of the F-ST-SMO is shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. F-ST-SMO algorithm implementation diagram.

4. Simulation and Experimental Results

4.1. Comparison of Speed Controllers

The block diagram of the PMLSM control system designed in this paper is set up
in MATLAB/SIMULINK, as shown in Figure 3. The motor driving parameters used are
shown in Table 2, and the improved SMC is compared with the traditional PI and traditional
SMC control system.
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Figure 3. Control system block diagram.

Table 2. Main parameters of straight line.

Parameter Value

stator resistance Rs/Ω 4.0
d-q axis inductance Ldq/mH 8.2

Mover mass m/kg 1.425
Viscous friction coefficient B/N/m·s 44

Polar distance τ/m 0.016
DC Bus Voltage U/V 48

4.1.1. Constant Load, Varying Speed

To analyze the dynamic response performance of the designed control system, the
traditional PI control and traditional SMC are set up as a comparison. The speed change of
the given system is (1m/s → 2m/s → 3m/s) to observe the tracking effect of PMLSM for
different speeds and the dynamic response performance when the speed changes. Figure 4
shows the comparison of the operation speed of the CT-SMC system, traditional PI control
system and SMC system.

 

Figure 4. Speed comparison.

To analyze the speed contrast diagram, the CT-SMC system shown in this paper has
almost no overshoot in the process from 0 to 1 m/s and from 1 to 2 m/s. Although there
is overshoot in the process from 2 to 3 m/s, the overshoot is much smaller than that in
the traditional PI control and traditional SMC system. In these three speed increases, the
process from 2 to 3 m/s is the worst dynamic response time of CT-SMC designed in this
paper. The CT-SMC system still shows superior control performance versus the traditional
control. In the process of speed change, the adjustment time of CT-SMC is less than 0.05 s,
the adjustment time of PI is more than 0.1 s, while the adjustment time of conventional
SMC is more than 0.2 s.

Figure 5 shows the thrust variation comparison of the three control systems. Among
the three control modes, it can be seen that the SMO system shows strong thrust fluctuation
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due to its inherent characteristics. The CT-SMC system designed in this paper has a similar
trend of thrust change with the traditional PI control system, but when the speed changes,
the thrust changes significantly, resulting in a long overshoot time.

Figure 5. The thrust comparison of the three control system: (a) thrust change of the CT-SMC system;
(b) thrust change of the PI control system; (c) thrust change of the SMC system.

4.1.2. Constant Speed, Varying Load

Given that the system speed is 1.5 m/s, and the running time is set as 1 s, random load
is added into the control system as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
the running speed of the three systems. The overshoot and overshoot time of the CT-SMC
control system are much less than those of the other two control systems.

Figure 6. Random load added to the system.

Figure 7. Comparison of running speed.

4.1.3. Observer Comparison

Through the simulation verification, the superior control performance of the CT-SMC
system designed in this paper is proven. On the basis of the CT-SMC system, the traditional
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SMO is added to compare with the designed F-ST-SMO. The speed of the given system
is 1.5 m/s, and the speed rises to 2 m/s at 1 s, so as to analyze the tracking situation and
dynamic response ability of the observer at different speeds.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the traditional SMO observation speed will have
large chattering, and the observer directly gives the error caused by chattering to the speed
controller of the control system, resulting in a decrease in the overall accuracy of the control
system. In the simulation diagram, the medium tracking speed fluctuates around the
reference speed. In the F-ST-SMO system designed in this paper, due to the action of the
fuzzy controller, the output changes to the sliding mode gain, which validly reduces the
buffeting of the traditional SMO and has higher accuracy.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Comparison of observation effects of observers: (a) waveform of observed velocity and
actual velocity of conventional SMO system; (b) waveform of observed velocity and actual velocity
of THE F-ST-SMO system.

4.2. Experiment

Compared with the simulation environment, the experimental environment has more
external disturbances, and there is a heating phenomenon in the operation of the electrical
generator. Building an experimental platform for verification is conducive to further
improving the control system, such that the designed algorithm can be better and faster
applied in practical applications. The experimental platform as shown in Figure 9 is built
in this paper, which is mainly composed of upper computer, servo driver, control card,
grating sensor and precision linear motor. The on–off controlled electromagnetic weight is
used as the load of the linear motor. During the operation of the linear motor, the sensor
transmits the position signal and current signal to the control board for closed-loop control
operation. The encoder is used to compare with the observer designed in this paper. The
motor parameters selected in this paper are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 9. Experimental platform.

First, the proposed CT-SMC control system is built and compared with the traditional
PI control system, and then the traditional SMC control system, the dynamic performance,
and anti-disturbance performance of the controller are analyzed. The given speed of the
system was set as 0.8–1.5 m/s. Figure 10 shows the dynamic effect under three control
strategies. Figure 10a–c shows the comparison diagrams of the running speed and ref-
erence speed of the PI control system, SMC control system and CT-SMC control system,
respectively. Figure 10d–f shows the comparison of overshoot, regulation time and error
of the three control systems. It can be concluded from the analysis that the traditional
SMC control system has more room for improvement compared with the current more
mature PI control system. It has a larger overshoot and longer adjustment time. Through
the improved CT-SMC, the overshoot and adjustment time are greatly reduced, and the
error is also smaller.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 10. Dynamic performance comparison of the three control effects: (a) speed of PI control sys-
tem; (b) speed of SMC control system; (c) speed of CT-SMC control system; (d) overshoot comparison
of the three control systems; (e) adjustment time comparison of the three control systems; (f) error
comparison of the three control systems.
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Figure 11 shows the operation of the three control systems at a given speed of 1.2 m/s
and with a 50 N load added at 0.4 s. Figure 11a–c shows the operating speed waveforms
of the three control systems, and Figure 11d–f shows the speed errors of the three control
systems after loading. According to the analysis, when the load was added, the fluctuation
of the SMC control system decreased slightly compared with PI, but there was still a large
fluctuation. The improved CT-SMC control system not only has good dynamic performance,
but also has good anti-disturbance performance.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 11. Under the three control strategies, the operation condition with load added at 0.4 s:
(a) speed of PI control system; (b) speed of SMC control system; (c) speed of CT-SMC control system;
(d) speed error of PI control system after 0.4 s; (e) speed error of SMC control system after 0.4 s;
(f) speed error of CT-SMC control system after 0.4 s.

CT-SMC can have a good control effect in dynamic response and anti-disturbance
performance. On the basis of selecting CT-SMC for the controller, traditional SMO and
F-ST-SMO are added for speed observation. Figure 12 is the speed operation when the
given system speed is 1.5 m, and the observed speed of the observer is fed back to the
speed controller. Mechanical sensors are used for comparison with estimated speed. The
traditional SMO has a large jitter and a large distortion in the speed-up stage, and the speed
also has a large jitter after the speed reaches the reference speed. In the speed observation
of F-ST-SMO, the observed speed is close to the real speed in both thethe speed rising stage
and the speed stable operation stage. Compared with the traditional SMO, the F-ST-SMO
is much smaller than the traditional SMO.

The experimental results show that the F-ST-SMO sensorless control system based on
CT-SMO performs well in dynamic performance and anti-disturbance performance. The
sensorless control system simplifies the mechanical structure of the control system and
greatly improves the control accuracy compared with the traditional SMO.
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 12. Comparison of the operation of the two observers; (a) comparison between the observation
speed and the actual speed of conventional SMO; (b) comparison between the observation speed and
the actual speed of F-ST-SMO; (c) observation error of conventional SMO; (d) observation error of
F-ST-SMO.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a CT-SMC and F-ST-SMO control system based on the PMLSM mathe-
matical model is proposed. This method provides a solution for high-precision operation
of a PMLSM sensorless system. The mechanical motion equations of PMLSM are analyzed,
and a speed closed-loop controller is designed using a continuous terminal sliding mode
control algorithm. The voltage equation of PMLSM was rewritten in the static coordinate
system, and F-ST-SMO was designed to replace the traditional mechanical sensor. The
simulation and experimental verification of the designed control system under variable
speed and load conditions show that the dynamic performance of the designed control
system is better, and the position tracking error is greatly reduced.
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